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This s tudy is designed to examine re-
presentative selections of current junior high 
school textbook and octavo music,in an attempt to 
measure and compare the general melodic difficulty 
of the textbook and octavo material. 
THE REASON FOR 'lrHE STUDY 
----·------
Some basis for this comparison would be 
helpful in guiding the selection, by music teachers, 
of program and study material for junior high school 
pupils. 
If there should be a difference in the 
difficulty of the two kinds of material the teacher 
could better gauge how much of the more difficult kind 
he could use. 
l. 
Chapter II 
METHOD OF APPROACH 
BASIC COMPARISON 
----------------
Since this study is a comparison of junior 
high school textbook and octavo material , a tenable 
sampling procedure must be devised for the selection 
of representative numbers in each classification. 
Further, a procedure for analyzing the sampled materials 
must be devised. 
REPRESENTATION 
The sources of sheet music are the National 
Vocal Association festival list of 1949, 1 ) and the C.C. 
Birchard publisher's catalogue. 2 ) In the former, since 
the list is short and because some selection from the 
entire field of available material is presumed to have 
guided its selection, each selection is analyzed. In 
the latter, which is considerably longer, every fifth 
selection is analyzed. 
l) National School Band, Orchestra, and Vocal 
Association, Selective Mu~i£_11~!~, Pub. same; Chicago, 
Ill.; 1949 . 
2) It is necessary to use this general, commercial 
catalogue since the writer is unable to locate any 
catalogue specifically intended for junior high school use. 
For textbooks, the available junior high texts 
of four of the leading book companies are investigated. 
These companies are 
American Book Company--The American Sigg~ 
Book Seven 
Book Ei~ht 
c. c. Birchard and Company--The Singigg Scho£6 
Sing Ou~ 
Silver Burdett and Company--




Music of Many Lands and 
--------E~o£le~--------




Since these included a great number of songs, every 
fift h selection is studied. The pieces are sectioned 
by mode and number of parts and then alphabetized. 
This allows both wide coverage and accurate re-
presentation. Only part songs are included. 
SAMPLING 
After the sectioning and selection of every 
fifth piece, ten pieces in each group are inspected, 
whenever this is possible. Whenever there are not 
ten pieces inspected the indication is that there 
are not fifty pieces of this kind in the textbook. 
LIMITATION 
.---------
To reduce the analysis to feasible scope, 
only the melodic aspect is investigated. 
As a standard for comparison of melodic 
difficulty four types of melodic movement are outlined . 
They are respectively: 






non-tonic 6 ) 
----------------------------------------------·-------




5) Ibid, P . 10. 
6) Ibid, p. 8. 
4. 
5. 
It is assumed as a hypothesis that the diatonic 
movement is the easiest and that the pieces containing 
a predominance of this movement are easier than those 
which do not. 
An independent experiment is to be made to shed 
some light on the validity of the hypothesis and on 
the di fficulty of the remaining classifications. The 




It is obvious that before the material can be 
compared, there must be an additional process after 
mere item counting. For example, an item count of 
four non-ton ic leaps in a piece of one hundred sixty 
measures length· is an entirely different matter than 
the same item count of four non-tonic leaps in a piece 
of eight measures. 
This is taken care of by changing all item counts 
into percentages, as are obtained in the ordinary way. 
FORM OF PRESENTATION 
--------------------
For the reader ' s convenience, the basic material 
is reported in the form of tables. The tables allow 
similar material to be grouped closely enough together 
so that the reader may view a correlated area at a 
time, inspecting both likenesses and divergences 
from the average. 
That is, the reader may easily view the three-part 
major selections of any given textbook at once, notice 
the general tendencies, amount of adherence to norm, 
6. 
and range of discrepancies. The mean average is always 
computed after each div~sion (each part; two, three, etc.) 
ADDITIONAL FACTORS 
There are, of course, other factors, besides actual 
difficulty of movement, which influence the learning of 
a melody . One of these is the value of the text as 
motivation,?) another the range, and still another the 
matter of carrying the tune as contrasted with harmonic 
lines. 
All of these items are recorded in independent 
tables contained in Appendix I • 
These.data are reported separately, so as to allow 
the fundamental information to be grouped closely 
enough for matters of comparison. 
------------------------------------------
7) An interesting discussion of this matter is made by 
Mr. Gehrkens in Music_ig_~!!.!LJug,!Qt:_ffig!!_§chool. Gehrkens, 
Karl, Ibid, sixth printing, c. c. Birchard & Co., 1949, 
pp. 67-68. 
Chapter III 
DEFINITION OF TERMS 
The meaning of nearly all the terms utilized will 
probably be obvious. However, so there will be no doubt 
whatever, the te rms are defined as they are used in llhis 
particular thesis . 
adolescents •••••••.••••••• junior or senior high school 
students 
contrapuntal .•••••...••••• melodic, rather than harmonic 
movement 
diatonic •.•••••••.•.•••••• step-wise motion, ascending or 
descending, within the natural 
ma-jor scale of the key of the 
song 
r r ( 
two diatonic movements 
J _ 
two diaton ic mov e.· c~-b's 
7. 
8 . 
junior high .•••.•••••••••• seventh and eighth grades, or 
seventh, eighth, and ninth grades, 
whether housed as an independent 
unit or not 
major •••••.••.•••••••••••• T.his adjective is used to specify 
only those selections which are 
entirely in the major mode. 
(See "minor:•) 
me l odic •••••••.•••.•.••••• movement considered in the v9 ices 
separately with no regard to 
resulting harmonies. In this 
thesis "melodic" does not necessarily 
refer to tunefulness • 
minor • ..••....• .. .. ••••••• designating selections either in 
whole or in part in the minor 
mode. A section long enough to 
require a minor key signature is 
considered the minimum for placing 
a piece in the minor classification • 
non-diatonic • • ••..•••••••• motion involving notes not included 
in the scale of the indicated key 
signature 
non-tonic •••••.••••••••••• movement £l_lea£ 
the tonic chord. 
Non-tonic 
to a note not . in 
(See "tonic!') 
9. 
part-music •••••••••••••••••••• At least six notes are considered 
the minimum for t he recognition 
of a voice or part . When an 
extra part was added for the 
last three -or four notes of 
final cadence of a two-part 
song t his was considered in-
suffi cient to plac e the song 
in the three-part group. 
percentage •.•••...•... •• ••••• the figure which indicates the 
amount of a particular kind of 
movement in relationship to the 
entire movement of a selection 
PERCENTAGE EXAMPLE 1 ) -j-) -j-) (1) 
-j-) s::: Q) s::: till § ::s till ::s aj 0 aj 0 -j-) 
0 Q) 0 -j-) 0 s::: r 1:10 s::: (1) 
~ a:J El Q) El C) -j-) Q) C) Q) H 
-lD s::: -j-) H -j-) (1) 
-j-) Q) H Q) H P; H C) P-t 
Voices ..•....••••• • 1st~ 2nd 3rd 
P; 
Diatonic 34:: 22% 37= 23% 34: 22% 
Non-diatonic 6: 04% 6: 04% 7=. 04% 
Ton ic 6= 04% 6: 04% 5: 03% 
Non-toni c 6: 04% 4= 03% 7= 04% 
----- ---
52 53 53 
Total movement 1 58 
popular •••••••••••.•••••••• referring to selections be ing 
played by modern dance orchestras 
1) Dykema, Peter ; The Painter, Let Musi c RinB; 
C. c. Birchard & Co., Boston, Mass., 1949, pp . 120-121. 
lO. 
professionals •••••••••••••••••••••••• those who receive financial 
return for their work 
representatiye ••••••••••••••••••••••• a fair sampling, a sampling 
or inspection that is just, 
accurate, unbiased, and 
typical of the material 
as a whole. In this thesis 
every fifth selection of 
an alphabetized list is 
inspected. 
sheet music ••••••••••••.••••••••••••• selections which are 
· published individually, 
not bound in book form 
textbooks ••••••••..••••.••••..•.•.••• collections of material 
pertaining to particular 
subjects, in this case the 
music books for junior high 
school level~ of four 
leading music companies 
tonic •••••••••.••.••••••.•.......•••• movement by leap to a 




I J t ( . ( 
tonic 
11. 
unison music •••••.•••••.••••••••••• music in 'which there is 
one voice or one part only. 
When the melody is written 
doubled at the octave the 
music is considered as being 
in two parts, since this 
would necessitate two separate 
readings. 




2) Riego, Teresa del, Thank G£g_f£r~_gard~n, S. A., 





A PERTINENT EXPERIMENT 
PURPOSE 
Since the study is a comparison, it is necessary to set 
up standards for various degrees of difficulty and establish 






In Chapter II a hypothesis is given that the diatonic 
classification is the easiest. The experiment is to determine 
if that is true and also to determine the amount of difference 
of the other three classifications. 
SAMPLING 
----
The experiment includes all rote-note songs learned by 
the pupils in the Rangely public schools (19490, grade four, 
twenty-seven pupils; grade five, twenty-six puplls; and grade 
six, twenty-four pupils. This project extends over a period 
of four weeks and includes fourteen pieces. 
l3. 
COMPARABILITY 
The errors are circled as they occur, and then an item 
count is made to disclose in which of the classifications 
errors are found. The resulting figures are then converted 




ERRORS IN NOTE-ROTE PIECES 
Percent- Percent- p p p p p p 
age of age of of of of of of of 
Movement Errors M E M E M E 
Diatonic Non-diatonic Tonic Non-tonic 
Grade 4 
60% 02% 28% 07% 12% 
69% 31% 
71% 05% 17% 07% 12% 02% 
72% 04% 23% 03% 04% 
77% 13% 13% 06% 10% 
56% 03% 38% 06% 03% 
Grade 5 
55% 04% 04% 25% 02% 17% 04% 
85% 06% 08% 06% 02% 
50% 07% 19% 03% 31% 01% 
82% 11% 13% 04% 05% 
Grade 6 
56% 02% 29% 02% 08% 
79% 02% 13% o4% 09% 
76% 07% 02% 17 % -- 07% 
63% 26% -- 09% 
----- ----
Total 950% 62% 11% 02% 300% 44% 132% 10% 
for all 
grades 
Average 68% 04% Ol% 
-- 21% 03% 09% 01% 
l5. 
TABLE I (Cont'd) 
MOvement Errors Movement Errors Movement Errors Movement Errors 
Diatonic 
Total 950% 62% 
for all 
grades 
Average 68% 04% 



















Although there is a great deal of diatoni c movement, there are 
comparatively few errors. Errors of six per cent certainly are far 
less than the number of errors of the other classifications. 
On the other hand, in the non-diatonic classification the 
errors are just three times as plentiful. The percentages of errors 
of the other two classifications ranged between these first two. 
DEDUCTION 
From the results of this experiment, the difficulty of movement 






It also appears that any kind of movement other than d i atonic is just 
about twice as difficult as the diatonic . 
APPLICATION 
This implies that in the foregoing comparison of the two sets 
of material, textbooks and octavo music, the set with the higher 
percentage of diatonic movement is the easier of the two . 
17. 
Chapter V 
MUSIC TEXTBOOKS IN THE ~IOR HIGH SCHOOL 
Four leading series of junior high school textbooks have been 
inspected by sampl ing and analysis of both ma j or and minor songs. 
PRESENTATION OF THE DATA ________ . ____ ._ ____ _ 
The reports of the analysis are included herewith in tabulated 
form . The reports are grouped by book and also by series; e. g . ; 
first, ~icag_§igB§£ , ~ok_§§y&g , and then , ~2Qk Eigh~ of this same 
series before another series is reviewed • 
All figures are in the form of percentages . Averages follow each 
group of data. For example, after the data on two-part major selections 
are listed the average is given . The same holds true for the three-part 
selections, and for the four. Major and minor selections are recorded 
separate ly and two independent averages given , for aid in reviewing 
and comparing the data . 
RELATED FACTORS ___ __. __ _ 
Differences are noticeable not only between books but among series 
as regards the number of parts . In some books a predominance of two-
parts persists, in other books a predominance of three, and in others 
a predominance of four . 
Thmrough discussion of the other rela ted factors, such as difficulty 
of text for each piece, pitch ranges, length of selections , and division 
of melody is included in Appendix I • 
18 . 
Chapter VI 
AMERICAN SINGER TEXTBOOKS 
1 
THE AMERICAN SINGER - Book 7 - Major Key TABLE II 
Percentages of Movement William Bridgman and Louis Curtis 
According to Classifications 
Two and Three Parts MAJOR 
l~ .-Jb.§tc.> DIATONIC ~ ,§-. ~ ~a,: NON- i ~rl~+ TONIC ~ ~rl~~tQ NON- ~ ~ .Q .Q t> f;_cv. gtc.> DIATONIC ~-';;; ~ ~ TONIC 8 
Air Liner 31 35 . 66 03 05 08 ll 07 18 02 05 P7 
..... , 
Come , Ye Thankful 
Peonle 29 31 60 02 05 07 12 07 19 06 oc ~4 
Harvest Time 20 33 53 21 12 33 10 04 ri-4 
Lonesome Cowbov, The 34 29 63 09 09 08 11 19 07 02 b9 
Our Flag 26 31 57 07 b7 17 10 27 05 05 10 
Shortnin' Bread 22 37 59 01 Pl 17 11 28 04 08 12 
Vesner Hymn 31 34 65 12 11 23 08 04 12 
Average 28 33 61. 01 04 05 14 10 24 06 05 11 
America 31 24 17 72 02 02 04 )2 05 )8 15 )2 04 04 10 
0 Dearl What Can the 18 25 31 74 01 01 11.2 07 19 )3 02 05 Matter Rei 
0 Little Town of 21 25 18 64 02 04 09 Bethlehem 15 03 04 b3 10 04 03 
(l5 12 
-- - - '• 
Rosebud, The · 22 25 20 67 05 03 08 ~0 02 10 22 01 01 02 
Suggestion, A 16 20 22 58 04 05 09 ~a 08 06 p2 16 03 03 b2 08 
-
Who's That A-Calling 20 25 18 6~ 01 91 03 05 07 08 ps 20 05 03 P4 12 
Average 21 24 21 . 63 01. 03 05 b9 . P7 ps. ps 17 03· 03 P3· ' 09 · 
.. 
1. American Book Comnany. Boston ~ 1947. 
The relative factors. voice ranges, text, etc., are discussed in Aunendi x I. 
!'-(! 
• 
THE AMERICAN SINGER - Book 1 - Minor Key TABLE III 
Percentages of Movement 
According to Classifications William Bridgman and Louis Curtis 
Two, Three, and Four Parts MINOR 
-
- i"' ""DIA.fimrC . ~1ri0N-~roii"rc . . - !i TONIC --r- - - --·-----j T 'l,vl vJm~~T~~IC . "' 
34 2o 11tl3 4,1~-:~ : 1-r
1 1 :1tk3r~ ~ - --,--- r-- --- -____J,-April 01 lC Ot 18 I G~ther Ye Rosebuds 33 14 . . 47 b7 22 ++ . ' 29 1oJ 04 01 08 08 16 
-
Songs of David 31 2 5 56 05 14 l . 19 08 06 14 06 05 !-1 
·-
-
Winter Night!' 27 30 57 07 10 17 08 04 12 08 08 16 
-
--·- ·-- -
Average 31 22 53 05 17 ~L 22 06 04 10 08 01 15 ~-
Autumn 12. 24 30 13 03 09 02 ! ; 14 04 01 03 08 02 02 02 , , 06 --~- ,__,_ ·- .. ---





~Sarafan, The · 38 1_4~ 16 68 06 06 .12 08 02 02 12 91. .Q~ 02 ~·- 08 
We Three Kin_gs 23 23 ·23 69 06 06 01 01 06 
- ·t 14 03 03 04 10 ·- -





05 0) 05 02 + .. 13 02 01 05 02 10 Friends of Mar jolaine 20 20 10 1 01 ' 01 03 
I I 
1 l_ +- . . 
! l ' I li ~ 1 l 
l 





Percentages of Movement 
According to Classifications 
Two Parts 
THE AMERICAN SINGER- Book 8 2- Major Key 
William Bridgman and Louis Curtis 
TABLE IV 
MAJOR 
, - ' . .. • -- · -- • . · - ·- .--.. - - . 1 
, lvl v2 DIATONIC T ~l N~-DIATONIC T t
1 
m:> TONIC T vl v~ON-TONIC 
Bendemeerts st:~- :~ 36 1 i -~--·-;76 01 .04 ' T-· i f 05 !!o6 07 I i ' 13 02 03 .--·· -- ··---;: 
I H ~p, Paddle, D~p 28 )0 58 07 12 + '19 09 03 12 06 04 _ 10 
Estrelli ta 23 17 40 01 ~3 1 14 l.O 13 23 12 11 23 1------- -- r-- ~- .. 
_In Memoriam _ 31 38 75 07 ___ ~r- - 01 P9 02 - ~- r-- __ __ 11 03 OJ. _ ___. Q§ _ 
_ Night _ 38 39 77 -- 08 09 1:_:7 03 03 _  Q6 . 
Panis Ange1icus 38 29 67 02 P2 I ' 04 08 06 14 08 01 !'-. 
Sundown 28 27 55' ()3 l . 03 09 11 r--· ___ 20 15 08 23._ 
Swing Song 25' 42 15'0 06 06 1f. l.Q JJ_ __ r-t 23 1 01 __ 01 _ llh 
Wings of Light 28 34 62 08 t OJ 14 '07 21 08 07 15 
. -
Average 32 31 63 0205 07 09 08 17 07 06 13 
- ·- -
' 
' r-----------H--1~+--+--+---+--t--+--ft--+--+-+--+--+-+-+-·H-,t--+--t--+-- ~--+--+-·-·H-1 -+--1-~~+--+---+--+-·-1 
I , . ; 
2. American Book Company, Boston, 1948. [\) 
(:-' 
• 
Percentages of Movement 
According to Classifications 
Three Parts 
THE AMERICAN SINGER - Book 8 - Major Key TABL~ :v._· 
William Bridgman and Louis Curtis 
MA.JOR 
j . _, '"'DIATONIC jNoN:niATOrHC -- 'j ,-TONIC . ----- ------
1 
. v 1 v~ v ~ T · v1 vC) _Y.3._. T :v t v2 v3 
. . -- . --r--~ 1-" .. ~..&-~--.----,T--.---- . ~ 
I Afternoon in May, An 18 25 
124 
1 I i 67 01 03 b8 j l l12llo7 !o41 021 j 
I i. l-~..'!'ay for Rio ' 24 21 32 77 ~i l--lio4I03!12t +- • I '-, n--, I ~ 
Cindy __ 24 23 23 70 01 o6 02 1-1 1 1 091l06jo6lo4j 1 1 1-+ 
, o 1h1 '-- 1o2 I I I t ill .• 
--
I 
_Home _ 22 21 17 160 04 05 ___ I 1- - 09 08 ~§.~4-~-l 1 
I'm Far from MY . 1 ~l 
I Homeland _ 20 27 27 ' 74 02 02 02 l _ 06 06 03 041 • l I t ~ 
24 .f. 
12 tb~ lo2lc>.6l I :tl;l l 
,,!b~f11 l I f hh 
111bs rOl 02f l I I loa 
I In the Boat - 12 20 09 . 41 12 06 06 l ~ 241i06 03 Q21 I I t 1--1F~ r .... ,-- t 
'! I I l I I I I II 1 I I I I I I I I 
681 03 03 01 . 07 05 0~05 
, ... .., 1 1 1 ~ ,sa o4 ~2 o8 14 o4 o4 ~-;---4---4 ,_ ..... q, 
0211Q5 03 03 
Love's Old Sweet Song 25 12 31 i I I 
Magic Boat, The 120 23 1 t: 
My Creed u 23r 29f 21 
My Normandy 11191 22126 
-
Slumber Song 23 23 20 
Song my Paddle Sings 23 29 28 
Star-spangled Banner 21 21 23 
Timid Shepherd, The 19 19 21 
I! 21l23 ?~ l Averag~ 
. ... --+--J--- I -- N-'--t-.---+ 
791101 01 
_ll _ . 1 _I. 1 , , ,67~~1 01 _J_ ~~ -ilofo7 o»1 I I 24 ~4 ~~--~--- o8 
I ll I 'T' 66· - ... 2olo4 o4 - --t-· I 28 . ~2 . o5 :07 
~- .. "-' ·_t .l 1 1 < 180 06 02 01 , 09 04 Ol 0~+-t~ll 01 02 04 
65io2 o1loJ t J +!_)6~09 o1 07W4 :!fl 03 o2 _ i -r-· _ o6 
__ , I ' I ,~:::::::::: 1 t itJ:,: :;~J _ tttl:_: :: - LLLI~! l 
[\J 
~ 
THE AMERICAN SINGER - Book 8 - Major Key TABLJ:; VI 
Percentages of Movement 
According to Classifications William Bridgman and t oui s Curtis 
Four Parts MAJOR 
-
--------~. ··~ ,-·-·- - --·- · , ; -- ' -- -------
DIATONIC NON-DIATONIC ~ TONIC P,ON-TONIC 
Angelus, The 




Lvl v2v~ vA.. . T vl v2 ~r:Z. .v4 _. ____ _ T :vl v2 v3 v4 _ T d v~ v3 __ y_4___ _ _ _..t 
13 15lo6 18
1 I 1 ·52 03 o5 o4 07 1 I '1~ 07 03 o~losj l l 16 o6jo1 jos I..Llli 
! i! I [ I 
19 22 16 15 72 01 P3 I 1 . 04 ~05 03 04 os ~6 19 n 11 63 o2 P3 ~4 :j _ 13~~ o3 o3 os 17IP3I02 IOli031 I t 109 -~7 ~510~~ j04 12 --+~1 
- - I I I · I -+ I I - ~U • ~ f.··-+--+-·+-+ II . I · I +-+--+-+-· I II .f. -+- I I t · -
i ·~ H I .I I l . t t t H . I I I 1--+-+- 1 . II I • I I I I t II I I . I +-+-+·4-
1 
·-tt-+- I I I -+- I f Jl I f- I I · I · I i -*---+-+· I I I I I .f+ t I I -+- • I I r 
j' 
l f i + I II I I I t I I + ....-..H--1-+-+--~--+-+- · I II I I .. I i I I I I 
II t t I t I I I · I~ · I I I • ~ I I f1 I I -I- 4 I ..f ~ 41 --+--t- J I I I · t · I 
I I I! I 
I I I I I t II ·-I- I I ~ · 1- I I ---#- I t + ~ I I l If I -+-+-+- t I I f 
I ' 
L.f_. • f I f ! I *-1 I I 1- 4-- I I II ' I • I I t J l If . 
I H f I I• I I I · J II I -t· • +- I· I · f +I I I I l t +-• I· II · I . • -+ ~ I I l ol: 
1 !! 1 W · If I I' t-+' 1 i 
I II I I I I I I I • I I I I I I 1---!i--+- -rrrt-t tt+--! I I +-----------lilt--:-+~-- -~-+-'-+:--+-:~ : : .: ~ r JJJJJ!JJ _ ltt±ri-1J:~ttil.~ 
[\J 
fU 
THE AMERICAN SINGER - Book 8 - Mi nor Key TABLE ·VTI 
Percentages of Movement 
Accordingto Classifications 
Two, Three, Four, and Six Parts 
William Br i dgman and Louis Curtis 
MINOR 
-
- - - ·-- ----·-·- - -· · - ----~---·- ·--- -- --- ---
.. ... DIATONI C I NON- DIATONIC 'tl: . TONIC NON;;TONI C 
lv • vP v:Z· T v 1 v2 v3 T v 1 v2 vc. v2 v ._ 
I ~r~·:/~~e Volga :::~ ' ~ ~- i-~-~::~09 P4 l-~~,-rJr·~~~~~ 20' I Ji II f:~~~::l -- .~~ ~ 











26127 07lll3 l15 -~~ ~06 } 0?_.,__1 + +-+-53II05 I02 Average 
-ao nown, Moses 23 16 23 62 o++~t~tJ I I oajjo4jo5{9;rm- f 15'5foJg_~ ~ 1 ~
Remembrance. _ 26 27 19 72 01 04 12 I I I I 17Jl041 02J j J I l ~~021 102.!--+-+-- 1 1 
10 
! II 
Average • 025.221 211 I +- I 16:110)1091 : :=~== ll0402r t---'1- I I I I 
o8 o4.oJfo5lo4· Desert Dawn 181191 13119 6~1 01102105 081102l01103l02 16 
I Hammock, The uo4I05,o5(16f18(16l l6~1 I il*2LO~ j_~2,02J~~l~~l (15~01( Jo_?j_~4l03 J 1141 
I 
I It I t t I . I I I H · t · t f ~ f t I ~-++-+--+--·-+- • +- I I II I I t I f I I I 
r- ' n I I I " I I I I II I I ~ I I i ~ l I I ! I I I I rr ! ! I I I 
I n , . , , , 1 , , u ' ' 1 ' ' ' ' 1 ·n -11 , 
.I . ; i ' 






















? nt. ~ nt. J1 . nt. 
l 




53 68 70 
22 15 05 
10 13 13 
15 09 10 
AMERICAN SINGER l and .§. DIGEST 
lj --..-- ---....-Grade 8 
-.- -- ........-· 
I I l 
~ nt. 6 pt.· 2 nt ~ . .ll.t .• : l.L..p.t_t. [_s __ J,l.h 6_ph . 2._p.L . 3 _p.t. 
63 59 63 
---
. 07 07 13+-
17 16 17 . 
13 09 . 12 
-
53 68 69 64 
07 13 . 08 09 
28 11 08 15 
13 10 16 i 14 
--
'---· ~ --- - ·1 -- -























C. C. BIRCHARD TEXTBOOKS 
.. 
1 
SING OUT -- C. C. Birchard and Comnany - Major Key 
Percentages of Movement 





vl v2 DIATONIC T vl v2 DIAT01I.!IC T t!l v2 TONIC T vl v2 TONIC 
Abraham Lincoln 34 ~7 71 01 P1 pg 06 1E 06 06 
~hr.istmas Carol, A 31 ~2 ~3 07 06 P-3 P3 06 09 oe 06 
Harvest Song 4E 24 r?2 r-- ~4 05 19 P6 02 
Nocturne 41 40 ~1 02 02 04 03 04 ' 07 04 04 
~ing~ Nightingale 37 38 75 03 03 07 11 I lE 03 02 I I 
. ! ~odel Song 34 134 ~8 
-- ~6 03 1~ 11 01 









1 ~ Dvkema, Peter; Pi tcher , Gladys; Stevens , David; Vandever e , Lil ian ; C. C. Bircha.r cl end Company, 












SING OUT -- C. C. Birchard and Company - Major Key TABLE X 
Percentages of Movement 
According to Classifications 
MAJOR 
Three and Four Parts -
! - I ·- •-,.-.>-.- ·.- .,... ,, ._...,..-· · ------·~--·--·-· - ·- . ·-----• 1 rl DIATONIC j 71NON-DIATONIC I TONIC I~ NOiJ -TO.(IC 




Bardy Train 18 17 18 53 02 01 t . 03ljll 13 12 . 36 03 02 02 07 
r------ ·--· 
Bridget Don~hue 19 23 15 57 04 08 ·-~, 1 12~10. 07 06 23 04 01 · 04 - . 09 
- ·- ~~ ... _ --. ·~· - · - . ---,--~ 
65 
•- . • . I 






Dance Song 25 24 15 64 01 01 12 08 02 22 10 03 13 
- --~ ·-~- - _ .. ;_ - .. -~
Easter Carol, An ~ 31 21 78 -- 04 04 06 14 04 01 05 10 __ _ ..;
.. - r--
Flags of All I 




Git Away from.~~~ .lrl Co' · ..,.- 20 17 20 57 01 01 02 10 10 10 . 30 02 05 O.J 10 
Hard Times, Come 
A.[)'ain No More 2~ 26 26 771 01 01 02 .07 05 06 18 01' 01 01 03 
Hundred Years Ago. A 22 21 21 64 11 11 11 33 01 Q}-_ ~q_1 03 
• 
Average 23 23 18 
--
64 01 02 02 . 05 08 07 07 22 04 02 02 os: 
Dixie . 14 16 14 15 5CJ 01 01 09 07 .08 08 32 03 02 02 02 09 
---+'---- .. t-·-~i- 1---I 





Percentages of Movement 
According to Classi fic a tions 
Two, Three, Four, and Five Part s 
SING QQ.! -- C. C. Birchard and Company - Minor TABLE XI 
MINOR 
-
i - . DI~~NIC·--· T jv N~i~D~A_J~NIC ~ 'lvl v2 vl0~c- -- rr . l ~o~~T~~ic- ---~- ~ 
::::.Of p::;~ )9 ~~~~~-~~ _----~- I ~~-~ r ~ri 1-filJos ~8~0~r r-r~-~ b 
f-4-l I I I -tD 02 o2 t-!-+ · o o6 06 _ j 1 112~oa061 L-W 1 1u 
4o _ 1s o1 o1 l _l_LJJ?~~lo51 1_1 I I 1 .~21~?!2?.!--.~--+-+ - l--W 
Average 
5>1ffio~toTJ-rr 
7 311 ! 06 05 -1---
I 82(1 l I I t 
59liOJI0~-r-
1£02 
6 lo1 03I03 
-1-+ ~06[~5L-~ + 15 07 OI41 II j ~. 20 1~lo2l o2( o~ . i o5 02 o4 o5· · . .. j.g.. Envoi 
. ._.it I I -, I + ' ' II I" ' I 
I 
Ivy and Holly 
Witch-Hazel Bough 8411 101101 02ll03l 021 03 081tOl 04 05 
-
Tim, the Fiddler 22 _,I05105(071 19112 48llo4~o5lo71 112 28 




Percentages of Movement 
According to 
Classifications 
Two and Three Parts 
2 
LET MUSIC RING - C. C. Birchard and Company - Major TABLE XII 
MAJOR 
- - 1 • : ..... .. - - - ... • ·-.-...-·-------!"-r-- - -·-- ·- ·-----
! _ vl v2 ~:l£TONIC T jvl~~-~tATONIC T '!vl v~ ~ONIC T ··~l v NO~~TCNIC , ' 
t Anvil Chorus 19 221 ~-~,T 4105 o~=r-~rl -1 09 2:0 1~"1. i -~ r~-20 16 l?~r-~-- ---·-·-;; 
~---~~eat Am~q~~ The 39 34 73 06 05 __ j __ j ll j06 05 11 02 02 ·-"-"- 04 
Riflemen of -t' . ! I 
1 Bennin@on. The 41 41 82 I ~ j -- 107 07 _ Jl.i_ 0~2 0~- _ .__ '- ~ ~- 9.!!: 
_Wanderer's N_ight Song Jl22j36J 1 1 + 1 l. H 1 1 .., 
Her Beautiful Eyes 
Painter, The 
Sea Birds 
Soldiers of the 
Plough. The 
Average 
llllo1o8 . I 12 1- - -1--1-· ----r-
14Uo6 01 · 13 
··- 1---
13 07 06 06 19 
22 05 05 02 12 
..... 
11004 03 041 I l I Ill 
-- --
121104 o5f021 I I 1.~ 
15 07 o~ftttt 15 
21 04 01 01 . 06 
14 051041031 I I I 112 
I -- If .1 I I I .l I J. Jl I t I I I I I il i ·I I I I I I fl I I I I I l += ,. I 
c-~-=----=~-=-~+tl-11 -r l I ~ I II I l I I ~ I 1.1 I I I I I I I 1··1 I TT. 
2. Dykema, Pe:J3er; Pitcher, Gl~dys; Vandevere, Lilian; C. C. Btrchard and Co.; Bnston, 1949. (jJ 
0 
" 
Percentages of Movement 
According to 
Classifications 
Four and Five Parts 
• 
LET MUSIC RING - C. C. Birchard and Company- Major TABLE XIII 
MAJOR 
I · nrAroNrc ~---;]~NoN:nilloNrc - --- ~~ ToNic----· i' NoN~T(mi~- -·- ------, 
I All ~he World Wakens 1::: ;:~j--;-lf~R v ·~~ vsr_ll :rio::~ ~~::lin-~~ :;:~~~:-v_Qrr I 0~ 
__ !:_~ Close _ _9_f_D_!lY 16 20 19 13 . 68 01 02 02 Oli . o6{o4 03 03 09 I 19 01 01 01 04 07 
_ Battle HZ!!1E:_of the 19 20 22. 22 83 . ·1 --lo.s 04 0~ 03 1.5 01 --- 01 
Republic • ·- j-...:- ~ -- - - t- ··1--t- f-- - l- - -1--~ 
Cockles and Mussels 17 1.5 21 19 771] -- 06 06 04 0.5 21 02 04 06 
- - - -- 1--f-··-1-- . ..., !-- t--- '--1---· - 1-"· ---1--
0c o4 oc os o6 24 o3 o2 o2 01 
- . . -·- -·-1--
~04l02IO?j_~~ I I. I 12 
1
. Down Mobile _ 16 16' 18 14 16L 051 01 1-- _ 
Gentl· to the . 
J ~Ear 13 ' 13 14 18 . 5E 05 02 ! ! 07 I 09 0.5 08 03 . 
' 14 18 18 17 I 67 ' 03 04 03 01 --21 04 03 oL O? t---~ -- 18 04 01 __j_l -I II 051 
2..Q ~ 16 15 1 l11 01 1 01 03 02 0 10 18 9]; .... ?l__9~ . 08 Graduation Song _In }I~ Wagon 
Jli t Carson 1 C: ·18 18 18 15~ 05 01 06 04 0~ OL 06 19 01 01 OhttOl 




Average 17 17 19 17 . 7C 02 01 01 -- OL 05 OL OL o6 . 19ll 021 021 011 02 07 
Abe of Illinois 11l 1~ 1L11~ o9. 611 OliOl!oa oa 01 07tfO~ o1 o~ o~ 03 1~1 0~ 021 0~ 021 02 09 
1 ~~~ I I . I I I I I R . I I I I I I I-II-I I I I I I I II I I t : ·I 1 1 " 
--~~-~- ----I_tlt I t !Ill I II II I I ~ l I I I II I ~ I I 1-r-tt:. 
w J-"1. 
Percentages of Movement LET MUSIC RING - c. c. Birchard and Company - Minor 
According to Classifications _______ ---
TABLE XIV 
MINOR 
Two, Three, Four, Five, and Six Parts 
-
-
. . - - -r.---- -- i --~-- '---------:-r-- - --- - - ----~ 
j rl v~ DIATONIC j NON-DIATONIC ~ TONIC I~ NON- TONIC 
~·- - ---
.n Jx, ~y5_j~~~ ~:~ ~r ,rn1y --~ 11~1: v3 !v4 i 5 •. v6.·-r~~ ~~ ~F:"4,vJ1 ,'£_6__~ 
Dancing Together 
-
- !---" • -- - ... 
Jonnny Has uone 




:lo1 Bone Jesu, 0 17 18 21 11 67 08 02 1> 03 .02 06 12 04 04 
. 
··- I"-· --~- -~ ~-
Sun Chant 08 16 01 17 -42 14 02 16 09 01 01 18 
--·--· 
29 01 01 .9.~ ,_Q2.t-· 12 
- r- >- · ·- -- f--· --
Average 13 17 11 14 51i 02 04 08 02 I 16 05 02 02 12 21 01 01 01 07 10 
r - - ----
Aubade . 10 11 10 10 02 4" 02 04 08 0?; 1c 07 04 04 03 02 20 04 04 05 01 01 15 
-- · -· 
Our Master 








. - -----+~ - .. ·- 1---
I I 




Percentages of Movement SINGING YOUTH- c. c. Birchard and Company- Major TABLE XV 
According to Clas sifi cations 
MAJOR 
Two and Three Parts 
. . __..,.~,,... --- ·--- .... - ----- -. ---- -- ·- . ...---- ~· 
I. -b,. . DIATONI C ±. NON-DHTONIC lt1' TON IC il l l),ON ;;TONI C .· 
1 
o:c: T vlv2 "" v2v?; 'T' lV Vi:::,V.:C m 
'Billy---- - - 28 :~tvTl -TTl70J03bCCIJ]J~t~lo~1J ·n-l~*~r ~-rr·l -~ 
~~Was~/'~i~~~ 30.40 . - 170~-' J-+' o6 10905 l40704=t±· i 
§hips __ 27141 68 04 01 1 + 0.5 1 1~ · • }-_? 07 0~ _ .. -· 
Wearing of j ~T U 
_ the Green9 The 3.5 37 72 01 _ U Q$_2, 09 --l-· _ 21 02 03 -· · _ 
1
_ Average _ . 30 40 
-
70. 03,02 ¥ os 11 04 1.5 04 06 ..-UQ. 
A-Hunting 
26 24 24 74 01 02 01 04 09 07 08 124 We W~11 Go !-- ' --·- ·-· ~-
I I Charming Marguerite i 23 2.5 21 69 02 03 04 
-f9 05 02 oJ:-·t_l_L Jnllo4Jo3I031 I I I 110 
l Geisha . The 1132114 16 62 I -- 11 o6 1 . . _ __ .l..J I 31 oJl_lQJl I I I lo6 
In MY Garden II 29LJol21L l I . I laclL_ . .l_loJl J .. L_L_ .Lo3Jill6LoE>l93l I . 1__1 _ _11 02 t Nanon Waltz 11171 201 201 I I I ::~02n°11 I I I I 03~051 o41 o61 I I I J 1.5 11 07 08 6 Scherzo 18 18 20 I I I I I I 26llo61 o8lo41 I t I 118 02 oBI o811ol 
. 
Thrice Welcome, 
Chr~stmas 24 21 16 611! 03(01!021 I f I I o6ll o61 o41 o61 I I I l16llo61 o41 o61 I I I 116 
Wakonda · t"28 21 21 7C 01 01 01 03 08 0.5 0.5 18 0.5 02 01 I I loB 
. 
Average II 2.5 22 20 67 01 01 01 03 06 0.5 06 17 06 04 04 ·- ,_._J_J. _  ~ 
- '1-..  
f t .I __ U _L_L J I L _L _L __ Il_l ... L I I I I ···--··-- ______ _jj_ _ ___L 
- • -----
-· ' 
3. Farnsworth, Charles; Dvkema, P~ter: Armitage) Theresa: C. C. Birchard and Co., Boston. 1935. tv c.v 
• 
Percentages of Movement 
According to 
Classifications 
Four and Five Parts 
SINGING YOUTH - C. C. Birchard and Company - Major ::-
- ,. ± 
MAJOR 
i - - . r
1 
DIATONIC . jNoN~DIATONIC ----l j TO~IJIC- - -- -- ij NON-~- - - ----
1- -- ---Cr.en,_ The _ 27 24 16 '16 82~~ _ ~ __ ; · - 06 06 0 02 16 _ _ --Cobbler Md the T 1 • 1 ~ t t pense Fore;;t 16 16 11 16 65102 02 02 o2r · o o o5 J 1~ ~ 9~ ~to~tt I _toa 
. 
God of Our ~athers 11 -- 1 --1 -~-+--+- 1 1 11 1 1 ·1--
1
_ Herdin~ Song 
Jacob's Ladder 
My Bonnie Lass ! 
She Smi1eth · 
1 Rl 21 f 1 R ll t;! I I ! 7~ 01! o1l o1l ot_ e-+-_ oL · 04 03 o~ o6}._ -L- 11 01 01¥,_21~,. . ._ , o2 
1 Sl14l141 oal I I !5~1 !o1lo1lo3 05 12 10 09 o5 36 o4 01 01 01 07 
----· - . . 
1~ 181 211131 ~1 I m o6 os o4 oa ·-·-~ ~ 03 o1 o2 109 
22! 17116i 171 ! 7~1 j01lo_2 01! 1 _,_27 o4 04 02 05 -~ ... Jl5 Ol oJf2! t I I o6 
281 23I11Jl I I I I &11 t I I I I I -- m 03 o_ 11 · 1 I 30J 04 + I I o4 Pastorale 
2~ 12[ 141121 I I 1 6!!Jf l I I I l_L I --II111Qi_o2L o6L_li_L~~li4JQ4~ o4j I I 115 
28! 211181151 . I . I I 8:;fl I l I , 1 1 1 -uo2t 021 ~~r5J I I lltfoJ,qllOli 1 I lo4 
2~ J.91J,6l13j - s I I 07 l I l. o5[jp6j o5l o o6l . 21 02 02. 011 021 I 




Clouds 18ll3ll6ll5ll3 I I I o7flo31 o41 o21 o3lo41 I 11611 I [OljOlj031 I lo5 
I If I I I I I~ I fl r II Ill I Ill I I I II I ~II I I 1+-+1--f 




Percentages of Movement 
According t o 
Classifications 
_Two, Three, and Four Parts 
SINGING YOUTH - C. C. Birchard and Company- iVlinor TABLE XVII 
MINOR 
__ ,  _.-..,. . .- .... -,_ ·- . . ·-- ..,.- · _  _.. __ ----.-. . - ·--·· - --- ---· 
i- ·---- ·- ·-- 1 v2 WT~~-=c - ··--·- T I NON-D~ATONIC T lj ';:~ONIC m jb. NON-'ruNIC . m I 
I Gipsy John 33 2il 1· 1 lli ~~1~n¥tLIFtM14l ·rTl~o~lrtrTT:a 
1-~Edalusi.~--- 26 21 25 -- 781.11o3 o2 ~2 1 _ j__ : 1 o7ro2 o2 o~~- . I · 10 1o1 o1!o2t __ {-. ~4 
_jl£__ Down 1 Mos_es 16 17 29 62 !05 02 · I 01 1!o2 04 07 ] ~_3 01.<:J~~.:! -+- _ _18 
. 1ollo4 02 01 _,__ 07 o2lo3 .01 _:J_L 12 03 o~?l I t 12 2ll22f 27 
_ . _Avera.ge 
1 Steppes , The ·--· 
Average I !.28j26jl2W, i ~ .. -+..!..:"11 -- J-- J • I -t_.;.....-
- It I I I l I I 1 Jl I I I I I I I R I I I . ' I I I 11 ·-4--+---1 I I I I I 
H I I I I I I I K ~ - · I I t I I I ll I I I I I I I II 4-----+ t 1 t +--~ 
1 1 1 1 1 ' 11 1 1 f r f t 1 u t 1 + 1 1 1 1 11 1. + - , , • , 1 1 
1- II I I I I I I I M J I t . l t I Ill I I I I· I It II IiI I I I I I 
I · . · -· ·II I I f I I I I fl l f I I I ·I I II I t I I I I I II I I t I I I ,_-I 
. I' . t----------+ +-l I I -1 I I U I l I I I I I H I I I I I I I II I I I +-+-+-4---
1 .. _ .. -~·--· _ _ __ _ j_l _.l.. I ! I ! I II I I I I I [ I II I I I I J I I II J I I I I ==' 
~ 
Average Percentages 
of Movemen t 
C. C • . BIRCHARD DIGEST TABLE XVIII 
-·-- · ··----· . ......,......__ . . -- . ... ---~-T-~ .... - --- \ 
I MAJOR I Singing Youph f Let Music Ring Sing Out j 
. i I . .-T . I -,- --- ~- · -l f\.ver-
f
- - ? n+ , L nt. 1!, nt. _i ~ n+. . f. pt.. , ? nt. 1 . . jli.J lw>h '.S. .pt.. 6_ pt.. · 2._pt.. J _J>t. i I • n+, " n+. I f. n+. ' ao I 
, __ DIATONIC 72 l 67 70 . 75 63 61 79__ 67 _ . 72 6h ~9 67 ~ 
I NON-DIATONIC 05 03 05 07 09 11 04 I 07 04 05 01 05 : 
: l 
! TONIC · 15 17 21 16 14 14 19 ' 18 15 22 32 19 
, .. -~~N-TO'NIC . 1-;; lh 07 0~ 13 12 07 09 · 10 08 09 09 ' r-- -
t 
42 l 65 55 43 72 78 l 69 I 84 I 22 
I l MINOR 
f DIATONIC 58 10 f 75 62 
I t . ~NjH~_QNI_Q__ ___ ... 16 07 LQ2_- L _ _l_ . ----· Jt 11 __ 1 -- I .16 ~-- ~ .. ~- . 






SILVER BURDETT TEXTBOOKS 
Percent~ges of Movement 
Ac cor ding to 
Classifications 
Two .arid Three Parts 
1 
MUSIC HIGHWAYS AND BYWAYS - Silver Burdett Co. - Major TABLE XIX 
MA.JOR 
--
. ' -~- - - - --- -· " ·-·-- .! · · - · - - - - - - - · - · , i DIATONIC j NON-DIATONIC ij TONIC lj NON-TONIC . 
JAnna's Rosy ch~.:- "3~ ;;t' 7, --,---:;al ~!1--rr~~~9 ]o~f: ~-~--~~-----~;~~ ::f9··--·--·+-r-- ... --1~ 
jorasshopper and --~""-- ·-~ - ,-- ! 
1 
-- - • , ---· t ! - · --
i____ the ~.nt,Jhe 52 28 8~! _ i_ · -112 02 14 03 02 --~-++ 05 
Lovely lleadmvs, Ah 3814o 781! 01 1 · 0~ ~0 07 _ _ 17 02 0~ I___ -:-t+ _ _ 04 
!ting, Ring th_e Banjo 54 16 _ -~ _ ·-- ~e--~ = :_2 05 _ ~J-- -+--- 27 03 ()_1,_ +i-'~- -~ 
Unkle Johnnie __ 38 37 -tZZU- . -· '--r-· -- 07 09 I 16 05 ~~+-- - ·· . - -~ 
43 30 - h3lloltll I ! 1 t2 11 o6 11 o5 03 r oa Avera~!_" 
.. . .. - .. " . ~~
- . I ' ! JIOU0211021 t 11-¥~o6IOJ1. -l-J-f--'18 04 £494--f_ l _ -t-~ 
I t I 1 1 j7BJJ_ I I -- 07 °6 02 llJ_ Ji!95 <?.~ .-L.L-1 I I 07 
I I I 771lOJ-l 1 1 1 J_ i 1 01110~ i o41 o~J_W-!J.2 ~olJsa!g_?j_ I I t ... j11 
Ne1l_y_]ly 
! f ,6,,q4J04t05f I I f 113~~-2 D?t I lllll~04102-J-~~t·tt~ 
o111o4l o41 o5 13 !I04 03! od I 09 f 
Old Paint --.. 281021011 I I I I 3111121011011 I I I 114 
__AYer._age 
n - I I 18'11 I I I I I I l~jjj12rlo111 t -1 I ~o21 
0311o8l o4l o41 I 16 o5 02 01 ... _J_J ~ 
I I I I I II t ' I I I ! ! tJ I : f I ../-.-1.-... l-........U.~--!... I I I .b. ! I ' 




Percentages of Movement 
According to 
Classifications 
Four an~ Five Parts 
MUSIC HIGH'IlAYS AND BYWAYS - Silver Burdett Co. - Major TABLE XX 
MAJOR 
j ;._., 2DIATONI C I NON-DIATO~IC - . -· !I TONie- r NON-Ttmi; --- ----·, 
I
. . v.l. v y.z 4v..5 T vl v2 v3v4 v5 T vl v2 vZ v4 v5 'T' lv, ,~ v3 v4v5 rr 
Dying CowboY, The_ !P 25 17 237 fT:;_:·~v-~-rro6 jQ4 ahT'-r-l~-; ~::~- ~-~T~~------- · ·----; 
I Couldn't Hear N~~~y o6 ·11 .13 1_4_16 601 Ol j , -01l02 09 08 07 05 31 01 02 02 0102 08 
~ . . ~ . _,, -.- - ,____± - -
! I ' 
- - - ' . --t-· ' --+-~ e-+·- - . ~ ~- ·---+-r-....--1 
- - - - . .. ··-1-
1------------H-+--+---+---f--.f--+--+--Ho---4-~-l--L .. -·-+---ttl--11'--·+-·-t---+--+---o!~t---t 
l I : I 
l------------if---11--+---l--+-+-+~-l-~---.J-.-+-4-----+--- ··-r---~- .... -- --·-+--i--+---+--+-1 
(----------'*-it--+--+-+-+--f-+""""*-.._.++--J.-·1--4--4---- ·- -~-+---+-.,....___._ .......... _, 







Percent ages of Movement 
According to 
Classifica tions 
MUSIC HIGIDVAYS AND BYWAYS - Silver Burdett Co . - Mi nor 
Two and Three Parts 
-
...... J _ ___ 
·--·· · --....-----
1-
I NON- DIATONIC 'i TONI C DI ATONIC 
1'1rl V~ u~ .--,. - .-•-. ____ T "'-"~lr -r-·-. -- - --1 llvl v~ v:Z: .--- - ·_T_ I i I i j ., I My Bambino 43 21 · _ I 10 
. 91 06 
1 





r Carol 29 17 22 68 fll _.J __ 11 04 01 05 . 10 




















- ·- ·· -- -.--... - .. 
NON- TONTC ' 
~LY.2fQ ;·-··--- -- - ·----r-T-
b3 07 1_ : ' 10 






















Percentages of Movement 
According to 
Clas sification s 
Two and Three Parts 
2 
MUSIC OF MANY LANDS AND PEOPLES - Silver Burdett Co. - Major TABLE XXII 
:MAJOR 
i- 11 DI ATONic ------n NoN-DIATONic -·--· i - ToNic ---- --- - ~~ NONzTONrc ! 
~-A-u-tumn--Twili~: IV1 v~ v~ T l\,1 v" v?, T "l v" v~ T llv' •• ~ •• 
I - II I -+-
I~S~ip_ o.f Ri: :e~~e l3oJ26 1 56jo6 ~3 T ! _ f - -12f1o ~I,_ IJ],7 ~ g4 !__ - W--. _951 
All Through _the Night 27 28 28 83 . ___ ~r-··-r- .... --:- 01 1_~ -~+--· 13 02 02.1- . __ t -~~- .... 04 
_Fellowship _ 20 24 22 6~ 1-- . -- 06 05 05 ! 16 09 05 04 T- - ~ 
~ Laughing spring _ 18 26 26 10 91 01 t ! , o2 12 o5 o5 I -- -f-3.~ 9~ ~ 01 . o4 
Of All the Brave Bird:: 28 29 23 Be 04 . l I 04 04 05 05 I 14 01 01 02 I 04 
- ....... - ·- ---·-1-- r--- --r-· 
Skating 20 22 23 6; OJ 02 05 09 05 08 22102 02 02 ' o6 
Average U 23 ;6 24 7)_ 01 01 01 ! 03 06 04 07 -~~2:1 0;-~;:~ ~~ _..JOl 
I tl I f I I I I t II I t l I · t t I #- t I ~ I I I f - II I + + I t I +----; 
I tt t f I I I I I fl I I I f i . t I II I I I I t I I tt--·-+--+---+- f I i I • I 
I II f I I I I • I fl I. I 1- • I I I I -H-I ' I J I I I ll I COfTif!JEl' -+-+ I I 
I 
-----ll.-L· :~ : : : : : : I I I I I I I ij I I I 1 !Til I I JlU--r. 
2. McConathy, Osbourne; Beattie, John: Morgan, Russell; Silver Burdett Co.; New York, N.Y.; 1936. - ~ 
Percentages of Movement 
Accor~ing to 
Classifications 
MUSI C OF MANY LA.NDS AND PEOPLES - Silver Burdett Co . - Major TABLE XXIII 
Four Parts MAJOR 
j -------:----D-IA-TO-NIC- - ---1~ NOt-JDIATONIC ·- · ii~ TONIC- ij NON-TO;i-~ .. ··- ---- - 1 
b:~!: in the - ·:~ ,~z~ 1;:J~-; -~;~~:cn~=,· r·r~~~ :~:~~~~l fJ~'YU2!V~iy~==,--.~ ~--- Boar's ~ 18 19 18 16 I ~· _ i_ --1104 OJ o:?_~ I ' 17 OJ OJ 02 0_4._._ l2 
Home, Sweet Home 
Good Night 
- -1-
It Was a Dream 
Miserere 
21  ~ ~~ 1-+--~ ~- OJ _ ~~1· -+-r 06 05' OJ~~ _?_!! >-· · +-- 21 02 0 
27 28 06 06 6~~ . -- 10 10 02 02 l 24 05 0_ -r-:-
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GINN AND COMPANY TEXTBOOKS 
. , 
Percentages of Movement 
According to Classifications 
Two, Three, and Four Parts 
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TREASURE - Girm & Co • - Major TABLE XXVI 
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Percentages of Movement 
Accordi ng to Classifications 
Three Part 
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Percentag es of Movement 
According to Classifications 
Two, Three, and Four Parts 
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ADVENTURE - Ginn & Co. - Major TABLE XXVIII 
MA JOR 
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Percentages of Movement 
Ac cording to Classifica t i ons 
Three and Four Parts 
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DISCOVERY - Ginn & Co. - Ma j or TABLE XXX 
MA JOR 
- -
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Percentages of Movement 
According to Classifications 
Two, Three, and Four Parts 
DISCOVERY - Ginn & Co· - Minor TABLE .XXXI 
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DISCUSSION OF TEXTBOOKS 
OVERVIEW 
Perhaps the most startling matter in the comparison of 
the various textbooks is the similarity from one textbook 
54. 
to another in the division of movement. In fact, there is in 
the percentages of each classification of melodic movement 
no spread greater than ten percent. 
COMPARISON OF FOUR SERIES GENERALLY 
For instance, the percentages of diatonic movement in 
the four series, taken as a whole, range from sixty to seventy, 
of non-diatonic movement from four to eleven, of movement 
classified as tonic from fourteen to nineteen, and of move-
ment classified as non-tonic from eight to fourteen. 
These variations are restricted enough so that they are 
judged to show similarit~ of ,E!Q]Ortions among the four series 
analyzed. 
COMPARISON OF MODE 
The above general comparison is based inclusively on 
both major and minor s .elections. T}J.e spread is even less 
when only the major selections are compared separately. 
Taking into account all of the series sampled, the proportion 
of major diatonic movement to the entire book content does not 
vary more than eight percent, and of non-diatonic movement 
not more than four percent, etc. 
55. 
However, since the spread of the percentages of the major 
diatonic movement is eight percent, and between major and 
minor no spread is over ten percent the difference between 
major and minor is slight. 
VARIATIONS WITHIN A SERIES 
Sometimes within a series, the proportions of the types 
of movementar~ greater than the spread found in the averages 
of the four series. For example, in Sin~ Out of the C. c. Birch-
ard series the minor songs show the following percentages of 
diatonic movement: 
In the two-part minor songs seventy-eight percent of the 
movement is classified as diatonic. The minor three-part 
songs disclose sixty-nine per cent diatonic movement. There 
is an increase to eighty-four per cent diatonic movement in 
the four-part minor songs, but the five-part songs contain 
only twenty-two per cent of this diatonic movement. 
This shows a spread of sixty-twa per cent, which 
appears to be more than six times the difference found in 
rinal averages of all four series taken inclusively. 
However, since there are very few five-part songs in the 
beok, and since the wide variation exists between the five-
part and the other material it should not be considered 
significant. Ordinarily five-part songs are rarely used in 
the junior high school. 
56. 
A similar situation is found in !he World of Music series, 
where the percentages of major diatonic movement extend from 
fifty-two to eighty-five. The spread, therefore, is thirty-
three per cent. 
These are not exceptional cases. The American Sinser~ B£ok 
§~enL minor diatonic percentage variation is twenty-six per cent. 
~IC£N SINGER~ ~QOK SE~l) 
Minor Diatonic Movement (Percentages) 
Two parts @to 57 2 ) 
Three parts 59 to@ 
Four parts 70 
Book Eight, of the same series, again offers a great 
spread in the percentages of minor tonic movement. There 
is a difference of forty-two per cent. 
Minor Tonic Movement)) 
Two parts 07 to @2) 
Three parts@ to 15 
Four parts 11 
Five parts 08 
Six parts 15 
-------------------- ----------------------
l) See Table 3. 
2) The circles indicate the extremes. 
3) See Table 3. 
It appears, then, that the difference between songs 
within a book or series is far greater then the averages 
for two or more series .• 
DIFFERENCES OF MOVEMENT ACCORDING TO PART 
--------------------------- - -------
There seems to be no planned difference about which 
57. 
part should have the easier diatonic movement. In one piece 
the first voice will have more diatonic movement than the 
second voice, and in another piece the reverse will be true. 
RELATED FACTORS 
The balance of major and minor is quite uniform through 
the series except for the Silver Burdett series. There the 
number of minor selections is considerably less than in 
the other series. 
It will be remembered that the minor selections contained 
slightly more of the difficult movements than did the major 
selections. Therefore, as regards this particular matter 




There is a great difference in the number of parts accord-
ing to books within a series. One book generally has a 
----- --·------
4· See Table XXI. 
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predominance of three-part music, and the other or others 
four-part music. It appears this is a grading intended for 
successively graded classes: three parts for seventh grade, 
four parts for eighth and ninth grades. 
There is also a considerable difference among the texts 
in the number of parts. This, of course, is one of the 
factors which have great bearing on the difficulty of 
selections. 
Genevieve Rorke, noted for her choral teaching techniques, 
labels part music as the "most challenging" problem of the 
mus i c instructor. 5) John Beattie also stresses the difficulty 
of part music, and further relates the additional problems 
in the teaching of parts when classes are rather infrequent, 
as is too often the case. 
"Successful part-singing under such conditions is 
extremely difficult," he says, "since singers do not retain 
their familari ty with a part from one week to another." 6) 
---------·----------------------
5) Rorke, Genevieve, Choral Teachin~ at the Juni£! 
High_e£hoo1_1~~' Hall & McCreary Co.; Chicago, Ill.; 
1947' p. 22. 
6) Beattie, John; McConathy, Osbourne; & Morgan, 
Russell; Music in the Junior gigh School, Silver Burdett 
-Co.; Boston, Mass.; 1938, second edition, p. 80. 
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Of the various series, the American Singe! has fewer 
parts than do any of the other series. This is easily 
seen from the number of songs inspected as evidenced from 
Tables II to VIIIinclusive. The !meri~~Singer also has 
less use of minor than major.?} Each of these factors 
contribute to ease. 
RELATED FACTORS 
Voice_Banges 
· Investigation of ranges br:i.ngs up an interesting 
factor when the material is summed up book by book. 
!merican Sigger~ ~2k Se~ 
f f 
hE. 
If / r I I /J: / / d ,. t~ ~ l~t vo/c t .2 )}cl yoica- 3'7'"J yo/ttl- ¥fA voic.t.. 
American Singer~ Book Eigh] 
-
- / 
7} Tables rrr ·;· VII. 
60. 
It is obvious that here the ranges do not indicate 
soprano, alto, tenor, and bass, respectively, to successive 
voices in that order. Rather a two-part piece may be for 
soprano and alto, for alto and second alto, or alto and tenor, 
etc. 
The other series also have ranges that indicate like 
treatment. 
Sing Out 















These ranges compare favorably with ranges suggested 






----- - --- 8} 
Bass 
Labeling of parts, however, is not as accurate as it 
63. 
should be, and sometimes does not exist at all. When all 
voiees do not enter at the same time the lack of such label-
ing can lead to confusion. 
Sometimes it seems debatable whether a part is intended 
1. for the voices to sing the verse in unison 
2. for the soprano to sing the verse alone, and other 
parts enter on the chorus. 
8) Kelley, Kenneth, Junior Hig!L§chool Musi..Q, B. U. 
Coll ege of Music, Boston, Mass.; p. 12. 
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J. for the soprano and alto (treble) voices to have 
the verse, and the other parts join on the chorus. 
More discussion of the textbooks is 9ffered in Cha~ter 
XIV !indin~s and Conclusions and Cha£t~~ XV~~estions. 
65. 
Chante-r XI 
FESTIVAL SHEET MOSIC 
Percentages of Movement 
According to FESTIVAL LIST SHEET MUSIC - Major TABLE XXXIII 
Classifica ti.ons 
Four, Five, Six,and Seven Parts~ MAJOR 
1 li DIATONic I NON-DIAToiuc ·- · '! TONIC · 'I NON-TONIC - ------ -, 
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Festival List, 1947; National Educators' Vocal Association 01 
m 
Percentages of Movement FESTIVAL LIST SHEET MUSIC - Minor TABLE XXXIV 
According t o Classifications 
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C. C. BIRCHARD SHEET MOSIC 
Per centages of Movement c. c. BIRCHARD SHEET MUSIC - Major TABLE XXXV 
According t o Classifications 
Three Parts ·· MAJOR 
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Percentages of Movement c. C. BIRCHARD SHEET MUSIC - Major 
According to Cl assifi cations TABLE XXXVI 
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C. C. BIRCHARD SHEET MUSIC - Minor TABLE XXXVII 
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C. C. BIRCHARD SHEET MUSIC DIGEST 




2 pt. 3 pt. 4 pt agE 
DIATONIC • 62 .66 ~64 
NON-DIATONIC .05 .06 ~06 
TONIC .21 .17 i-19 
NON-TONIC 
.12 .11 ~12 
MINOR 
DIATONIC .57 I- !57 
NON-DIATONIC .12 l-12 
TONIC .20 1-20 
- --····' 
NON-TONIC .15 1-15 
- -
- -~--
11~ -/ 1 - - ' f ~~r J , b*" f - j~r J / -
bJ - ~ l ....:J V 1st voice b 2d voice 3d voice 4th voice [\J 
73. 
TABLE XXXIX 
SHEET MnSIC DIGEST - Percentages 
MAJOR Festival List c. c. Bi.rchard List 
Diatonic 71% 64% 
Non-Diatonic 6% 6% 
Tonic 16% 19% 
Non-To!' i.e 9% 12% 
MTNOR 
Diatonic 64% 57% 
Non-Diatonic 14% 12% 
Tonic 9% 20% 




DISCUSSION OF SHEET MUSIC 
74. 
It will quickly be seen that there are not great 
differences between the figures derived from the festival 
music and the c. c. Birchard music. Rather, festival 
music and the other sheets resemble each other considerably. 
In the proportion of movement in the major there is 
nowhere a difference of more than seven points, a limited 
spread indeed. As for the proportions of the minor, except 




Moreover, the greatest amount of movement falls in the 
first classification of diatonic. This is the classification which 
ChaE~~-1! established as the easiest of the four types of 
movement. 
The festival set of music and the c. c. Birchard set re-
semble each other considerably in this diatonic classification. 
The major percentages of diatonic movement are festival 
set,71~ and c. c. Birchard, 64%. In the minor the percentages 
are festival se~ 64~ c. c. Birchard, 571~ 1 ) 
-----·---- ·--------
1) Table XXXIX. 
75. 
OPPORTUNITY FOR USE 
------------
It appears, then, that there is not much difference in 
the type of melodic movement between the two sets of shee t 
music . On this matter the C. c. Birchard sheet music would be 
sufficient preparation for studying future festival music. 
If there are differences in difficulty, or interest, they 
arise from other factors, such as text, voice ranges, or length . 
RELATED FACTORS 
------
NU1VIBER OF PARTS 
-------
On ~his point, there is great variation from one selection 
to another, far more so than in the factor of melodic movement. 
In the festival list alone there is extreme variation in parts, 
from one to eleven. This ordinarily implies quite a difference 
in difficulty. 
VOICE RANGES 
Voice ranges also influence difficulty, and both sets of 
sheet music show wide extremes of range. These often exceed the 
limits suggested for junior high material. 
Suggested ranges for junior high school follow: 
Soprano Alto 
D \ II ( 0 +- 0 bJ. -e. 
Tenor 
l) b) 0 
The limits of voice ranges of the festival music taken 
comprehensively follow: 
Top Voice Lowest Voice f= ft ,,; 
J 
-a-
The lowest voice was sometimes tenor, sometimes bass, etc. 
Within the C. C. Bi rchard sampling, range limi ts are 
somewhat less extreme, but still are considerably beyond 
accepted junior-high range. 
--------------------





2) Kelly, ~ci!., p. 12. 
77. 
This is a matter deserving serious attention when music is 
selected. However, there are some numbers which do not require 
these extremes of range. Therefore, the matter of difficulty 
depends almost as much upon exactly which piece is selected 
as upon a choice between textbooks or sheet music. 
Also, the c. C. Birchard set contains many pieces in 
three parts, but the festival music contains none either in 
two or three parts. 
Therefore, none of the festival music would be suitable 
for early junior high voices unless the voices had matured 
to wide ranges, with ability to hold independent parts, or 
unless they joined with the older, upper grade pupils in 
selected groups. 
MODE 
Another matter of interest is the scarcity of minor 
mode in the sheet music. The tables seem to indicate that 
there are comparatively few pieces of sheet music in this 
mode. 
LENGTH 
This is another matter which might influence the ease with 
which music is learned. While it is granted that a good sized 
task is challenging, it seems also that a very large task is 
overwhelming and discouraging. 
There is serious question in the writer's mind if the 
length of some of the festival selections does not put 
them in the latter category for an average class. 
78. 
Of the eleven festival pieces one called for over nine 
hundred separate movements, three asked for over a thousand, 
and one over three thousand. 3) 
The approximate performance time of the C. C. Birchard 
and festival sheets is from one and a half minutes to eleven 
minutes each. 
TEXT 
The text of each of the festival pieces is religious and 
seven of them are listed as "difficult ." 4) Optional Latin or 
German is sometimes used. 
However~the c. c. Birchard set, both sacred and secular 
pieces are included, also short, one-page selections and the 
longer ones as well. 
Even though the actual melodic movement is approximately 
the same, the festival selections are generally the more 
.3) Appendix I. 
4)Ap pendix I. 
---·-~- --
difficult and demanding of the two sets of sheet music. 
This is true of range, number of parts, length and text. 
The festival selections also lack the variety found in the 
c. c. Birchard set of music. 
One questions if these pieces were not intended for high 
school use. There were no listings, from these two sources, 
designated specifically for junior high use. 




FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The previous chapters have shown the remarkable similarity 
in the type and difficulty of melodic movement of the various 
sets of material. Not only does this similarity hold true 
in the comparison of one textbook to another but also of one 
set of sheet music to the other . 
Even more noticeable is the similarity between the data 
concerning the textbook material a nd the data assembled from 
the sheet music. 
For sake of comparison these two sets of data are included 
h ere . 
Textbooks 







































Perhaps the most obvi ous difference is in the C. c. Birchard 
minor diatonic percentage, which drops to fifty-seven percent. 
However, this is but three points below the comparable figur e 
of the ~Qrld o!_Music (Ginn) average of sixty. 
There are other variations, of course, but the others are 
even smaller . The only one of importance is the tonic, minor 
mode, from the festival music selections. This is a number 
of per cents less than the comparabl e figures for the textbook 
data. 
However, as the tonic classification is one of the movements 
by leap and was found more difficu~t than the diatonic movement 
the deviation here is in favor of the festival music . 
RELATED FACTORS 
Perhaps the most pertinent of these factors is the matter 
of number and range of individual parts. Labelling of those 
part·s and the matter of whether or not these parts have frequent 
turns at melody are also important. 1) There is considerable 
variation on these points, both from one textbook to another 
and between textbooks and sheet music . 
As to the number of voices there were quite a few traits 
characteristic of certain companies. Most favored three parts 
changing to four gradually in the seventh grade, wi th f our 
parts quite consistently in the eighth and ninth grades. 
-------·------------
1) Appendix I. 
82. 
The ~~Ei~_§illB~! series is rather an exception to the 
rule by quite frequently reducing the number of parts one voice. 
The seventh grade text includes a number of two-part songs, 
and the eighth grade text many three-part pieces. 2 ) 
Two-part songs do not necessarily mean soprano and alto 
but might involve soprano and alto on one part and tenor and 
bass on the other, if the material is written within a 
limited range. Other assignments of pupils to parts are also 
possible. 
Part work on the festival selections is far more advanced 
than in any of the other sets and seems to demand matured voices. 
As a whole, part Bongs are not as accurately labelled as 
they might be, both as to what range voice is intended and 
also as to division of voices.J) 
TEXT 
The texts of the festival music are longer, more difficult, 
and offer less variety than do the texts of the other music. 
2) Tables II~ IV, V. 
3) There are many notes to this effect under the division 
~elogz of Appendix . I. 
CONCLUSIONS 
--------
In conclusion, then, it is seen that as far as melodic 
int er val s are concerned it would make very little difference 
which set of textbooks is selected , or whether or not sheet 
music is used. The variations from one piece to another 
within any set is greater than the variation in the averag es 
from one set to another. Nor would changing from one series 
to another involve unusual problems . 
However, other issues may determine whether or not 
sheet music is practical for use . Before selecting s heet 
n1usic, the teacher should decide if the part division is 
s uitable, if ranges are reasonable, length is advisable, and 





Since it has been shown that there is no marked 
difference in melodic difficulty of sheet music and textbooks the 
teacher is urged to use each of these mat erials. Moreover, the 
instructor may feel free to use sheet music without concer n of 
over-taxing the class' ability or without allowing additional 
rehearsals. 
Since most children enjoy use of sheet music, the instructor 
is advised to use it frequently. 
LIMITATIONS 
The next suggestion is that instructors review materiai 
very carefully before selecting pieces. They will need to 
check particularly on ranges, if suitable for junior high 
school voices, on the number of parts, and on text . 
It will be remembered that the difference between one 
textbook and another or the difference between one piece of 
sheet music and another is greater than the difference between 
the averages . 
Therefore, the preview of all material before selection 
and use is a most important matter . 
85 . 
INTERCHANGE OF TEXTS 
The similarity in material easily allows an instructor 
fre edom in selection of material and in change of material. 
A t eacher could easily use various series of texts at different 
levels without causing confusion. 
RELATED FACTORS 
--------
Since these vary more than does melodic movement, the 
instructor will need to give greater attention to these factors. 
He must constantly check on ranges and parts, and would do well 
to look over the accompaniments too . 
ARRANGEMENTS 
The writer suggestsmore plentiful publication of pieces 
in two or three parts with limited ranges. This would provide 
relaxing material for average classes and the only possible 
material for classes in undeveloped situations. 
Another suggestion is that simplified accompaniments 
be provided for pieces, and perhaps even optional accompaniments 
for some selections. That would allow provision for lowering 
boy's voices as the year progressed . 
It is recommended that composers and arrangers be more 
careful about accurate labelling of parts. 
86. 
Perhaps the most accessible and valuable project would 
be the compilation of a sheet music list intended specifically 
for junior high use. 
If the publishing companies, which have not already 
compiled such lists, would do so they would be offering a 
great service to educators. 
It is hoped that the festival committee will also carry 
on such a project, most particulary so since their selections 
were found to be least suited for junior high use of all the 
material surveyed. 
The project is also suggested as a possible area for future 
graduate work. 
Anyone compiling material of this nature, should, of course, 





The problem has been to determine whether or not 
there is any difference in difficulty between the melodic 
movement of junior high music textbooks and that found in 
separately published music. In this particular project 
the term "melodic" is used to apply to all horizontal 
movement regardless of tune or "melodious" content. 
APPROACH 
An original experimental project was carried on to 
determine some objective factors of difficulty. In this 
project four classifications were made 
1. diatonic 
2. non-diatonic, step motion 
3. tonic 
4. non-tonic. 
Objective records were kept of errors made by 
children in learning songs and were classified according 
to the above categories. 
Though the experiment is a small one, it seemed 
sufficient to show that there is the greatest difference 
between the first and all the other classifications. 
That is, the diatonic movement is considerably easier 
than any other kind of movement. 
The last two classifications, tonic and non-tonic, 
seem to be about equal in difficulty, and about t wice a s 
difficult as diatonic movement. The most difficult of 
all seems to be the non-diatonic movement. Errors in 
this classification were about three times as many as in 
the first or diatonic classification. 
SAMPLING 
An i tem count has been made of movement in 
samplings of selected junior high school textbook 
material and selected sheet music material. For text-
books four leading music series were included and all 
of the books at the junior high shool level that were 
reasonably available. 
The selections in the textbooks were separately 
classified by mode, then by number of parts, and 
alphabetized. Aft~r that every fifth piece was 
analyzed, until ten of each section were inspected. 
88 . 
89 . 
Of the sheet music, each selection of the current 
festival list was analyzed. In addition each fifth song 
of an alphabetized commercial catalogue (C. C. Birchard) 
was also inspected. In the case of the C. C. Birchard 
selections it was not possible to divide the pieces 
according to mode before ordering, since there was no 
indication of mode given. This division had to be made 
after the selections were ordered and had arrived. 
ANALYStS 
An ohjective report has been made of each piece, 
each movement of every part being noted and reported 
separately according to the .four classifications (that: 
is, the number of diatonic movements in each voice, 
etc.). The resulting item counts were then converted to 
percentages to show what proportion of the piece each 
classification furnished, so that the various selections 
might be easily compared. 
At the same time an analysis was made of other 
.factors which influence melodic learning; ranges, text, 
and function of the part, -- melodic or harmonic. These 
.facts are recorded in additional tables. 
90. 
REPORT 
Discusslon of the textbooks and sheet music follows 
the tables where the individual pieces are reported. The 
similarity in figures from one set of books to another 
is quite startling. There is actually very little 
difference in melodic movement throughout the series or 
between the series and the sheet music. 
The secondary factors show greater diversity. The 
number of parts show considerable variation from one 
series to another. Notable by being a bit different is 
the American S:tnger where there is an attempt to reduce 
the number of parts. 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
There is little difference in difficulty between 
one book series and another, or between the book 
material and sheet music. 
A major criticism may be made of the labelling of 
parts. More careful notation could also be made 
concerning division of voices. 
It m-te:ht also make for better balance if, besides 
indicating melody, the composer would indicate when a 
voice ceased to have melody. At that point, naturally, 
the voice should be subordinate to the part which does 
have the melody • 
. The follow-ing shows that the ranges sometimes 
exceed ranges sug~ested for junior high use. 
FESTIVAL SHEET MOSIC1 
I 
C. C. BIRCHARD SHEET MOSIC2 
I 
1. Appendix I. 




RANGES SUGGESTED FOR JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 




Both ranges and number of parts are more extensive 
in the sheet music pieces as a whole than in the text-
book selections. However, there is a greater range of 
difficulty among the sheet music than among the text-
book pieces. 
That is, whereas the textbook pieces all required 
about the same amount of effort the sheet music ranged 
c. Kelley, Op. Cit. page 12. 
92 . 
from easy to extremely difficult. 
Other factors which were found to be pertinent were 
quality of the text, length of piece, and nature of the 
accompaniment. Much to the writer's surprise the texts 
are consistently excellent and are well balanced in mood 
and subject between the serious and the light or even 
humorous. 
If there is to be any criticism at all of the texts 
probably the most legitimate would be that some are some-
what advanced for junior high school use. However, this 
is not a serious issue, since unfamiliar words could 
easily be explained. 
There was greater variety of texts in the books than 
in sheet music. Analysis of the musical compositions 
shows it to be well suited generally to adolescent 
interests. 
The only area where this variety was not evident was 
in the festival pieces. There each selection was 
religious in nature. These pieces would be desirable if 
contrasted with other material. 
As a whole the festival pieces tend to be somewhat 
longer than the other pieces. This does not necessarily 
make the festival pieces less desirable but would 
probably limit their suitability and the frequency of 
93. 
94. 
their use. Shorter pieces would provide greater variety. 
The accompaniments were of serious concern only in 
the sheet music, and mostly in that from the festival 
list. There the accompaniments are complicated enough to 
make performance definitely questionable. 
Pnbl i.shing companies will sometimes provide' sample 
copies of material. The instructor is urged to request 
this service and to withhold decisions until having 
reviewed the pieces with all these factors in mind. 
GENERAL SUMMARY 
Comparison of the tables reveals very little 
difference in the melodic movement of textbook and sheet 
music material. Therefore, the instructor need hardly 
consider this when reviewing material, unless something 
leads him to believe that the selection in question is an 
exception to the rule. He may concentrate then on these 
relative factors which have just previously been discussed 
and make his decision accordingly. 
SfTGGESTION FOR ADDITIONAL RESEARCH 
The previous study has disclosed the need for a 
listing of material suitable in all respects, melodically 
and in related factors, for junior high school use. It 
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.l-\1'1ERICAN SINGER, BOOK SEVEN -- MAJOR 
2 
Total 
Title Parts Movement Text 
Air Liner 2 127 easy 
\ ~ j / - \ / ( ~ lE-t vnice 2 d voi ce 
Come , Ye Thankful 2 11.3 medium 
~d voicP 
Harvest Time 2 97 quite easy 




top voice , ex:c 'ept 
for one measure 
top voice 
top v oice 
l . Bridgman, William and Curtis, Louis, American Singer, 
Book Se~, American Book Co . , Boston, 1947 . 
2 . See chapter I II, Definition of Terms, p ercentage, p. 9 . 
100 . 
American Singer, Book 7 - Major 
Title Parts Total Text Melody 
Movement 
Lonesome Cowboy 2 140 easy, both top voice 
English and 
S anish 
I t::J I .) J / { J ;d v i 1st voice voice 
Our Flag 2 137 easy top voice 
I~ r lifbr r J / J 
1st voice 2d voice 
Shortnin 'Bread 2 1.59 easy The verse of eight 
measures has meloqy 
in unison. In t he 
'~ J/ chorus the low voice r has melody for ten r measures. J / 
1st · voice 2d voice 
Vesper Hymn 2 121 moderately For four measures 
difficult the low voice has 
melody. Otherwise 





0 Dear 1 What Can 
the Matter Be 





0 Little Town of 3 
Bethlehem 
I  J / r ~br 
1st voice 2d 
Rosebud 3 
l.Ol. 
Singer, Book 7 - Major 
Total 
Movement Text Melody 
118 medium top voice 
321 ~asy top voice 
168 easy For six measures 
the melody is in 
the inner voice. 
Otherwise the mel-
r ~ ody is in the I top voice 
.br r 
voice 3d voice 
135 medilll!l top voice 
102. 
American Singer, Book 7 - Major 
Total 
Title Parts Movement Text Melody 
Suggestion 3 108 easy top voice 
~~ r r t~ •/ br l~ t ' b) 
lst voice 2d voice · 3d voice 
Who's That A'Calling 3 221 very easy The melody occurs 
in the inner voice 
for four measures 
and in the lower 
' lst voice 2d voice 
. voice for six meas-
ures. The rest of 
the melody is in 
the top voice. 
Title 
April 
AMERICAN SINGER, BOOK SEVEN --MINOR 
Total 
Parts Movement Text 
2 71 moderately 
difficult 
I~ J; lor 




Gather Ye Rosebuds 2 174 easy top voice 
lst voice 2d voice 
Songs of David 2 154 2 quite difficult The melody occurs 
in the low voice 
----------------------------------------- for four measures. 
Otherwise it is 
in the upper vo~ce. 
I 
lst voice 2d voice 
2. It seems this particular text is quite difficult for an average 
seventh grade. Such words as the following occur: "nigh, whence _cometh, 
Psalmist, expending, conviction", and "a benediction". 
American Singer, Book 7 - Minor 
Title Parts 
Winter Nights 2 
Autumn 3 
I ' ?( _-lf d / __ 
1st voice 














106 very easy 
2d voice 3d voice 
l04 . 
Melody 
The melody is in 
the top voice, ex-
cept for eight 
measures where it 
is in the low voice. 
The melody is in 
the top voice, ex-
cept for eight meas-
ures where the inner 
voice has the melody. 
top voice 
Title 











We Three Kings 3 
lst voice 








I J." j 
3d voice 
top voice 
There is a solo for 
five measures. Other-
wise the top voice 
has the melody. 
3d voice 4th voice 
AMERICAN SINGER, BOOK EIGHT)-- MAJOR 
Title Parts 




Dip, Paddle, Dip 2 
I 0 \ . 
Total 
Movement Text 
188 quite easy 
I ~r / hj 2d voice 




voice 2d voice 
Estrellita 
In Memoriam 
2 217 quite easy 
0 
bcf / \ 
1st voice 2d voice 
2 206 quite easy 
---------------------------------------
. - - _t.·_:_ -- ----
~ 2d voice 





The low voice has 










Panis Angelicus 2 
lst voice 
Sundown 2 






h / I 
I f ') 
J i 
Singer, Book ·8 - Major 
Total 
Movement Text 
132 quite easy 
Itt~ 0 , I 
2d voice 
244 quite easy 
_( 
i / i 2d voice 
75 quite easy 
y: f f / 
2d voice · 
1 73 moderately 
difficult 




The second voice 
has imitation for 
fifteen measures. 
top voice 
The low voice has 
two measpres of 
melody. 4 
4. The remaining melody when not specified will be in the top voice. 
109 . 
American Singer, Book 8 - Ma jor 
I Total 
Title Partsl Movement Text Melody 
Cindy 3 
- ·---1 180 very easy 
The second voice 
has melody for 
three measures. 
I 
I~/ f I Jt, j ~t/ 
ist voice 
1 
2d voice 3d voice 
Home 3 I 98 very easy top voice ----------------~--------------~---~--==--~ 
ls t v~ice -1 _ 2d voice v . 




. (J 1st voice 
In the Boat 3 
lst voice 
I 







2d vo i ce 
146 top voice 
0 VI 
\ 
2d voice voice 
Title 
~Am~e~r~i~c~l=n~S~in~~e~r, Book 8 - Major 
Total 
Parts Movement Text 
llO. 
Melody 
Love's Ol d Sweet 
Song 
3 251 easy The melody is di-
vided evenly be-
tween the top and 
lowest voices. 
~~;--




· 3d voice 
top voice 
I_~ o / r J~ r 
lst voice 2d voice 
/ 
j 3d .voice 
My Creed 3 153 top voice 
---------------+-------------------------
i
- J . 
-# / 3d 
'1' voice 
My Normandy 3 214 very easy. top voice 
There are both 
English and 
French texts.. 
="~ ~!=====~(')~=-= ·~ -~- ~r-~ -,11.,-. ---,--
14--/, /.!f-13:)t--f--7,L-L- 1---f.-l-l· ~-~-;r-~ ·(I~ -8-
':J-v--_.._-._,..-+r---.rJ ~f~----· -
. 1st voice (,"' 2d voice 3d voice 
mnerican Singer, Book 8 - Major 
Title Parts 











Song My Paddle Sings 3~----=21=1=--________ ___:t:..::o~p voice 
- () 
~ 0( ) d / J j/ 
-1st voice 2d voice 3d voice 
Star-Spangled Banner 3 310 easy top voice 
-
voice voice voice · 
----
Timilll Shepherd 3 180 The third voice 




cJ ·j / 
=/ld {_ . i / 





Putting on a Show 
voice 
112. 






276 very easy 
very easy 
Melody 
The melody i s di-
vided about evenly 
between the top 
and lowest voices. 
top voice 
- ,/ --/ 7' --
- - - lo o- ---
-
11
-Ck --~r- -~ 
-~LL._ _ 
voice voice 4th voice 
113. 









Go Down, Moses 3 
f- l:J - --------------------- .-. -- -
1st voice 
Movement Text Melody 
224 very easy The melody is in the 
top voice all of the 
time, but tvuce the 
low voice doubles it 








ry is not de-
manding, but 
needs explana-
The melody is evenly 
divided between the 
two voices. 
The melody is divided 
between the top and 
lowest voices. 
tion of the Biblical 
0 
L ----4---·-~_L__ - --' 
--4..1.- -l-. --=----=--= 














215 very easy 
lst voice 2d voice 





3d voice 4th voice · 
. ~..:_ - .. 
For sixteen measures 
the melody is in the 
fourth and fifth 
voices, in unison. 
The fourth voice also 
has the melody alone 




SING OUT, GRADE SEVEN -- MAJOR 
Total 
Title Parts Move- Text Melody 
ment 
Abraham Lincoln 2 163 quite easy There are fourteen measures 
in unison. 
J r I / i 2d voice F J / 1st· voice 
Christmas Carol 2 139 difficult This is in strict canon at 
one degree and one measure. 
: I~ F b 0 / I J J/ 
1st voice 2d voice 
Harvest Song 2 122 very easy There are two measures of 
melody doubled by the low 
1 
0 voice in the octave. 
,_ f 
J l:t :t;d voice voice 




_J. l-st voice .=61: 2d voice 
1. Dykema, Peter; Pitcher, Glaqys; Stevens, David; Vandevere, Lilian; 
Sing Out1, c. c. Birchard and Co., Boston, 1947 . 
ll6 
. 
Sing Out, Grade 7 - .Major 
Total 
Title Parts Move- Text Melody 
ment 
Sing Nightingale 2 120 medium top voice 
r . .. r J /f 
1st ·VOi Ce 
\ ( / . 
.b7 2d voice 
Yodel Song 2 106 very easy top voice 
J 
lst voice 2d voice 
Alphabet 3 292 easy 
----------------------
I 
1st voice 2d voice 
Bardy Train 3 253 easy 
r r-· 
_J. / _J-/ ·-








Sing Out, Grade 7 - Major 
Total 
Title Parts Move- Text Melody 
ment 
Bridget Donohue 3 160 very €asy There is unison melody for 
two measures. 
I 0 -- 0 I - I ~: r> I - - 0 0 
_J_ / :t/ 
1st voice 2d voice 3d voice 
2 
Captain Jinks 3 202 very easy top voice 
r- r 
1st voic~ 2d voice 3d voice 
Dance Song 3 144 very easy The lowest voice has the 
--------------------------------~m~e~l~o~dy~f~or six measures. 
l~ j / f . / 
1st voice i 2d 
Easter Carol 3 160 
I~ f 
1st voice 
J ( / Cl 
voice 3d voice 
easy top voice 
J 
voice 
2. There is a question here whether or not the two lower voices are sup-
posed to join in unison on the eight measures of verse. 
Title Parts 




Get A way From 3 
Dis Co' nfiel' ! 
























cf 2d voi-ce 3d voice 
Hard Times Come 3 243 easy ?2 
Again No More . 
-I bJ/ 
bf f - ~\,) r r )~ J:st voice voice 3d voice 
J.l?. 
3. There is question again whether or not the two lower voices are sup- . 
posed to double on thirteen unmarked measures. 
I 
1J.9 . 
Sing Out, Grade 7 Major 
Total 
Title Parts Move- Text Melody 
ment 
4 
Hundred Years Ago 3 91 easy ? 
r ( 




Dixie 4 459 easy ? 
I r 0 
J ~st voice _) / 2d voice 
- I 
_j / -
rf 3d voice 4th voice 
4. Probably the first four measures are supposed to be in unison. 


























The parts double melody 
for seven measures. 
b) 












b f 2d voice 
very easy top voice. 







Envoi 3 160 
I d / r _; I. 
1st voice 2d 
Ivy and Holly 3 
Return to Sorrento 3 
1st voice 
When Johnny 3 


















tf ;d voice 
top voice 
The melody is in the middle 




quite easy The inner voice doubles the 
melody definitely for four 
measures and probably for 
four more, and the lowest 
voice doubles melody for 
two measures . 
lst voice 2d voice 3d voice 
142 . 
Sing Out , Grade 7 - Minor 
Total 
Title Part s Move- Text Melody 
ment 
Wit ch- Hazel Bough 4 297 quite easy ?6 
"\... 
I J / f br ) )_ / d : .~ ~ 74t: -1st voice 2d voice voice y. ~ 
Tim, the Fiddler · 5 · 366 easy top voice 
I~ J/ 
1st voice 2d voice 3d voice 5th voice 
6. Probably the second voice has melody for siXteen measures. 
123. 


















Great American 2 222 very easy There are twenty measures 
to be done in unison. The 
low voice has melody for 
one measure. There is no 
way of telling "Who is sup-









\o ~ l 7'- . 
- I 
. b...) / 1st voice 
Ten measures are in unison. 
b I / 
11 2d voice 
r. 
1. Dykema, Peter; Pitcher, Gladys; Vandevere, Lilian; Let Music Ring! , 
Grade Eight, c. c. Birchard and Co., Boston, 1949. 




Wanderer's Night 2 162 
Song 
=Iff 
'1: ~) / 









The low voice has melody for 
eight measures. 
The two low voices have the 
melody together for two 
measures and there are twelve 
measures unison. ----------~------------------------~ 
~ . ·r r /r bd- / . -t / 
=J 
1st voice 2d voice 3d voice 
Her Beautiful Eyes 3, 162 easy The lowest voice has melody 
for three measures. 
• 0 ·-;· 
voice 3d voice 
Let Music Ring! Grade 8 - Major 
Total 
Titl e Parts Move- Text Melody 
ment 
Painter 3 158 medium There is unison work for 
seven measures. 
I ( IJI r f. • tJ J/ =)3~ 1st voice 2d voice voice 
2 
Sea Birds 3 131 difficult There are two measures in 
unison. 
I r - I / 
0 
r 
1st voice ·· 2d voice 
3 
Soldiers of the 
Plough 
3 229 difficult· For nine measures the two 
~ J/ r r 
1st voice b) / 2d voice 
highest voices have the 
melody in unison. 
b . --f 
r . -j / 
3d voice 
2.. This selection contains the following words: "waste", as a noun, 
"aimless, vainly, cleaving, fetter", and "quest". I doubt very much 
if these are in the average eighth grader's vocabulary. 
3. The vocabulary of this piece includes "rrru.se, mien, russet sheen, 
sage", and "swarthy". 
1.25. 
126. 
Let Music Ring, Grade 8 - Major 
Total 
Title Parts Move- Text Melody 
Western Wind 
ment 
3 158 very easy For four measures the middle 
f 
t- / 
voice has the melody, for 
four more the lowest voice 
has the melody. 
1st voice 2d voice 3d voic e 
All the World 
Wakens 
# j 
J ;st voice 
At Close of Day 
4 273 
-i r 2d 
4 178 
very easy The lowest voice has the 
f 
voice 
melody for four measures. 
For four other measures the 
first and second voices have 
the melody, and f or four 
more the first and third 
have the___m.cl.~o=dy_,__ _ --,-----__ 
rr / r f 
3d voice 4th voice 
very easy For two measures the second 
voice has the melody, and 
for two more this voice and 
the highest voice have the 
----~~--------------------~m~e~l~o~d~ in unison. ________ ___ _ 
b-)/ 
2d voice 3d voice 4th voice 
I 
127. 
Let Music Ring, Grade 8 - Ma j or 
Total 
Title Parts Move- Text 










There are eight measures 
of unison work. 
f 
b / f f · 
3d voice 4th voice 
_____ C_o~ck_l_e_s and ..:.:.M=u=-s =-se:::_:cl=s:.______:o4'-----=2~7__::_8 _ very ~as~.~ vo_i _ce ___ ._. __________ _ 
CJ 
) - / ( 
1st voice 
Down Mobile 4 
1st voice 




2d voice 3d voice 4th voice 
190 very easy The second voice has melody 
for four measures, and the 
third voice also has the 
-----~- melod for four m_e_as_ur __ e_s_. _ ___ _ 
:;}:/ 
2d voice 3d voice 4th voice 
103 quite easy top voice 
J f 
J / 
2d voice 3d voice 4th voice 
I 
128. 




Graduation Song 4 276 
~ r 
la d / .,.,., j, .f 
1st voice 2d 
In My Wagon 4 146 
0 
d / \ i- / lst voice 2d 
Kit Carson 4 409 
f 
_J_ / :t / 
1st voice 2d 
May Day Carol 4 528 
p-
I 
J 7f / (/ 
lst voice 2d 
Text Melody 
easy top voice 
r: f / br- bf . b( bui / 
voice 3d voice 4th voice 
very easy The fourth voice has melody 
for four measures. 
·r. t f 
/ r I r _, ._f 
voice 3d voice 4th voice 
easy There is unison work for six-
teen measures. For another 
twelve measures the third 
voice has the melod • 
p: T t f d /- / 
voice 3d voice 4th voice 
very easy There is one measure of mel-
ody doubled in all parts. 
For eleven measures the two 
upper voices move in unison 
melody, and for eleven more 
the two lowest voices move 
in unison rnelod • 
r 
. 1: - d. / f j / f 
voice 3d voice 4th voice 
Title 
Abe of Illinois 
I~ r / . j 
lst voice 
Let Music Ring - Grade 8 - Major 
Total 
Parts Move- Text 
ment 





? Probably the intention is 
for one measure of unison, 
eight measures of fourth-
voice melody, and three 
measures of second and 
third voices doubled on 
melod • 
~ 
~f rJ / i / d b-f/ 





LET MUSIC RL G t -- MINOR 
Total 




Dancing Together 2 81 ver.J easy There are eight measures 
with the melody in the low 
voice. 
* J / r .1~ tt-r / r 
' 1st voice 2d voice 
Johnny Has Gone 3 96 easy There are six measures of 
for a Soldier unison. 
--- --~--
• 
~ (7 r r J / ( J / J / 
1st voice 2d voice 3d voice . 
Title 








- / d . 
1st v. 
13~. 
Let Musi c Ring , Grade 8 - Minor 
Tot al 
Parts Move- Text · 
ment 
Melody 
4 161 difficult 4 top voic.e 
The entire 
text is in Latin. 
b ) / 6 c;) 
2d voice 
--
4 167 easy 
- J 
2d voice 
5 498 easy 
r 
J / -- / 
7J 2d voice b -f 3d 
r 
3d voice 4th voice 
The highest and lowest voices 
have melody in the octave for 
four measures. The lowest 
voice also has the melody 
alone for twenty measures. 
f · 
voice 4th voice 
For two measures, the lowest 
voice has the melody. For two 
more measures the two lowest 
voices have melody in unison. 
- . / f qf 1>r· f:Jf / 
voice 4th voice .pth v. 
4. For instance, the pupils might have difficulty "With 11pretiosissimo 11 • 
I 
Title 




Let Music Ring, Grade 8 - Minor 
Total 
Parts Move- Text Melody 
ment 
6 299 fairly easy top voice 
~ 
0 \:? f; . - j_~ f-" \ J / J / ( 
2d voice 3d voice 4th vo~ce 
l 32.· 
f /"r h) / r 
5th voice 6th voice 
133. 
5 
SINGING YOUTH - ~~JOR 
Total 
Title Parts Move- Text Melody 
ment 
Billy 2 74 very easy The melody is entirely in 
the second voice. 
' 
d / ( / r-) J._st voice 2d voice 
It Was a Lover 2 213 very easy There are four measures of 
and His Lass unison, and the low voice 
has melody alone for two 
measures. 
d / r _J_~ / ·-_r. 
lst voice 2d voice 
Ships 2 260 easy top voice 
' 
/·r 
:j-- ) lst voice 
5. Farnsworth, Chas.; Dykema, Peter; Armitage, Theresa, Singing Youth, 
c. c. Birchard and Co., Boston, 1935. 
1..34.. 
Singing Yout h - Major 
Total 
Title Parts Move- Text Melody 
ment 
Wearing of the 2 173 medium There are eight measures of 
Green unison. 
.J/ 
1st voice 2d voice 
A- Hunting We 3 182 easy The top and second voices 
Will Go have melody in unison for 
----~~~~~--~~--------~~~~~--~-------five measures. All voices 
~~ )/ r ( 
1st voice 2d voice 
-·have unison for another 
fr four measures. The lowest 
[ · voice also has melody alone 




Charming Marguerite 3 278 very easy top voice 
b - -
r. . r·· b: b~J /. r J / r 





In My Garden 
I 
1'35. 






. I /I 











The lowest voice has melody 
for two measures. 
The melody is in the lowest 
voice for thirteen measures, 
and in the top and middle 
voices in unison for twenty 
measures. 
Nanon Waltz 3 367 quite easy For five measures the three 












f J / 
unison. The top and middle 
··4fr· voices have melody in unison 
. / . for another eight measures. 
-J;d .voic e 
very easy The melody is evenly divided. 
and humo·rous 
r . .::7 . . ;r/ 









Singing youth - Ma j or 
Total 
Parts Move- Text 
ment 




J ~ 1-:J / ( 
1st voice --fr 2d voice - 3d voice 
3 easy 
4 162 easy 
J / r 
2d voice 
There are two measures in 
unison. 
The second voice has imita-
tion for two measures, and 
the lowest voice has imita-
tion for two more measures. 





Singing Youth - Major 
Tot al 
Title Parts Move- Text Melody 




Dense Forest 4 
) / ·r I 
1st voice 




127 very easy There is one measure of unison, 
four more measures in which the 
first and second voices have 
the melody in unison, and two 
more measures ·where the two 
lowest voices have the melody. 
~ l1t. I . J / f· 
- . . 
/' . -.d ~- .. -·-. . 
- • - ..J- -
~ / 2d voice 3d voice . 4th voice 
292 easy. There There are twenty-one measures 
are both Eng- in unison. 
lish and 
French verses. 
0' v /f ) / f ( f 
_) / 
2d voice 3d voic e 4th voice 
1.5.5 medium There are two measures unison. 
-pJ- /-- r 





Singing Yout h - Ma j or 
Total 
Title Parts Move- Text Melody 
ment 
Herding Song 4 274 easy top voice 
-:: 
. 
. . j: ) / . .. ' . - . / . ~ . ·:· . -r r 
·J . .. d -
- J /2d lst voice voice :;;l::;.. 3d voice 4th voic e 
Jacob ' s Ladder 
lst voice 











1.59 very easy top voice 
2d voice 
.. _·_ chJ r bd / . 
2f/. 3d voice 4th voice 
373 easy, top voice 
though archaic 
'" 
If f / ~- -- I J/ r 
2d voi ce 3d vo'ice 4th voice 
71 easy top voice 
tr J/ r l=fJ ; J 




.· 4th voi c e 
I 
l.39. 
Singing You t h - Major 
Total 




4 102 very easy t op voice 
When Bright Aurora 4 
Advances 
I ~J ',( -·r-. 









2d voice · 
3d voice 4th voice · 
top voice 
j /1-: j / f 
:--/. :, -
-&- 3d voice 4th 
Ther e are two measures of 
unison melody for the 
first and second voi ces , 
also one measure of melody 
for the first, third, and 
·fourth voices • 
/ · f 
-l -.. 
voice 4th voice 
voice 
J ·-~ t 
5th voi·ce 
Title 
Gi psy John 
14Q .• 
SINGING YOUTH - MINOR 
Total 
Parts Move- Text Melody 
ment 
2 216 difficult There are five measures of 
unison. 
br -r~ bi/_. ~rr i 
iJ j ~st voice 2d voice 
Andalusia 3 312 easy There are fifteen measures 
of unis_gn_l[Qrk. 
~-~ r ~I ~,r r· br .. J / . _:_ J /_ +~ ... voice 3d vo:tc e 1st voice 
Go Down, Moses 3 113 medium There are four measures 
in unison and four more 
measures where the melody 
is in the lowest voice. 
I -tJ/ lr.. :#/ 
1st voice 2d voice 3d voice 
I 
14l., 
Singing Youth - Minor 
Total 
Title Parts Move- Text 
ment 




0 .· . --
- ~ ,-1 / I .-cl -~ . / . ~ 
1st voice 2d voice 
Steppes 4 80 easy 
- -




There are three measures i n 
unison. For twelve other 
measures the second and 
fourth voices have melody, 




; _- -( _···-








MUSIC HIGHWAYS AND BYWAYS1 -- MAJOR 
Total 
Parts Move- Text 
ment 
Melody 
Anna's Rosy Ch~e-=-ek--s:__2 __ 1_6_B ___ m_ed_~_· um ____ t_o..,;p;...,...v_o_i_c_e __ 
' 
L -I o · 




lst voice 2d, voice 
Grasshopper and 2 86 medium top voice 
the Ant 
\ - ~ L -l d ' p d / 1- 7 ~d l st voice voice 
Lovely Mead=o~ws~ _ __ :2----~1~6~4~_.q~u•i•t•e~ea~s~y~~t~o£p~vo~~· c~e~ -
I . ·f- -t /" _bf ) " / - b} . 
lst voice ' ' 2d voice 
142. 
1. McConathy, Osbourne; Beattie, John; Morgan, Russell; Music Highways 
and Byw~s, Silver Burdett Co., Boston, 19)6. 
143. 
Music Hi ghways Ma j or 
Total 
Title Part s Move- Te;x:t Melody 
ment 
Ring, Ring 2 102 easy top voice 
the Banjo 
r.· • ' 
1st voice 2d voice · · 
Unkle Johnnie 2 117 very easy top voice 
------------------~--~---------
._r . 0 
.l· 
1st voice 2d voice 
Aspiration 3 108 medium top voice 
~b) / -r tbF ~-· ~r; b) 
h 0' 
lo ·j / I .·. . -
. 
r 
1st v. .2d voice · 3d _ voice 
1.44 . 
Mus ic Highways - Ma j or 
Total 
Title Parts Move- Text Melody 
ment 
Buy MY Tortillas 3 162 quite easy top voice 
r I / r r, 
voice~ 2d .voice 3d voice 




I t? r:bJ. / r I ~ I I 
0 t 
1st voice 2d voice 3d. voice 
Little Folk Song 3 273 very easy top voice 
There are . 
both English and German verses. 
I~J/ f 
1st voice "2d voice 
Nelly Bly 3 307 very easy top voice 
. ·- - ~ . 
- .. . 
. 
.JI 
2d voice 3d voice 
:II 
Title Part s 
Old Paint 3 
Three Rousing Cheers 3 
Music Hir;hways - Major 
Total 
Move- Text Melody 
ment 
122 easy top voice 
·' . 
; / J .· r 0, /r · 
~ 2d voice 3d voice 
68 very easy top voice 
There are 
English and German verses. 
·' • 
-- ·-r . 
_:j. / . 
1st voice 
-J/ 
2d voice 3d voice : 
Dying Cowboy 4 very easy top voice 
. 
-cr /r . J .: r r / 'l J· ~ ) · 
1 st voice 2d voice 3d voice 
1.45. 
\ 
t?[ / r 
4th voice , 
Title Parts 






Music Highways - Major 
Total 
Move- Text Melody 
ment 
330 very easy For five measures the second 
voice has the melody. Then 
for another four measures 
the seeond, third, fourth, 
and fifth voices have the 
melody in unison. 
r·.·. : ·._ --1- . -~ 
· l ·/ r 
0 
I 




MUSIC HIGHWAYS AND BYWAYS -- MINOR 
Total 




2 143 very easy There is one measure of unison. 
There are 
3 
English and Italian verses. 
.. br I 
=IF j_> .•. . . 
bj / 
- f 
1st voice · 2d voice 
147 very easy top voice 
The verses 
are in English and French. 
r. . 
b~ / 
lst voice ~Jd voice 
l48 . 
2 
MUSIC OF MANY LA.NDS AND PEOPLES - :M".AJOR 
Total 
Title Parts Move- Text Melody 
· ment 
Autumn Twi~l~i~g~h~t~·--~2_. __ _.1•6~1~--~e~a•s•x._ ....... t.o.p_.v~o~i~c~e 























la} ~d voice 
2d voice 






There are six measures in 
which the lowest voice 
has the melody. 
3d voice 
2. McConathy, Osbourne; Beattie, John; Morgan, Russell; Music of Many 
Lands and Peoples, Silver Bur dett , New York, 19)2. 
). The text includes, "jovial, bosun, quarter to caboose, breech 'em, 
spar to deck, deck to keel, barnacle to shroud, reef", and "foi:"e and aft". 
Music of Many Lands - Major 
Total 
Title Parts Move- Text Melody 
ment 
Fello"WShip 3 137 easy to:p voice 
I~ J·; f· r .. I ( . ... ,1'J>f . t. ·. / 
. f 
1st voice "2d voice· 3d voice 
Laughing Spring 3 167 easy top voice 
( ,br . J -
• b . 
1·b) / r. 
1st voice· 2d voice 
Of All the Brave 3 
Birds 
. . 
I - -. . a • .! ~ -~-J / r- · 
282 
1st voice 
Skating 3 130 
1st voice 
easy 





For five measures the second 






Ti t le 
Alouette 
Music of Many Lands - Major 
Total 




4 172 The text Five measures are in unison. 
is entirely 
French, but fairly easy 
because of excessive repetition. 
r 
"1 f --P'-r / f ----- / f J / -r: 2d voice 3d voice 4th voice d./ l st voice 
Bringing in the 4 
Boar 1s Head 
177 difficult4 Eight measures are in unison. 
f p; -
-- bl·-~ - ~ · _r br-./ . 
b J / 
1st voice 2d voice 3d voice . 
Deck the Hall 4 192 quite easy top voice 
f ~ : -r ~- r-·-J d / _J : / 
._lst voice 2d voice 3d voice 
4. The text includes, trQui estes in convivio, servite cum cantico, 
in regimensi atrio 11 , and "Caput apri defero Reddens laudes Domino t " 
d / 
4 t h voice 





Music of Many: Lands - Major 
1st voice 
Miserere 4 







F / ;/ - -J -
voice 3d voice 
quite dif- top voice 
ficult. The 
I ~ ~ ~r 
. p) -/ - -
4th voice 
entire text is Latin, including 
such words as "misericordiam". 
-J y: hf-~ " bf I pJ / hr 
2d voice 3d voice 4th voice 
].52 . 
Music of Many Lands - Major 
Total 
Title Parts Move- Text Melody 
ment 
Requiem 4 332 very easy top voice 
#_f. ?)_·'· _1-f / f I tr J. J / ol~ / ~ / -
1st voice 2d voice 3d voic e 4th voice 
Soldier, Soldier 4 198 very easy The lowest voice has melody 
for four measures 
r b.· ~ / f 1 -trF . -f J ; ) -t .J'. ; ,. 
1st voice 2d voice 3d voice 4th voice 
Swing Low, 4 
Sweet Chariot 
166 very easy top voice 
1:-r 











Part s Move- Text 
ment 








voice 2d VOi9e 
Melody 





~ -: r / ·f J /- f ' 





TREASURE, GRADE SEVEN -- MAJOR 
Total 
Parts Move- Text 
ment 
Melody 
2 77 quite easy top voice . 
1st voice 
Theme from 2 67 none The low voice doubles the 





All-Wise Nature 3 95 
-r -(- J· 
bvJ/ . . 
J / r 
2d voice 




1st voice 2d voice 3d voice 
1. Glenn, Mabelle; Leavitt, Helen; Rebmann, Victor; Baker, Earl; 
Treasure, Ginn and Co., Boston, 1938. 
l54. 
Treasure - Major 
Total 
Title Parts Move- Text Melody 
ment 
Beautiful Kahana 3 180 fairly easy top voice 
" ~'( -
d / I -J / ( ' I tV J 
1st voice 2d voice 3d voice 












- r -- J J( -
b;}./ 
2d voice 3d voic4 2 
83 easy top voice 
2d voice 
moderately The melody is divided be-




r J, ) L :~f to_-) btl- / -




Treasure - Major 
Total 
Title Parts Move- Text 
· ment 
Melody 
My Pictures 3 162 





The lowest voice has the melo-
dy for four measures. 
fairly easy Six measures of unison. 
·- #f 
j_/ 
~ 3d voice 
Rosika 3 187 very easy The first and second voices 
----------~--------~----------~--~--~~ have melody in unison for 
1st voice 
Some Day 3 106 
ti~ · J/r 
1st voi ce 
easy 




two measures, and for three 
additional measures the 
second voice has melody alone . 
top voice 
Treasure - Major 
Total 
Title Parts Move- Text 
ment 
Theme from 3 104 none 
Sonata, Op.l3,#2 
F -~~ J/ r 
v~ 2d v. 
Celestia:l Choirs 4 211 medium 
- ~r ) f ( 
·J / ~ ::If:. ) / 
1st voice 2d voice 
Melody 
For eight measures the first 
and second voice have melody 
in unison. · 
top voice 
f -J / 




TREASURE, GRADE SEVEN -- MINOR 
Total 
Title Parts Move- Text 
ment 
Azov Gull 3 200 medium 
·f I .. .-·. J / : f . J J. / 
1st voice voice ~oJ./ 2d 3d v. 
Day Has Come 3 117 easy 
:I J''/ . \· tJ bJ . :p · / . 
- - - --
1st voi ce 2d v"oice 
Hedwiga, Leave 3 134 medium 
Your Spinning 
) /' r. 
2d voice 
Jungle Rhythms 3 291 medium 
-f 
. [ ,;· _r-J I }/ jd v. 1st v. i- 2d v. 
Melody 
There are two measures in which 
the second voice has the melo-
dy, and two more in which the 
second and third voices have 
the melody in unison • 
The third voice has melody 
for two measures. 
- J bl-/ 
3d voice 
The first and second voices 
have melody in unison for 
two measures. 
r- ) . 
CF Jd voice 
The first and second voices 
have unison melody for 
twenty-two measures; for 
another two measures the 
second voice has the 
melody alone. 
. , l5Sl • 
Treasure - Minor 
Total 
Tit).e Parts Move- Text Melody 
ment 
One Summer Night 3 The second voice has melody 
:----------------------------------------~fo~r~f~our measures. 
134 easy 
I - 1--- F r, :; / r ~~ / r )-
-J- . 
l§t voice 2d voice 3d voice 




. ls t voice 2d voice 
White Butterflies 3 195 easy top voice 
voice 
- . =If j 
f ;d voice 
ADVENTURE~ GRADE EIGHT - MAJOR 
Total 
Title Parts Move- Text Melody 
ment 
America 2 77 medium top voice 
J· 
1st voice , 2d voice 
Band 3 1.51 medium top voice 
d t:tF / r 
voice f / 2~ voice 3d voice 
Night 3 188 easy top voice 
~------------------~--~ 
_b r . r 
J : st voice 3d voice 
2. Glenn, Mabelle; Leavitt, Helen; Rebmann, Victor; Baker, Earl; 
Adventure, Ginn and Co., Boston, 1937. 
~60 
Adventure - Major 
Total 
Title Parts Move- Text Melody 
ment 




!J_J: .. r / bf b)/ · J p_ ) / -
1st , voice 2d voice 3d voice 
Bendemeer's Stream 4 272 easy _top voice 
. J / br 
b 1st voice b ..J . / 2d voice 3d voice 
Ere Morning Dawned 4 196 fairly easy top voice 
I 01 / r -
1st voice 
P' 0/ r J - . / _:_ J ;...--2-d voice 3d voice 
l6l. 




I / (0 
4th voice 
Goin' to Shout 4 245 very easy Second voice doubles melody 
for six measures. 
I ~ bl/ r 
1st voice 
- r-J - . . / 
. 2d vo,ice 
I . - -i }J. / . I . J . 
4th voice 3d voice 
1-
Adventure - Major 
Total 
Title Parts Move- Text 
ment 
Home on the Range 4 172 medium 
·j I .. r-- / . d J -J I' 1st. voice 2d voice 




Levee Song 4 339 very easy 





The melody is about evenly 
divided between first and 
fourth voices. 
-
·f fj br J.' ·f ~ / -/ 
·. 3d voice 4th voice 
top voice 
: .~:iL 
...-- . I 
··. 
·3d voice 4th voice 
The verse of eight measures 
seems to be intended for 
unison work. 
- ·f;;r , : l r~ -r 
bf t 
·r / P_f -b )/. . /. / 
_J 1st voic·e 2d voic:;e 3d voice 4th 
3. The text includes, "Caucasus, javelins, harrows, quivers, Libyan", 




Adventure - Major 
Total 
Parts Move- Text 
ment 
4 300 easy 
Melody 








Na Lei 0 Hawaii 4 
lor I -6~/ -
voice . 1st 
Petition 4 








3d voice 4th voice 
difficult4 Ten measures of unison. 
h-
tb) / "f . 
bf 
·' r - hJ / 
-/ . 




Eight measures are for "boys", 
probably the third and fourth 
voices. 
·r p" I J . .. ---· ~· · - - / .... . · . .. _·_ i • 
3d voice 4th voice 
4. There are such words as, "Keawe, lehua, maile, Panaeua, manui", 
and "Haleakala ''. 
1.64. 
ADVENTURE, GRADE EIGHT - :W:NOR 
Total 
Title Parts Move- Text Melody 
ment 
Inca Rides By 3 93 quite easy The second voice has melody 
for four measures. 
-} / . -
~st voice 2d voice 3d voice 
Air Mail 4 407 easy There are twelve measures 
of unison, and four meas-
ures in which the second 
and fourth voices have 
melod • 
j \' f rr / f / r-). / f f J / 
1st voice 2d voice 3d voice 4th voice 
Caravan 4 215 very easy Four measilres of melody 
in unison. 
I I~ 4f r {f': I f / -r I f f \ / d / t J :d 1st voioe voice 3d voice 4th voice 
~ ~ 
16S. 
Advent ure - Minor 
Title Parts Total Text 
Movement 
Melody 
Gipsy Fires 4 




p:. d / ~r 
1st voice 
Old Welsh Door Verse 4 
/. f . 'f --
ol lst . voice j_ 
Song of the Reapers 4 
150 easy . 
f( -
- -- - --
2d voice 
198 easy 
The melody is quite evenly 
divided among the parts. 
r j.' f / 
_J / r 
3d voice 4th 
The second voice has melody 
for eight measures, the third 
voice for six measures, and 
the fourth voice for four 
measures. 
voice 
r: J / r 





very easy Two measures in unison. 
Jt r _, F lJ( 
voice 3d voice 
fairly easy top voice 
There are 
English and French verses. 
);j / 
4th voice 
~o. :t? -. - ~ - . . .: -- ·. h 01_ .------~--·_-._~--~_-·_ --"-1 a ___ ·._-:_~: ·_ .· r ·,_ : . .... 
:J /lst :o::~·-: :··; ~ , 2d voi~e .• I . 3d voice I 
b-f 



















This is almost evenly di-
· vided between first and 
third voices. 
j.' 0 -~ -r 
- / -. F . I 





fairly easy The t hird voice has melody 
and in for four measures. 
English 
. J. [fJ/ r 
lo -J 1 2d voice 3d voice 
medium There are three measures in 
unison, and two more measures 
in which the second and third 
voices have the melpdy. 
b( ~. 
-?: ) -/ bd 
voice bt./ 3d voice 4th voice 





Call of the Road 4 
I _f _, / 0 
1st voice 
En Spillemand 4 
I bd / f . 
1st voice 
From the Sierra 4 
Morena 
I --.-e . -) --./ -- - --
v 1st voice 
167 .. 
Discovery - Major 
Total 
Move- Text ·Melody 
ment 
366 easy Fi fteen measures of unison work . 
. ,19: /f r· r F .J 
-J / 
2d voice 
268 easy, is 
in English 
• b( 
J /2d voice 
341 easy 
-----
·( /' J 2d voice 
3d voice 4th voice 
The fourth voice has mel ody 
for one measure. 
3d .voice 4th voi ce 
The fourth voice has mel ody 
for thirty-six measures . 
The second voice doubles 
the first, for six measures, 
and for two of these the 
third voice also doubles 
the melody. 
-r / 1~ . j 









Discoverz - Major 
Total 
Title Parts Move- Text 
ment 
Melody 
Heir of Gogerddam 4 
. bf 
k> J / 
_J lst voice 
King 4 
- - -_1 - - ( 
-=/ro / 
lst voi ce 
Melancholy Pig 4 
J / 
Prayer 4 






There are four measures in 
unison, and four measures 
in which the third voice 
has the melody. 
b-cJ-
T 
2d voice 3d voice 4th voice 
204 easy t op yoice 
(7 /F r 1: I _- r- / 
0 
-) 





very easy The fourth voice has melody 
for two measures 
A.:··. · j1; f / f r 
. . 
2d voice 3d voice 4th voice 
difficult top voice 
bf 












Discove~ - Major 
Total 
Part s Move- Text 
ment 
Melody 
4 644 fairly There are twelve measures 
easy unison, five measures in 
which the melody is doubled 
qy first and second voices, 
four measures in which the 
melody is in the third voice, 
and f our measures in which 
the melody is in the fourth 
voice. 




voice -~/ -2d voice 3d voice 4th voice 
Theme from Piano 4 244 none The first and second voices 
Concerto (Mozart) double on melody for seven 
measures. 






2d voice 3d voice 4th voice 
170. 
DISCOVERY, GRADE NINE -- MINOR 
Total 
Title Parts Move- Text Melody 
ment 
Theme from Sym- 2 113 none t op voice 
phonic Poem 
Robinson Crusoe's 3 
Story 
II br I 
-J 
lst voice 
Acadian Hymn 4 
1_ · / ·r -
77 1st voice 
:tJ 
J ~d voice ~/ r ls t voice 
377 very easy Nineteen measures are in 
unison, five measures melody 
in third voice, and two 
measures melody in third 
and second in octaves. 
1-f / jt J 
J, f 
/ 
2d voice 3d voice 
171 medium top voice 
There are 
both French and English verses. 
1 ) Y r ~ ........ • - ~ f • • - -~- ~i .~: , . 
. / ··:_' f t7 
tf 2d v~ic e 3d voice 4th voice 
Title Parts 
Cloud 4 




Nature 's Orchestra 4 
"=IF 




Discovery - Minor 
Total 
Move- Text Melody 
ment 
182 easy t op voice 
-
/ f - 1 /f ~ -
-( ;: r . ·. J 
-J- / 2d. voice_ 3d voice 4th voice 
160 very easy ? Probably what is intended 
is for first and fourth voices 
to double for one measure, and 
second and fourth to double 
melody for tw-o measures. The 
fourth voice also has four 
additional measures of melody. 




I I / 
0 2d 
voice 3d voice 4th voice 
difficult The third voice has melody 
for two measures, second 
voice has melody for one 
measure, and the first and 
second have melody together 
for one measure. 
df:r --~. 
The second and third voices 
have melody for two measures, 
and for three more measures 
all voices have melody. 
I fZ r r / I { _, - - 0 r 
voice 3d voice 4th- voice 
Title 
Roving 
I I 'd / 
1st 
Storm .King's 







Discovery - Minor 
Total 












259 quite. Five measures are in unison. 
difficult. 
. ;._ f ' 
. -' (/ ... - / f I . ~~-:; ·; .~. /1! J / . (. -




205 very easy 
-
r - / ; 2d ·voice 
One measure is in unison. 
r 
. r/ f-
3d voice 4 th voice 
The fOurth voice has melody 
for one measure, the third 
voice for three more measures. 
p:: ·r -" f I / 0 .r 






SHEET MUSIC, FESTIVAL LIST - MAJOR 
Total 
Title Parts Move- Text 
ment 
Holy Lord of All 4 651 
"':'" • .~ #f 
~ d / ·• 
·+-; /. 
1st voice 
A Hymn of B~otherhood 4 928 
This s electi on calls for 
organ accompaniment. 
I r-·-d / 
-;! / 1st voice 2d 
Now Thank We All 4 225 
Our God 













I- I J · 
1st voice -{}- 2d voice 
Melody 
Ther e are three measures in 
canon form, imitation at 
the octave. 
.f= 




.3d voice 4th voice 
There are seven. measures in 
unison. For seventeen meas-
ures the first and second 
voices doubl e the melody, 
and for eight additional 
measures the soprano and alto 
combined have a canon with 
the t enor and bass combined 
at the interval of an octave, 
at one bar 
-&-
tj ; .. - ~ / 
r ) / 
f 
. .3d voice 4th voice 
top voice 
f -r~ · ·-r 
J / ) / 
3d voice .4th voice 
174. 
Title 
Fes tival List Shee t Music - Major 
Total 
Parts Move- Text 
ment 
Melody 
Now Let the Full- S 
Toned Chorus 
1118 Religious, There are twenty-seven 
moderately measures in the style of 
difficult a fugue. 
1st vo.ice 2d voice 4th voice 5th voice 
Panis Angelicus 
. '· 
a -..  
6 
1st voice ·2d voice 
All Glory, Laud, 
and Honor 
6th · voice 
7 
388 Religious. The first and third voices 
English have imitation. 
and Latin 
verses. The words are moderately 
difficult, archaic. 
tr I _- -_ 
J -~·f . /. -=If 
3d voice 4th voi ce 5th voice 6th voice 
1113 Religious, There is unison work for 
difficult forty-two measures. Then 
and archaic. for nine measures the tenors 
and basses double on the 
melody. For another nine 
measures the sopranos and 
altos double on the melody. 
Much of the time this is 
in four parts. 
f 
/ 



















.I -J ~st :t~oice -&- -2d voice 
j / . t -r I b - J ~th 6th voice voice 
Festival Prelude 7 1260 
.. 
lst voice 2d voice . 
:_ f . 
. -F~e--- I' ~ ~ . 117 , / ··, .· ;:"J . - • 
..... -· .. . -. - ., . / 





This is in f our parts most of 
the time , and so the second 
voice doubles the first nearly 
all the way. For six measures 
the tenor carries the melody, 
and for five more measures the 
tenor and bass together have 
f r j-' ri 







For four measures the top four 
voices have the melody together. 
Then there are also five meas-
ures of partial imitation in 
all voices. 
English versions 
and a German version. 
I . / . r· . 0' { ' / r 
. :J: .3d voice 
-;i: 4th voice 5th voice 
r 
6th voice 7th voice . 
176. 




A Canticle 1 1.58 
of Peace 
I 
Festival Chorus 8 2413 
The accompaniment is for 
two pianos. 
r r ~ / 
J 2d voice 
It~ 
d/ j / 











It is to be intoned, rather 
than actually sung. 
There are eighteen measures of 
imitation in four parts, twelve 
measur es of unison, and fifty-
four measure of imitation in 
all voices . For thirty-nine 
measures the melody is taken 
by voices one, two, five, and 
six, and for another twelve 
measures it occurs in voices 
one, two, and five. 
The third and fourth voices 
have melody f or another five 
measures, and still another 
four measures finds the 
melody in the fifth Yo~ce alone. 
r 
- / 
. I ./ 
voice -,&-5th voice J_ 6th v 
I 
177-. 
Festiva l List Sheet Music - Minor 
Total 
Title Parts Move- Text 
ment 
Lord, Thou Hast 11 3062 
Been Our Refuge 
There is organ accompaniment 




I b ~ / 
Melody 
This selection is both poly-
phonic, being composed of a 
choral and chant, and anti-
phonal (chorus and semi-
chorus) 
5th voice · 




BIRCHARD SHEET MUSIC - MAJOR 
Total 








Carry Me Back to 3 
Ol d Virginny 
f )/( 
1st voice 
Dance, The 3 
I /f 
1137 quite easy There are twenty-five measures 
of melody for the third voice, 
t v;enty-three more for first and 
second voices in unison, and 
nine measures in yffiich all parts 
have the melody. 
. . ·*·-br 
b/ 





quite easy The third voice has melody for 
four measures, and the second 
voice has melody for twenty 
measures . 
p: - r 
--) . ~ ~ 
{) 
d . voice 3d voice 
quite easy top voice 





Birchard Shee t Music - Maj or 
Total 
Parts Move- Text 
ment 
3 588 easy 
Melody 
Al l parts have melody for 
thirty-five measures. For 
thirty-three measures more 
the third voice has melody. 
1st voice 3d voice 
Memorial Day 3 205 
I 
1st voice 
easy, top voice . 
but archaic 
~: / f I I' f · . 
3d voice 
Nocturne The third voice has melody 
--------------------------------------~f~o~r_t~w~enty-two measures. 
3 493 medium 




. / .( ~ ·r ~ J /~ t 
-;f- 2d volce 3d voice 
225 easy The melody is in the third 
voice for eight measures • 
. . :r 
J 
1st 
I /' J .. 
voice :;;L -2d vo~·ce 







Bir cha rd Sheet Music - Major 
Total 
Parts Move- Text 
ment 
4 296 easy 
Melody 
The fourth voice has melody 
for nine measur es. 
. - {J - r v: . cF . . ' r 
-_J_ ~st voice 3d voice 4th voice 







·j· -¥-1• .. / f 
J / 
1st voice 
Almighty and Ever- 4 
lasting God 
l ·st voice 
America, the 4 
Prophet 1 s Dream 
~f j 
J / lst voice 
_l ·/ r-
t/ 2d voice 
492 medium 
··,.· o · 
3d voice 4th voice 
Ther e is free i mitation all 
the way. 
3d voice 
b . f 
4th voice 
249 quite top voice 
difficult 







Arrovf and the 
Song; The 
181. 
Birchard Sheet Music - Major 
Total 






·,I· .. lo ( _ 0. 
bj /2~ vo~ce 
4 .517 easy 
Melody 
The first and second voices 
have melody together for five 
measures. The second voice 
has melody alone for four 
measures, and the third voice 
3d voice 4th voice 
The second voice has melody 
for three measures, the third 
voice also for three measures, 
and the fourth voice for four 
measures. 
'I 
; ;f_f.- _.-,e; ~ t) r- of I f:. i\" f 1,57: I , J . : .·. ·.:. ·: r ~-d / 0 lst voice :#:/ 
Ave Maria 4 388 
F 
. . . • ~ 
. r . ~ . . . . . •. . ~ . . I . . .. . .J-. .. / . . .. 
a 
-
- ~ / 
lst voice .. ·.· . ;_ . 
-· . .... . . 
2d voice 3d 
There are top voice 
both Latin 
and Engli·s h verses • 
The latter are easy • 




2d- voice ;3_d 
voice -o 4th voice 
Fo P' {0 J / 
voice 4th voice 
Title 






.If: I I d / 
lst voice 
182 .• 















.1 ·2d voice 
Melody 
The first and second voices 
have melody in unison for two 
measures. The first and third 
voices have melody together 
for three measures. For eight 
measures the second voice has 
melody alone. 
·3d voice 4th voice 
The second, third, and fourth 
voice each has melody f or 
eight measures • 
F 4tf ,. r: f / I . ) / 
3d voice 4th voice 
II 
183. 





Mv Love Dwelt 
Jl 













/ f u;: 
2d voice 
882 
quite There is melody in 
difficult all parts for thirty-
three measures. The 
second and fourth 
voices also have 
melody together for 
sixteen measures. 
·~ r I / f j > 
3d voice 4 th voice 
easy There are three 
measures in unison. 
For a single measure 
the melody is in the 
second voice. The 
first and third voices 
have melody in the 
octave for sixteen 
measures. 
J / f f 




FESTIVAL SHEET lUJSIC 
APPROXIMATE PERFORMANCE TD1IE 
MAJOR, FOUR PARTS Minutes 
Holy Lord of' All. •••••••••••••••• ••••• •••••••• ~ 
A Hyrnn of' Brotherhood. • • • • • • ••.•••••••••••••.• 4 




FESTIVAL, SHEE1, ~.~USIC 
APP:-tOXIMATE PERFORMANCE TIME 
MAJOR, FI\T.8 PARTS N;:inutes 
Now Let the Full-toned Chorus •.••••.• . ...•••• 3-~ 
SIX PARTS 
P·anis .c'\ngelicus ••••••••••.••.•••••••••••.•••• 9 
187. 
APPENDIX 
FESTIVAL SHEET MUSIC 
APPROXIMATE PERFORMANCE TIME 
MAJOR, SEVEN PARTS Minutes 
All Glory, Land, and Honor ••• •• ••••• •• •••••.•• 4 
Evening Preyer . ........ ~ . ...... ... ............ 4~ 
r 




FESTIVAL. SHEET 1!.lUSIC 
APPROXDv'IATE PERFORMANCE TD1IE 
MINOR, ONE P A,.L{T 1\Jiinu te s 
A Canticle of Peace •••• • •••••• • • . •• •• •••••• ••• 6 
EIGHT PARTS 
Festival Cllorus . ....... e. •••••••••••••• !I •••••• • 7~ 
ELEVEN P Al'1T S 
Lord, Thou Hast Been Our Re:fuge •••.••••••••••• ll 
1.89. 
APPENDIX 
C. C. BIRCHJu-qD SHEET MUSI C 
.APPROXIMATE PERFOill~iANCE TIME 
MAJOR , Th...'"1iEE PARTS Minutes 
BeautifUl Danube •... . .••• • •... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .9 
-
Carry Me Back to Old Virginny ••• •....• . . , .•••• 4 
The Dancers .. ...... ; ....... ~ .............. ... s .1~ 
The Ivlarine s t IIyTIJ.n ••••• •• • •• •••• •••••• ••••••••• ~-
1~emorial Day • ............ ..... ............. . G •• 3 
Nocturne ..•••• . , .............. .... .... . ., .... . .4 
Turn Ye To Me. -~ • • • • • , e • e e e e e G e e • e e e e e e e e e e e a • • -~ 
190. 
APPENDIX 
C. C. BIRC'"d Al"1D SHEET MUSIC 
JU'Pli.OXIMATE PE..."RFORMANCE TD:lE 
MAJOR, FOUR PARTS Minutes 
J.Ucun.o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ,. ••••• • • ••••• 2 
Alleluia Benedictus •••. ..• .... . . . ~ ........ . . .1~ 
Almighty and :Everlasting God • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -~ 
.America, The Prophet's Dream •••• ••. •. . .•...• ~ 2 
Ailchored . ..... .............. ..... ....... , .... 4 
The Arrow and the Song ~ •.. •...•.•.• ••••••• • . • 2 
Ave Maria • •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • •• 2 
ey- ' 11::1" ' 11::1" • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3-~ 





C. C. BIRCHARD SliEET MUSIC 
APPROXD/LATE PERFORMANCE TIME 
MI NOR , FOUR PARTS llinutes 
Tlle Gypsy Carn.p • • • ••••••• •• ., ••••••••••••••••••• 3 
























From the Catalog of 
J. CURWEN & SONS 
LONDON 
CURWEN 5 
MIXE:O . VOICES, SACRED 
With a voice of singing M. Shaw 
Celtic H-ymn H. S. Roberton 
Lullay my Liking (4 Parts) (Christmas Carol) Gustav Holst 
To tile Queen of Heaven (4 Parts) Thomas F. Dunhill 
Hymn to the Soul (6 Parts) Cyril Jenkins 
The Shepherds had an Angel (4 Parts, Sop. Solo, 
with Cor An~lais or Viola) Maurice Besly 
Man born to toil (4 Parts) Gustav Holst 
Eternal Father (Full Chorus) Gus.tav Holst 
Of one that is so fair and bright (4 Pam) Gustav Holst 
By Weary Stages (4 Parts) Gustav Holst . 
Prlllae God in Hla Rolineu 
(Boys' and Men's) (4 Part) 
I see his blood upon the rose (5 Parts) 
Richard de Castre's Prayer to Jesus (4 Pts .) 
Good Day Sir Christmas (4 Parts\ 
Geoffrey Shaw 
HUghS. R~berton 
R. R. Terry 
Richard R. Terry 
Corpus Christi (Old English Carol) (Full 
Chorus, Alto and Tenor Soli) Peter Warlock {arr.) 
A Blessing (4 Parts) Martin Shaw 
Gird on thy sword ( 4 Parts) Gustav Holst 
Fanfare for Christmas Day (4 Parts) Martin Shaw 
Magnificat and Nunc Dimittis (4 or 3 Parts) R. Vaughan Williams 
0 God of earth and altar (Unison Chorus with 
4-Part .obbliJi'ato) Armstrong Gibbs 
Every wind that blows {Full Chorus) Leighton Lucas 
0 Lord, support us (4 Parts) Mauiice Besly 
Lord, Thou hast been our refuge (Full Chorus) R·. Vaughan Williams 
Sole A.g~nts. jar tJ,e IJ. S. A .. 
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Lord, Thou hast been our refuge. 
MoTET FOR CHORUS, SEMI· CHORUS AND ORCHESTRA (OR ORGAN). 
R.VAUGHAN WILLIAMS. 
Lento moderato. 
Dminr • ~~~ o . p SOPRANO. 
ALTO. 
t.l SEMI. CHORUS. Lord,- Thou hast been our re-fuge from 
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Orehe•tral parta on hire. 
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• -l'br •mall ehoirl thia ahould be sung by a baritone 10lo. 
N. B. The orgau doe• not enter till H (bar I). 
Copp-ight, tVtt, by J, Curwen 1c Sou Ltd. 
Sole A1ents for the U. B. A., G. Sc:birmer, IDe. 
Prin ted in t h e U. S."A . 
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Tempo primo (Iento.) 
In fru ti11UI. 
D minor 8 I J'l ll -,· 
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I~ BOTH Lord, TJtoa wt 11eea oar re -~ap from 'jn-er- a-tton to one an-
CHORUBBS.,tl- ~ ~ . h . I 
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[Q) BOTH CHORUSES. Con moto. 
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C H 0 RA L SE R I E ·S 
From the Catalog of 
J. ·cURWEN & SONS 
LONDON 
CURWEN I 
MIX.ED VOICES, SECULAR 
Swansea Town Gardiner-Holst 
Nightfall in Skye (Full Chorus) H. S. Roberton 
All in the April Evening H. S. Roberton 
The Turtle Dove (Full Chorus with Baritone 
Solo) (Folk-Song) R. Vaughan Williams (arr.) 
An Eriskay Love Lilt H. S. Roberton 
The holly and the ivy R. Boughton 
The Farmer's Daughters (Traditional English 
Tune) G. Williams (arr.) 
I love my love (Cornish Folk-Song) Gardiner-Holst (arr.) 
Out of the Silence (Full Chorus, 8 Parts) Cyril Jenkins 
Ca' the Yowes ( 4 Parts, Tenor Solo) (Scottish 
Folk-Son§) R. Vaughan Williams (arr.) 
An Evenings Pastorale (4 Parts) Wilfrid Shaw 
Sheba's Captain (4 Parts) Reginald Redman 
De Battle ob Jerico (Negro Spiritual) (4 Parts) H. S. Roberton (arr.} 
Swing low, sweet chariot (Negro Spiritual) 
(4 Parts) H. S. Roberton (arr.) 
Tune thy music to thy heart {4 Parts) Alec Rowley 
It was the Time of Roses (4 Parts) Hugh S. Roberton 
The keys of my heart (4 Parts) Arthur Warrell 
Love at my heart (4 Parts) John Vine 
The Raggle Taggle Gipsies (-ll' arts) R. Boughton (arr.) 
Ay waukin', 0 (4 Parts) HughS. Roberton {arr.) 
Gossip Joan (4 Parts.) Geoffrey Shaw {arr .) 
Finnish Lullaby (4 Parts) Selim Palmgren 
Wassail Song (Folk-Son g) (Full Chorus) Gustav Holat 
Matthew, Mark, Luke and John (Wnt Country 
Folk- So n ~) (Full Chorus) Gustav Holst 
8559 There was a tree (1/amp Jhirf Folk- Son~ ) (4 Parts) Gustav Hoist (arr.) 
8594 Irish Lament U Pans) Hugh S. Roberton. 
8595 0 Lovely Heart (4 Parts) Hugh S. Roberton 
8596 White Waves on the Water (Fu ll Choru s) HughS. Roberton 
8773 Which is the properest day to sing? (4 Parts) T. A. Arne 
8774 Nocturne {Full Chorus) Granville Bantock 
8775 What if I never speed (4 Parts) John Dowland 
8776 How beautiful this night (Full Chorus) Percy E . Fletcher 
8777 Tears (4 Parts) C. Armstrong Gibbs 
8778 Little Heather (4 Parts) Wilfrid Shaw 
8781 Sweet Honey-Sucking Bees (5 Parts) John Wilbye 
8782 The Sledge Bells (4 Parts) Hugh S. Roberton 
8837 All in the April evening (2 Parts) H . S. Roberton 
8905 Negro Dirge (Stephen Foster's' '!\l assa's in de 
cold ground") (4 Parts) HughS. Roberton tarr.) 
Sole Agentsjor the U.S. A. 
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Holy Lord of All 
{Welsh Chorale) 
Festival Chorus for Mixe~ Voices* 
Based on Tune, •'Sanctus," by ls;ilaw 
Text by F.W. 
Allegro moderato 
Concert version by 
Frances Williams 
Piano 
Ill. SOP.& ALTO f I 1-. I I 
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eJ I 1 1 1 1 r 1 ~"" 1 1 I 
All the saints in heav'n a-dore Thee, Ho - ly, ho ~ ly Lord of all. 
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Sun and moon bow down be-foreThee, Heav'n and earth be - foreThee fall . 
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· earth re-sound with sing - ing ,- heed Thy call. 
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Anthems for Mixed Voices 
84280-0 God, Thou Faithful God (from the 
Cantata, "Praise be the Lord," No. 129) ... Bach-Kraft . . . . . . . . . . . . .16 
84281-0 God, Thou Holy God (Chorale, from 
Cantata No. 24) . . . . ... .. . . .. ......... . Bach-Kraft . . . . . . . . . . . . .16 
84282-Christ is Risen (Easter) ..... .. .......... Lorna Koplin . . . . . . . . . . . .16 
84283-Prayer for Country . .................... Clare Clemenr . . . . . . . . . . .16 
84284-Not What My Hands Have Done ..... . ... Martin-Nelson ......... . . 16 
84285-Dear Lord and Father of Mankind ........ Maker-Nelson . . . . . . . . . .16 
84286-Hear Ye, 0 Mountains . .... ....... . .. ... Frances Williams . . . . . . . . .1 6 
84287-Hear the Glad Hosannas (Palm Sunday) . . ... Ethel Connell Phoenix . . . . .16 
84288-0 Be Joyful in the Lord . . ..... . ....... . . Ernest H. Sheppard . . . . . . .18 
84289-They That Wait on the Lord . . .......... William C. Steere . . . . . . . . .18 
84290-Silent Night (With Echo Choir) a cap. . . . Gruber-Stone . . . . . . . . . . .16 
84291-Short Communion Service in A ....... . . William Kimmel . . . . . . . . . .20 
84292-Short Communion Service No. 2 ... . ... .. William Kimmel . . . . . . . . . .16 
84293-Lord of All Being ..... . ......... . .... Noble Cain . . . . . . . . . . . . . .18 
84294-The King of Love My Shepherd Is ....... Ancient Irish-Cain . . . . . . .18 
84295-The Spacious Firmament ............... Clare Clement . . . . . . . . . . .16 
84296-To God All Praise and Glory ...... . ... .. .. Early Church Melody-Cain .18 
84297-The Lord, He Is Risen (With Junior Choir) .. Frances Williams . . . . . . . . .18 
84298-The Lord, He Is Risen (SATB) .. ..... : . . .. Frances Williams . . . . . . . . .18 
84299-Easter Call to Worship (Christ 
Is Risen: Alleluia ! ) Minister and Choir) . . . . RaJ ph L. Grosvenor. . . . . . . .15 
84300-Trust in the Lord. a cap ... . .............. L. Stanley Glarum.... . .. . .18 
84301-0 Holy Father, We Call to Thee ........ : .. Leon F. Brown . . . . . . . . . . .15 
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FESTIVAL CHORAL WORKS 
with BAND or ORCHESTRA ACCOMPANIMENT 
GO DOWN MOSES ... ....... ......... ......... .. ...... ............. .... . ...... .... ... by Lorin Wheelwright 
W2959 SA TB Chorus. .. ..... .... .... .20 Full Score .... ..... .. ..... ........ .... ... ... 2.00 
Orchestra Parts Complete ........ 4 .00 
SUNDAY MORNING AT GLION (Song of Pea"ce) 
Choral adaptation of Franz Bendel's "Sunday Morning at Glion" with Band 
a"ccompaniment, arranged by W. J. Reddick. 
W3077 SATB Chorus . .... ..... .. .......... .... ..... ... ..... ......... ....................................... . 15 
"A" Band ...... ....... ....... ........ .... .. 6.50 Full Score ........... ............... ...... 2.50 
"B" Band ... ... ...... ....... •. .... ...... ... 4 .50 Condensed Score .... ..... ..... ...... .85 
"C" Band .... ....... ... ... ... .... .. .. ... ... 3.00 Extra Pa.rts , each .. ... .. .... ..... ... .. .35 
FESTIVAL PRELUDE ...................... ................ ... ..... ..................... .. ..... by Richard Wagner 
A Choral-Symphonic adaptation from the first and third acts of "The Master-
singers" , arranged by Max T. Krone. 
W2909 Piano Vocal Score ..... ... .60 Full Score ..... ...... .. .. .... ... .. .... ... . 4 .00 
W2904 Choral Ports (SATB) .... .20 Two Piano Score .. ... ........... ...... .60 
String parts, each ............ ..... ... .50 Wind parts, each ....... ... .... ...... .40 
Large Orchestra (including Brass Sextet for use as instrument work .......... 7 .50 
FINLANDIA ............... ..... ..... .. .. .... .. .. .......... .... ... ......... ......... .... .... ....... .. ... by Jean Sibelius 
A Choral adaptation of the entire tone poem for use with Band or Orchestral 
version, arranged by Mariti Nisanen. 
W2922 Choral Parts (SATB).............. ........ ......... .... ... ...... ..... ....... ............. ..... .. ... .25 
Band and Orchestra available 
GETTYSBURG ADDRESS .. ............ ..... .. ... ....... .. ... ... ... .. ........ .... ... ....... by Jacob Weinberg 
A Symphonic Ode for Baritone Solo, Mixed Chorus and Orchestra. 
2 Piano Score (including Special Brass and Percussion parts) ......... .. ...... ... 2.00 
W2886 Choral parts, each .... .. .20 Large Orchestra ...................... 7.00 
Full Score ..... .......... ... ............. 4.00 Small Orchestra ........ ................ 5.00 
SPRING IS HERE WITH JOY AND SONG ... ...................... ..... ... ... by Richard Kountz 
W2281 SA Chorus ...... ... ...... ... .16 W2238 SAB Chorus .......... .... .. .20 
W2238 SSA Chorus .. .. ...... ....... . .20 W2284 SATB Chorus .. ....... ..... .. .20 
VICTOR HERBERT FAVORITES-W3207 SSA-Chorus .20 W3095 SATB-Chorus .20 
W3327 TTBB-Chorus .20 (use with Band or Orchestra accompan iment) 
Absinthe Frappe • Because You're You • When You' re Away • I Can't Do 
The Sum • I'm Fall ing In Love With Someone • Gypsy Love Song • Italian 
Street Song • Kiss Me Again • The Irish Have A Great Day Tonight. 
"A" Ore h ...... ....... 12.50 "B" Orch . ... ...... ... 1 0.00 "C" Ore h •. .... ...... . 7.50 
"A" Band ........... . 7 .50 " B" Band ...... .. .... 6.00 " C" Band ............ 4.50 
Piano Ace . ......... ... 1.00 1 Piano-4 Hands 1.25 2 Pianos-4 Hands 2,50 
GLORY .... ........... ..... ...... ............. ... ....... ... ......... .............. .. ....... .... by N. Rimsky-Korsakoff 
W3140 Choral Parts SATB ...... . 18 Full Score .. ... ..................... ...... 3.00 
Transcribed by Gregory Stone 
W3226 Choral Parts SSA ........ .. 16 Symphony Orchestra 6 .00 
Transcribed by F. Campbell-Watson 
Two Piano Score with Choral Parts ............ 2.00 
ITALIAN STREET SONG ... .... ...... ......... ... .... .. .......... ...... .... .. ........ ..... .. by Victor Herbert 
(from "Naughty Marietta") 
Soprano Solo and Chorus 
W1348 (SSA:A) Chorus ............ .25 W799 (TTBB) Chorus ............... . 
W800 (SATB) Chorus ........ .... .... .25 Orchestration available .... ... . 




by Max T. Krone 
FESTIVAL PRELUDE 
from "The Mastersingers of Nuremberg" 
Four Part Mixed Voices 
S.A.T.B. RICHARD WAGNER 
Arranged by Max T. Krone 
Seht gewichtig (Very ponderously) [W Massig (Moderato) 
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Festival Version: Glo - ry 
p; . ~ Da zu Original erswn: When to 
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Festival Version: Glo - ry 
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8 f.f 
Festival Version: Glo - ry 
0 . . l V . ~ Da Zit r,g,na crszon: When to 
8 ff. 
Festival Version: Glo - ry 
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to 0 
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fore ~ throne; All Thy_ man -
Heil's Ge bot dass wir 
va tion's_ sign, That through 
p ere so. 
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p ere so. 
fore ___ r Thy throne; All man -
Heil's __ Ge bot dass wir 
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Heav'n and earth Thy 
sei - nes op - fers 
W~rth- y of_ His 
Heav'n and earth Thy 
set" - nes op fers 
W$rth- y of His 
....--::;,. 
Heav'n and e~rth Thy_ 
sei - nes op fers_ 
W$rth- y of His_ 
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p cresc. ff.\ f 
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p cresc. f /':\ 
ho - ly, 
Tiiu -fer! 
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cresc. 
ter - ni 
Fluss ]or -
Jor - dan's ____ _ 
"D 
be, Through e 
an., dort am 
~er, un to 
cresc. 
song shall be, 
gnii - dig an, 





ter - ni 
Fluss ]or 
Jor - dan's '--:p--
e - ter - ni 
am Fluss Tor 
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~Procession of the Mastersingers 
SOPRANO & ALTO 57 
1st TENOR 57 
2nd TENOR 57 
[ill p (1241 
day is nigh The day is nigh! 
len - ti- uml Si - len 
-
ti- uml 
len - ti- urn! Si - len - ti- urn! p 
day is nigh The day is nigh! 
len - ti- uml Si - len - ti- 1tml 
len - ti- urn! Si - len - ti- urn! p 
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,) ,.., SOPRANO Lebhaft (Lively) 
~ Gold - 1en 
Macht kein 
Speak no 
dawn ____ brlaks a- cross the sky! 
Re ·den und kein Ge- summ'l 
word, let no sound be heard! 
,.., ALTO 
~ Gold - en dawn 
Macht kein Re 
Speak no word, 
n 1st TENOR ....-., 












cross the ~y! 
kein Ge - summ'l 
sound be heard! 
cross the sky! 
kein Ge - sum~ I 
sound be heard! 
5 
p 
Festival Version: The 
Original Version: ! ~~ ~ 
p 
Festival Version: The 







~ Gold - en dawn breaks 
Macht kein Re - den 
Speak no word, let 
BASS 




cross ' the sky! 
kein Ge - summ'l 










) 1'1 (A FEW) TUTTI 
~ Wake, it is day! _____ r_ 
Seltt Mei- ster Sachs/ __ ~--







. Wake, ~-wake! 
Mei - ster Sachs/ 
Mas-ter Sachs! 
1'1 (A FEW) 
Wake, a - wake! 
Mei - ster Sachs! 
Mas - ter Sachs! 
~ Langsam und fei'erlich ~(Slowly and with dignity) 
1. A Festival Version: 2. (Oh) 
-










A - wake! __ _ 
Stimmt an/ ___ _ 






A - wake! 
Stimmt an! 
Be - gin! 
TUTTI ~ 




A - wake! 
Stimmt an! 
Be - gin! 
ff 
. 
greet the break of day! The 
praise as - cends on high, From 
na - het gen_ den Tag; ich 
greet the break of day! The 
~ 
greet the break of day! The Festival Version: 2. (Oh) Lord, our praise as-cends on high, From 
Original Version: !Wach' auf! es na - het gen den Tag; ich A - wake!. · To greet the break of day! The 
ff 1':\ .ft. 
Festival Version: 1. A - wake! To_ greet the break of day! The 2. (Oh)_ · Lord, . ourc.. praise as-cends on high, From 
01·iginal Version: . !Wach' auf! es_ na - het ge1} den Tag; i ck A - wake! To_ greet the break of day! The 
ff p ff BASS 1':\ 
Festival Version: 1. A - wake! To greet the break of_ day! The 2. (Oh) Lord, our praise as - cends on_ high From 
01'iginal Version: rwach' auf! es na - het gen_ den_ Tag ; i ch A - wake! To greet the break of_ day! The 
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dolce 
watch - man on the 
voice and harp and 
hor._' __ sin- gen im 
night - in- gale re -
p 
moun-tain cries, ''A 
psal - te - ry A 
gru nen Hag ein' 
peats his cry, ''A -
rise __ Je 
might Y--
won - nig-li- che 
rise';__ his_ 
ru - sa-lem! Pre 
me~ - o- dy Re 
Nach- ti - gal, ihr' 
sil - ver song, To 
--=====f p dolce -==== 
~ ~ 
watch-man on 
voice and harp 
hor._' __ sin 




moun - tain cries, ''A 
psal - te - ry A_ 
gen im Hag ein:_ 









ru - sa- lem! Pre -
mel - o- dy Re 
Nach - ti - gal, ihr._' _ 
sil - ver song, Tq_ 
p --=== f p dolce ..-....... -=::: 
watch-man on the 
voice__ and_ 
moun - tain cries, 'A - ·rise_ 





sa -lem! Pre -
0- dy Re -
hor._,_._ 
n ight- in -
sin 
gale re 
gen im Hag eitL won- nig - li - che Nach- ti- gal, ihr!_ 
peats his cry, ''A rise~'_ his sil - ver song, To_ 
p ~ -===f p dolce 
-==== 
watch-man on the moun-tain cries, ''A - rise __ Je - ru - sa-lem! Pre 
y mel - o - dy Re 
ge Nach - ti - gal, ihr' 
voice __ and _ psal - te - ry 
hor_' _ sin gen im Hag 






pare your lamps,ye 
sounds from ev' - ry 
Stimm' durch- dring- et 










pare, ye vir- gins 
sounds ____ from moun-tain 
Stimm' dringt durch Berg und 
those in slum-ber 
cresc. 
pare your lamps, ye_ vir- gins 
sounds from ev' - ry_ moun-tain 
Stimm' durch-dring- et_ B erg und 
those who deep in_ slum-ber 












rise;'_ his sil - ver song, To 
:===-p cresc . 
A - rise, go forth with will - ing feet, A -
''A.l - le - lu - ia, Al - le - lu - ia, Al -
die Nacht neigt sich zum Oc - ci- dent, der 
While in the west the pale moongleams,In 
==-p cresc. 
wise, A rise, go forth with will-ing feet, A -
side, ''Al le - lu - ia, Al - le - lu - ia, Al -
Tal; die Nachtneigt sich zum Oc - ci - dent, der 
lie, While in the west the pale moon gleams, In 
f ::==- P. cresc. 
wise, A rise,go forth with will-ing feet, A -
side, ''A.l le - lu - ia, Al - le - lu - ia, Al -
Tal; die Nacht_ neigt zum Oc - ci - dent, der 
lie, While in the wemt the pale moon gleams, In 
-:::=:==- p cresc. r--
wise, __________________ _ 
side, __________________ _ 





. )_fl ~ [14~1 PD_5!!_ rit. 
tJ rise, go forth,the 
le - lu - ia, Al -
Tag geht auf vom 
east - ern skies the 
fl ~ 
Bride-groom meet, 
le - lu - ia!" 
0 - ri - ent, 
sun's first beams, 
-
A- rise, bearthruthe night your well-trimmed 
With all, all our_ hearts we praise Thy_ 
die rot - brun-sti- ge Mor - gen - rot' her_ 
A - g1ow . ~r the_ sky and earth be 
~ ii~I..TT _ poco rit. 
IU -
._. ~ 
forth, the Bride- groom meet, A ~ise, ~ear thru ~he night your we';-trimmed 
all, all our_ hearts we praise Thy 
rot- brun-sti-ge Mor - gen- rot_' __ 
fl ~ 
rise, go 
le - lu 
Tag_ 
east-ern 
- ia, Al - le - lu - ial" With 
naht vom 0 - ri - ent, die 
skies the sun's first beams, A - glow o'er the_ sky and earth be -
_i f.f _ poco rit. I I 
<u rise, go forth, ihe B~ide - groom meet, A - rise, bear thru the night your well-trimmed 





Tag geht auf vom 0 - ri - ent, die rot - brun- sti- ge Mor - gen - rot' her 
east-ern skies the sun's first beams, A - glow o'er the_ sky and earth be -
.-. ..-.., _..--.,_ :t .If, poco rit. 
rise, go forth, the Bride- groom =t, A -
le - lu - ia, AI - le - lu - ia!" With 
Tag geht auf vom 0 - ri - ent, die 
east-ern skies the sun's first beams, A -
rise, bear thru the night ~r well-trimmed 
all, all our_ hearts we praise Thy 
rot - brun- sti- ge Mar - gen - rot' her 
glow o'er the_ sky and earth be -
a tem-po 
IT§] Lebhaft (Lively) 11-..--------------, 
v 11. II 2. 
. 
light, Go forth thy Lord to greet!" 2. Oh 
name, We sing, ''Al - le - lu ia!" 
durch die tru - ben Wol-ken geht. 
low, Sweeps through each wait-ing soul. 
a tempf> v f 
-
.. ... 7:} 71 
light, Go forth thy Lord to greet!" 2. Oh Hail! ___ 
name, We sing, ''Al - le - lu ia!" IHeil/ ___ 
her __ durch die Wol-ken geht. Hail! ___ 
low, Sweeps through each wait-ing soul. 
fl ~1st TENOR p f.~,~ 
it.! light, Thy Lord to 
name, ''Al le lu -
durch die Wol ken 
low, Sweeps through each wait-ing 
fl ~ 2nd TENOR & HIGH BASSES ']), 









le - lu -
Wol ken 










greet!" 2. Oh 
greet!" 













..,. The first ending is to be sung only with the Festival Version . If t~e Original Version is sung, omit the first ending. 
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Niirn - berg's 
Hail, all_ 
Niirn - berg's 
























Niirn - berg's 
Niirn- berg's 
hail! _____ _ 
Sachs/ ____ _ 
Sachs! ____ _ 
Hail the ~n of_ 
Heil_ dir,_ Hans 
Hail to thee, Hans 
day! ____ _ 
Sachs/ ___ _ 
Sachs! ___ _ 
. 
"hail! ____ _ 







Niirn - berg's 
day! ____ _ 
Sachs/ ___ _ 






le lu ia! ___ 
Heil__ Nurn - berg's 






Hail the dawn of_ day! All 
Heil 
Hail 
hail!_ Al - le lu 
Heil___ Niirn - berg's 







'1!.1 Hail, all 














Niirn - berg's 
Niirn - berg's 















Hail the d:iwn of 
Niirn- berg's teu - rem 















berg's po et,_ 
1t hail! '--..!Y 
Niirn - berg's 











~ h";"i1 ,- Al 
Niirn- berg's 
Nurn- ber g's 
1~~ 1~ ia! 
teu - rem_ Sachs/ 
po - et_ Sachs! 
\ All hail! Al l e 
Heil Nurn- berg's teu 
Hail Niirn - berg's po 
) ,., 11661 f,----., 
~ H ail! ___ 
Heil! ___ 
H ail! ___ 
fl f_., 
~ f. 
~ Hail! ___ 
Heil/ ___ 
fl _.[~ 
~ Hail! ___ 
He ill Hail! ___ 
,., f_ 
~ f~ -;. 
"\ Hail! ___ 
Heil/ ___ 
Hail! ___ 
Al le - lu ia! 
Heil Nurn - berg's 






1f poco raZZ. ff 
.-f!~--mJ ::;:-::;:-::;:..,--...._::;: 
Hail! _______________ _ 
Heil/ _______________ _ 
Hail! ______ ~--------~ 
"If cresc. poco rall. ff 
mf cresc. poco rall. ff 
-& - -& -& Haur----- -_ -Heil/ ________________ _ 
Hail!--------=-=,-------------, 
nif cresc. poco rall. ff 
Hail!----------------Heil/ _______________ _ 
Hail! -------=----------n 
mf creffi poco raZZ. ff 
< 
_J' ----1_oco rall. 
"!! -e. -cresa. -- ---~ff ._ 
Hail! _______________ ___ 
Heil/ _______________ _ 
Hail!----------------
-¥' The large n ot es are the Original Version, in which the ch orus blends into the continuation of t h e opera. The small n o t es ar~ 
suggested for a . Festival Version. 
M.W & Sons 19745-9 
NQ 34.0 
nP/11 A~t!"?J;,/ d..u- , ;J t1 
A CANTICLE OF,PEACE, Joseph W. Clokey Unison 
CVMI>()SITI()NS ana - A~~AN6l-M[NTS 
~ 
JOS ~ J> 1-J · \V · CL 01\ (-Y 
NO. TITLE 
31 Blow, Blow, Thou Winte r Wind 
153 0 Western Wind. 
159 Day of Rest, The (Me1l dl'lsso h1l) 
3 40 A Canticle of Peace 
- 449 Sheepfol ', De. f. 
4 R2 Musical Trust, The . 
491 Kye Song of Saint Bride. 
50 2 Lullaby 













Crimson Rose, The S.A.T.B. 






)Caro.l of the Birds l (Fren ch) 
lMuslC of the Bells, The~ S.S.A.T.B.B. 
God Is My Shepherd (Dvorak) S.A.T.B. 
Lincoln S.A .T .B. 
Our Master Hath a Garden(FolkSong) S.S.A.T .B. B. 
The Last Leaf . S .A.T.B. 
1098 The Year's at the Spring S.A.B. 
-s.A.T.B. 
S.A.T.B. 
13 2 2 Carol of the Palms 
1 3 2 3 Adoration of the Flowers 
.15 




To Arthur C. Ctokey 
A Canticle of Peace 
Fur Uniso'l Chorus a'zd Orcht~>dra 
Isaiah 
fl. \Vith ~>low insi~tt!nt rhythm J ;obout ::.2 • f 
VOICE 
Priee l(j L< · ,• t s 
;~ 
Joseph W. Cloke y 
. 
t) 
And it sha ll come to · ~a::;s 
fl. r1= I r• r1 ~ 
-. 










fl f _.... 
. 
t) .__ 
lll the !a t 
-
t.:r_ day 
II ,......, I 





I It J I , 
: . 




tha t the Lords house shall be es- tab-li:sh-ed 
fl. n • ,. n• .. 
. . 
. 
t) L...~ I L....~ I L.5..J r 
ff -F~ -
.... 11.f!L t. 1. .. ~ ~ ... ....... 
" . : 
. . t:a- . ~ ~ ][ ~ 
T.rombones r 
II n!f ~ 
t) -
Ill the top- of the moun-tain, 
fl I I I I l 
t) I .. ..... .. ., .. ~~ ~--. 
-




r . r· 
----
• The chorus part is to be intoned rather than sung. The voice-production should be tliat oi 
tuned speech . 
19 21. 
Copyright, MCMXL V, by C. C. Birchard & Company 
International C opy right S ecur ed Made in the V. S. A 
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a nd ma-ny ~hall _ go and say: 
fl 
. 
~~ Iii ?:t-.:. ~ ---p r-p: ~ _f"C r"'1 1'\ 
. 
~ ... ~ .. ~ 
fl. ® 
t) 
t t!lider Come ye and ld us go in- to the 
,.PnJ LJ ii I J ~ I I ~ I . . 
I r ,c.,.;J r r r r t r ) t) I I p 
h .. h.- . ~ .. 
• I 
~ "ill ~ ..... . I I - I I 
fl. 
t) 
-house __ of tht Lord. 
fl J I I j . _n 1::::'1 I ~ 
~ t) ~ ~ t!;....J r r i I r c..,;J r i qty 
.. .J J .J • l I 
• I r. . ~ ..... • 
(\ 
t) 
-and h e will teach us h is_way, and we will w a lk in his paths. 
fl I 
~ t) . ff f D~ f f c:J 'l_T tr C-JI [.J ... < 11!( 
I I I l I h .. ~ ~ 





-- p --l1 fl ,...., I ,...., p r-t 
. 
~ "r I r u-r--c..r T l "f i cr ~: p 
~ ~.~~ J.l lh J "J J I b,-. b~ .. 
I I ~ .... "il 1 -z:. 
fl f ... ~ ~ ~ ~ 
. 
~ 
® And he sh<t ll judge and he shall judge be- tween the 
fl 
I . 
tJ :4j • :4j :4j ~'--l.--~ Horns 
·-----
v 
ff Horns ~~~ o;s~ ~-& I : 
fl 
~ .. u 
n a 
- tions . ~~ fl ,......, b,.. ~ "!·..... .... 
' ~ _._ = I == ~ • qr· ) IJ}lTrumpets 
~ ' . 1-.-& : ...... _._~_L• I. .!: . :b ... ...... ,_Ll 
"· '" I : \ 
I....- 1-.J "! :!= i: ~~ 















Na- tion shall not lift sword a- ga,inst na tion. 
















Come_ ye, let __ us walk 








un; .~ .t: 
I I I I I I I I 
"' . ·~ .. .. 





tJ -~ ""-· ~""-'---- ·""· · .J:-'• L ord _ _ Come . 
I fl 1:"1 
\ tJ 
: 
.~:: ~ ..... ..... "~: _a . we ::;;> • -u • 
r.h. nothing 
J. -~ J J. . ~ J 'PPP 1:"1 I 
_l _1_ l 
r· t r__:t t -z:;. ...:z;. _-z:; • :z;. 
L- .., L-------. 
Distinctive Compositions for Mixed Voices 
Four Parts ( S.A.T.B.) a cappella 


































BLow, BLow, THou WINTER WIND (text by Shakespeare) Joseph W. Clokey 
A THING. OF BEAUTY (text by Keats) N. Clifford Page 
ON CANAAN SHORE (spiritual) Harvey Worthington Loomis 
MADRIGALE: FAR, FAR AwAY (Italian and English text) 
HosPODEE PoMEELOOY ("Lord Have Mercy") 
REQUIEM (text by Steven.son) 
AvE MARIA (Latin and English text) 
DE SHEEPFOL' 
KoL NmRE ("All Vows") Hebrew and English text 
THE GREENWOOD 
MEMORIES (Irish) 
PAcK, CLouos, AwAY! (text by Thomas Heywood) 
WHEN SHE ANsWERED ME HER VoxcE WAs Low (Irish) 
WHEN TWILIGHT SHADOWS FALL 
HoMELAND, DEAR HoMELAND (from "The Vision") 
A LovE LYRIC 
FoLLY's SoNG (poem by Keats) 
Now REsT BENEATH NIGHT's SHADOW 
GoT A-MY SouL BAPTIZED 
MY LovELY CELIA 
CoME, HoLY SPIRIT 
ALMIGHTY AND EvERLASTING Goo 
ALAs! WHAT HoPE oF SPEEDING 
ADIEU, SWEET AMARILLIS 
CALL TO REMEMBRANCE 
Sarti-M nlipiero 
Lvovsky-M ontnni 
Sir Granville Bnntock 
fa cob A rcndelt 
Joseph W. Cloke)' . 
Harvey J,V orthington Loomis 
Mrs. H. H. A. Bench 




Samuel Richards Gaines 
Harvey Worthington Loomis 









SwiNG Low, Sw-EET CHARIOT (sp1ritual) with soprano or tenor solo Bron-Wright 
Tchaikovsky-Luvnns 
E. T. Chapman 
Sir C. Hubert Parry 
Dr. Charles Wood 
I . Burnell 
Walter Parriltt 
Dr. Charles T¥ ood 
THE NIGHTINGALE 
Goo BE IN MY HEAD 
MoTET: Mv Sor.E THERE Is A CouNTRY 
SoNG FOR A DANCE ("glee") 
GATHER YE RosEBUDS (poem by Herrick) 
TEARS FOR THE Goon AND TRUE (threnody) 
TRUE LovE's THE GIFT (words by Sir Walter Scott) 
C. C. BIRCHARD & COMPANY 
Boston Afassachusetts 
R. :- :~3:rence Copy 
1055- fESTIVAL CHORUS (Ring Out Wild Bells-Tennyson) •. .... FRANCES McCOLLIN .50 
MIXED VOICES (S·A·T·B) 
1 004-REVERIE . . 
1 006-0H, MY MAN IS DULL-RUSSIAN FOLK SONG .. 
1 003-SAPPHIC ODE . 
. . . DEBUSSY-DUANE .20 
. .... B. LEVENSON . 1 2 
... BRAHMS-DUANE .1 2 
1008-MY WONDROUS LAND (America) .......... .. .... . . . .. G. MARRINER . 1 0 
1012-THE BREADTH AND EXTENT OF MAN'S EMPIRE 
(No. 1 from SONGS OF CONQUEST) ... 
1 01 1-SONGS OF CONQUEST (4 Movements) . . . 
10 14-BOLERO. .. . . ............ . . 
1013-AMERICA, MY WONDROUS LAND . 
1015-0H, W ISEST OF MEN . 
. . .... . .. . HARL McDON-'.lD . 1 8 
. HARL McDONALD .60 
RAVEL-ELKAN .25 
. ROB ROY PEERY . 16 
... A. LOUIS SCARMOLIN .1 5 
1 017-WALTZ from Sleeping Beauty . . .. TSCHAIKOWSKY -ELKAN .18 
101 0-PIONEERS, 0 PIONEERS (4 Movemenis) . . .... HARL McDOI;IALD .60 
1016-DANCE OF THE COMEDIANS (Bartered Bride) . . . . . . . . . .. ... SMEJANA-ELKAN .18 
1 002-A MAIDEN'S LIKE UNTO · A ROSE .. . BRUCE C. BEACH .12 
1 005-RUSSIAN SAILORS' DANCE (Red Poppy) ... . . . . . .. . . 
1 023-GOPAK-RUSSIAN DANCE . 
. .. GLIERE-ELKAN .1 8 
.. MOUSSORGSKY -ELKAN . 1 6 
1 019-0PEN THY HEART ............... . . . . . .. . . ........... BIZET -ELKAN . 1 8 
1 029-WAH-NEE-TOH-INDIAN LULlABY . . ....... . . 
1028-FIGHTING YANKS-VICTORY MARCH . 
..... CURTIS R. YORK .15 
. . HARRY STERNFELD .1 5 
1035-THE LAST INVOCATION ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ELIZABETH HENDERSON .15 
1036-WEAVE IN MY HARDY I.IFE . . .... ELIZABETH HENDERSON .18 
1 037-POLONAISE . . .... .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. ... . CHOPIN-DAVIDSON .16 
SIX AMERICAN FOLK SONGS . . . . ........ . ................... A. W. BINDER 
1 038-GOD TOLE HEZYKIAH-(NEGRO FOLK SONG) .... .. . . . 




1 040-PARTING FRIENDS-(WHITE SPIRITUAL) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .12 
1 041-THIS TRAIN-(NEGRO SPIRITUAL) . . 16 
1 042-ADAM IN THE GARDEN PININ LEAVES-(NEGRO SPIRITUAL) .15 
1 043-ALL THE PRETTY LITTLE HORSES-(NEGRO LUllABY) . . 1 2 
1 046-PEACE SHALL PREVAIL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . LILY STRICKLAND .18 
1047 ....,.FOG IN THE HARBOR . . .. . .... . . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . . . .. ... . LILY STRICKLAND .18 
1 049-CROSSING THE BAR . . . . . . . . . . .... EDOUARD E. BLITZ .16 
1 050-A NATION'S PRAYER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SOLON ALBERTI .15 
1 051-SPRINGTIME . . ..... . . . LILY STRICKLAND .16 
1 052-MOUNTAIN SONG . . . . ...... . . ....... GARDNER READ .16 
1053-BALLAD OF BROTHERHOOD . . .... .. . . JOSEPH WAGNER 
1055-FESTIVAL CHORUS (Ring Out Wild Bells-Tennyson) ... ... FRANCES McCOLLIN 
.20 
.50 
E L K A N - Y 0 G E L C 0 I N C PHILADELPHIA· PA 
Festival Chorus 
(Ring Out Wild Bells) 
To Elsie Mecaskie, Conductor 
Higk Scltool Ckorus - Atlantic City, H. J. 
Mixed Chorus with Aaeompaniment for Four Hands at One Piano 
3 
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out, wild bells 
mf 
Ring out, 
~ .,. ~ 
~ I I 
-#: I• -e 
1'!f 
0 
Orches tral Accompaniment available from th~ Publis her. 
t hi J >-q~ .fl. 
I I :::;-- I 
I 
-i bl1i bj ~ • 
>-
Q 
1.. 1.. ,......., 
to the wild sky, 
1.. ... 
wild bells, to the 
~ ~ ~~ 
I I I I 
I• ~ I• "11!': 
~ 
Copyright 1948 by ./Ukan- Vogel Co.; Inc ., Philadelphia, Pa. 
Intern a tiona.l Copyright Secured 
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/ ~ I I 
• 11 _I ?;if I 
' 
t. The fly - ing cloud, the frost-y light ; 
~ I 1""'-o-. ( I 
.. 
wild sky, 7'!f ~ 
n ~._.. I bb. I 
. 
t1 11 The fly - ing cloud, the frost-y light; 
~ L f btb~ f- ~ p. ...,. ~ ~.fl. \,~ ~ ..,. I 
t. 
~ I I I I I I I I 
t. I • • - • • 








4 ...;. ~ 
) fj I p-==== ===- = 
The year is dy - ing in the night, 
t. 
{J I p -====-== - - -=== 
,-
The year is dy - ing in th ~: 
,, 
... 
~ .: : I p I I I I I I I I I 1· I I 
.Festiva l C. - 21 
5 
) ~~ ~ J..h L 
... 
~ J.l li p -==-=::: :::::=-
== J. h L 
. 
fl. 
The year is dy 
-




p -------== ====- .-==:::: 
Ll -~ ~ k' kJ.-_j_ L 
. 
~ 
-The year is dy - ing in the 
~~li ~ ~ ~ _k_h_l ( 
<' 
.. . 
) fJ iJ. ~ k__k _t 
14t ti:;i==i ... .. • :ii:i-~ ~ - ~ q~i1~ t ~ 
~ . 11 . . 
"'I'!' ~- '?! • ~ : ~~ ~ 
) ~) ' ~- - - _jlJt f 
t R ing out, wild bells; and let_ him die . 
~ ' p _-...- - I ~ ~ 
• I I rit. 
fl ' f ..,.....-.... - ~ ~ 




~ night : 
~ ,_ ~ .,. ~ .,. ~ ..,. ~ f_i_~ _£ ~ ~ oli 
._, 
f 
f:.t I I _j _1 I . 1 J - - _l J ttl 
• I I ?'it. I 
~ I• ~ I• -t I • _1-_ • - ~_kkt-_ ~ t• _11 
~ .. ' f 
""' ""' " ' 
Festi v al 0. - 21 
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~~~ .P 
ltJ Ring out the old, .r • th ~ » ~ rmgm e new, 
• IJ jj ~ .P 
. 
.. Ring out the old, ring \n the 
ll. .P ? .. 
. 
'\ Ring out the 
1~ -~ a_ 
~it .. ~....._~ -H..a~--~-- .-«--~ .. ~..-it--• ~~ $~~---~ 
~·~ 11'-11 ~·.=r-.:..,-,...T ;~ 
I• dim. .P ~ ~ ~ 
I._ ...... 
.J 1 J 1 ..1 J J 1 J J _J ~ ~ - "It ~: ll. - - - - - ..,_.. - - - - -
. 
I 
~ dim. l J L I 1 1 I 1 i l 
::Z ... r ... i ~ r " r r.:___.-
1_~~ f 
I._ 
;.he ~ ~ ~ .PI I 
.. r 
Ring, hap- py bells, a-cross the snow: 
~ » ~ f ·:1 
. 
.. r . 
.J 
new, 





old, ring in the new, Ring, h ap - py bells , 
~-jji~~~~~~ ~~~~ .... t:G~~~JiC~:~t~ ~- ~ 
} .. 
. f . 
) ~ jj ~ 
tJ 'I ., 
1 J ' J .J J .d J l .J J ~..J ..L ~= - - L.Q - - L.t:J L.i!:r· - -
! 
. 
I I I I I 1 I I I I I l 
-r· " t of- t ~· --f" f. ...____..,, 






















go; ~~gout the 
[ · 
go; Ring out the 
1
'!f, I I 
I I 
gva ................... . 









ring in the . true, 
-r r r ~· 
I 
. ring in the true, 
I I I I 
.P 
Ring out the false, ring 
'» . -=::::: ::::::::-
~ r r 
Ring out the 





~ I I I 1 
l 
!J l> ti·:_· ··-·:-i-·~---··;····-----·---;····-·-i·:··----~-,_--~----~-- -------·-···:········;·····---------fi·- ~ 
~- .. _.,__ . 
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.II ~ OJI• H • 






(J Jl ~ J:n· >- ring iit the true . _-c::::_ ::>-
... () .lol ~I >- r k: >- r r· 
... 
in, ring in the true. 
-<l > 




fl .ll tL,.- _.[) ~~~ _D ~ .. : ~ .. 
.. I I 
l}.lol ~ ~ J] n - I 
-
~· 
~ I I ... ... l 
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_f _t _I_ 8Va ······· ·--·-· ·······•···············--····················--; .... ......... .. 
.... ~-~ ----===-------. . 
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•• Ring out the grief that saps the mind, For those that here 
, 
we see no ) » ~ 
·' 
~ p , , , 
~ ... ~ . 
• Ring out the grief that the mind, For those that here 
-. 
saps we see no 
!.l ~ .. 
~ p 
ava loco~#.;: ~a 
) ~ ~ 
loco ava loco~ a:a loco~ ava locol. 8 tJa loco~ l!;' ~.,. "iii ~-.,. -w- .. ~.,. 
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~ PI I I I I I -.I I I I 
l-'l ~ • .. I 
• ~I ... ~I ... ~I q~-. ~I 
!.l .~ ~ .~ ~ .b'J qt.-.. . ~ 
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I !.I.. I i I I 
'1 .. '1 .. q• ~7 '1 .. 
crea csn do 
rich- and poor, 
do 
Ring out the feud- of and poor, 
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MALE VOICES (T·T·B·B) 
102-AVATAR . 
104-THE LOW BACKED CAR-IRISH FOLK SONG . 
1 05-THE QUEST -BOHEMIAN FOLK SONG . 
106-THE TIMID MAIDEN-BOHEMIAN FOLK SONG . 
1 07-THE LOVER'S LAMENT . 
1 09-BOLERO . 
11 0-LONGING . 
1 03-JESU, I WILL PONDER NOW 
112-1 LOVE THEE . 
1 OS-AMERICA, MY WONDROUS LAND ....... . . . 
. H. ENDERS .1 2 
. ..... B. LEVENSON .1 5 
. CH. T. MACLARY .12 
.. CH. T. MACLARY . 1 4 
HARL McDONALD .1 8 
. .... RAVEL-ELKAN .25 
. ..... SODERMAN-LUNDQUIST .1 4 
. GUM PEL TZHAIMER-LUNDQUIST . 1 0 
. BEETHOVEN-MONT ANI . 1 5 
. .. ROB ROY PEERY .1 6 
.... GLIERE-ELKAN . 1 8 113-RUSSIAN SAILORS' DANCE (Red Poppy) 
114-GOPAK-RUSSIAN DANCE . . .. .. . . . .. MOUSSORGSKY -ELKAN . 16 
116-DANCE OF THE COMEDIANS (Bortered Bride) . 
1 21 -A NATION'S PRAYER . 
122.- TO THE WORLD OF MEN . . ... . .. . . . . . ... . .. . . 
. SMET ANA-ELKAN . 1 8 
. . ... SOLON ALBERTI . 1 5 
. . A. CORNELISSEN .1 8 
E L K A N - V 0 G E L C 0 I N C PHILADELPHIA· PA 
CM.6301 
.. . · L/1/ . ~uV;~ f' 
EVENING PRAYER AND DREAM PANTOMI~t:~ th~ oira / 
"Hansel and Gretel" (S.AT.B. with Piano Ace.) 
Humperdinck-Wilhousky .20 
Arrangements by Peter J Wilhousky 
SERIES Ill 
6301 EVENING PRAYER AND DREAM PANTOMIME 
(from the Opera "Hansel and Gretel") E. Humperdinck 
(S.AT.B. wi th Piano Accompaniment)* . .... . . .. .... .20 
*(Ore~ estral accompaniment pub I ished) 
CARL FISCHER, <Nc. ! 
COOPER SQUARE; NEW YORK 3 ;._ . 
P.oston • Chicago • Dallas • Los Angeles - "' 
CM 6301 
Evening Prayer and Dream Pantomime 
from the opera "Hansel and Gretel" 
For Four-Part Chorus of Mixed Voices 
with Piano Accompaniment* 
English Text by 
Lorraine Noel Finley 
E. HUMPERDINCK 
Arranged by PETER ]. WILHOUSKY 
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Arrangements by Peter J Wilhousky 
SERIES I 
C.M. 
636 BLESS YE THE LORD . .... . .. . . M. lppolitof-lvanof 
(S .A.T.B.-A Cuppella) ....... . ................ .15 
639 -(S.S A.- A Cappe lla) . ............ . . .. ......... .16 
4604 CAROL OF THE BELLS (Ukrainian Carol-Christmas) 
M. Leontovich 
(S .A.T.B.-A Cappella). .. .15 
5276 - (S.S .A.- A Cappel la). . ..... .... .. ... . . . . .15 
4671 COSSACK CALL. . ...... ....... . .. P. I. Nischinsky 
(S.A.T.B.--- Piano ad lib.)..... ... . . . _. ...... .18 
5321 - (S .S.A.- Piano ad lib.).. .. . . ....... .. ..... . .. .. . .16 
499 GLORY TO GOD IN HEA YEN 
Bortniansky-T schaikowsky 
(S .S. A.A.T.B.-A Cappe ll a) . . ..... . 
645 -(S.S.A.- A Cappella) . . .. . ........ .. .. . . 
.1 5 
.18 
497 HEAVENLY LIGHT. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A. Kopylow 
(S.A.T B -A Cappe lla) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .15 
640 - (S .S.A.- A Ca ppe lla)...... . ..... . .. ... . . . .15 
61 1 - (T.T.B.B.- A Cappe ll a) . ......... . . . .... .15 
635 IN SOLEMN SILENCE (Memorial Anthem) 
M. lppolitof-lvanof 
(S A.T.B.- A Cappell a). ····· · ·· ······· .15 
641 - (S.SA.- Pianoadlib) ..... .. . ... . . . .1 5 
HER. 
COOPER 
Boston o Chicago o Dallas o Los Angeles 
K 16 
USKY 
Arrangements by Peter j. Wilhousky 
SERIES II 
613 LEND THINE EAR TO MY PRAYER 
. A . Archangelsky . 
(S .A T.B.-· ·A Cappe lla) .... . ............ . . . ... . .15 
47 38 .MEADOWLANDS (Cava lry of the Steppes) 
L. Knipper 
. (S .A T.B.-- A Cappe lla) .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . .16 
2268 - (T.T B.B.-A Ca ppe lla) ... . .. .. . . . . . . . .. ...... . . .16 
51 5 THE PROMISES (Anthem based on "Th e Bea tit udes") 
S. V. Panchenko 
(S .ATB.- A Cappella)... . . ..... . . . . . . . . .15 
643 .- (S.S.A- A Cappella) ... .... . . . ... ....... . . .. .. . .15 
2261 THE SLEEPING LAKE . . . ..... . .. . ... . . . H. Pfeil 
(T.T B.B.-A Ca ppe ll a) ... . .. .. .. . . . . . . ..... .... .15 
· 4 734 WHEN JOHNNY COMES MARCHING HOME 
L. Lambert 
(S .ATB .) . ....... .. . .. . ... . ...... _..... . .... .. .18 
5322 --(S.S. A ) .. ..... . ... .. ...... .. ....... . . .. ..... . .18 
4 739 THE CAISSONS GO ROLLING ALONG 
E. L. Gruber -
(S .A.T.B. with Piano Accompan iment) .. . ....... . . . .15 
2267 -(T.T.B.B. w ith Piano Accompa nimen t) .... . . . .. ... : .15 
4 7 43 BATTLE HYMN OF THE REPUBLIC. Traditional 
(S.S. ATTB.B. with Piano Accompaniment) .... . . . .18 
(Orchestra score a nd parts availa ble on renta l. ) 
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HAROLD FLAMMER. CHORAL SERIES 
SZCULA.R. 
Four-Part Choruses 
for Mixed Voices 
81097-Hymn To Music ..... . ........ . .. . . .. Dudley Buck ... . . .. . . . 
81098-Liebestraum (Love's Dream) ...... . . . . . Liszt-Gore . . ..... .. ... . 
81 099-Autumn (-A wakening of Spring) . .. . .. . Gretchaninoff--Cain ... . 
8l100-So's l C~n Write My Name . . ... ...... . Negro Spiritual-Cain . . 
81101-La Spagnola ..... .. .. . . . ........... . . De Chiara-Furgiuele . .. . 
811 02-Babylon is Fallen ... . .... . . ... . . . .. ... . Negro Spiritual-Cain .. 
81103-Bles' My Soul An' Gone Away .. .. . .. .. Negro Spiritual-Cain .. 
811 0-4-Lullaby ... . .. . . . .. . . . ... .. ... . .. . . . . Noble Cain . . ........ . 
8110S-Wasn?t That a Wide River ... . . . . . ... Negro Spiritual-Cain .. . 
81106--0ld Dog Tray . .. . ........ ...... . . .. . . Foster-Cain .. .. . .. .. . 
81107-April is in My Mistress' Face . . .. ... .. .. . Morley-Cain .. . ..... . . 
811 08-Gonna Join de Heavenly Choir .. .. .. . . . Negro Spiritual-Cain .. 
81109-Carve Dat Possuni ...... . . . .. .. ... . . . . Lucat--Cain .. . . .. . . . . 
8111 0-Peter, Go Ring Dem Bells . . . .... . . .... Negro Spiritual-Cain . . 
81111-Chilly Water .. .. . .. . ........ .... . . . . Negro Spiritual-Cain . . 
81112-1 Pledge Allegiance to My Flag . . .. .. ... . Bridge.-Riegger . ... .. . 
81113-Music, When Soft Voices Die . . .... . ... Noble Cain .. . . .. .. .... . 
8111-4-Spring Comes O'er the H ill ..... . .... . .. Bach-Riegger ...... . . . 
8111S-Nocturne (Poem) ... . ..... . . . . . .... .. Fibich-Bourdon .... .. . 
81116-Life's End ...... . .. . .... . ...... . ... . . Noble Cain . .. . . . . . .. . 
81117-'Way Over Jordan ....... . ...... . . . . . Negro Spiritual-Cain . . 
81118-Carry Me Long . . . . .. ..... . ....... . .. Foster-Cain . .. .. .... . 
81119-Ciribiribin .. . . .. ........ . ... .. . . . . .. Pestalozza-Gore 
81120-The Flag of Flags .. ...... . . . . . ...... Wolf-Riegger . .. .. ... . 
81121-Biow, Blow Thou Winter Wind .. ... . ~ . Noble Cain . .. ...... .. . 
81122-Was Ah 'Fraid .... .. ..... .. . .... . . . . . Frances Williams .. ... . 
f.l 123-Sunrise ........ . .... . .. . . . ... .. . . . . . . Taneyef-Clement . . . .. . 
::: ~:-~:e ~:~;s ;~;m H~~~e: . . ... . , . . . ... . . . . Nobl~e C~~~\- ..... . .. . . 
1. Uncertainty 2. Assurance . . .... . -~ -81 - ~ \ . . .. . .. . . . 
81126-The Splendour Falls ... . . ..... -~C\ N an : . . . .. . ... . 
-:!!27-All Glory, Laud and Hono~·'\;.· ~ _esc ner-Catn. .. . .... . 
28-Echo Song (Doubl~~~ .:\;.; . ... diLasso-Gore . . ... . .. . . 81129~~. Wings ~! Soli~-' .. "'. . •• ... ._. .. .. Mendelsso~n-Riegger 
8113 0-Vtlia frt>m The ~ 1 ow . . , .. . .. Lehar-Riegger ... .. .. . 
81131-The Road is Calli . ..- ...... .. .. ... . .. Walter--Clement . . . . . . . 
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All Glory, Laud and Honor 
For Festival Chorus with Orchel!tra or Symphonic Band 
Th~odulph of' Orleans 
9th Century 
Melody by M. Teschner 
(1584 -1635) 
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81 052'-Roll, Chariot . . . . . . . . . ... .. .. Cain-Mixed , a cap pella . . . ... ... . . 18 
81055-0h, Susanna .... . . . ...... . ... . Foster-Mixed, a cappella .... . . . . . . 16 
81056-Sweet and Low ...... .. . ...... Cain-Mixed, a cappella . . . ..... .. . 15 
81062-Tell Me, Where Was You? . ..... Cain-Mixed, a cappella .18 
81063-Night Has a Thousand Eyes . .... Cain-Mixed, a cappella .. ... . . . . .. 15 
81 065-Windy Nights . ..... . .. . ..... . C ain-Mixed, a cappella . . . . . . . . . .18 
81 066-The Swan .. . ...... . ..... ... . . St. Saens-Mixed (With Solo for Vio-
lin, Cello or Two Pianos; or for. all 
in combination ad lib., with Hum-
. 
ming Choir accompaniment) ..... . . 18 
81 080-0ie Ark's a-Moverin . . . . . . . . . Negro Spiritual, Mixed . . . . . . . . . .. . . .16 
81 082-Cavatina .... . . . .......... . . .. Raff-Violin wi·th Piano and 
Mixed Chorus . .. . .... . ... .. . . .. . 16 
81 083-Adagio from "Moonlight S•)nata" 
Beethoven~Mixed, 
Violin Solo ad lib. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .18 
81085-l'se Mighty Tired . .. . ..... ... . Negro Spiritual-Mixed, a cappella .. 16 
!ll 086-De Gospel Train ..... .. ... . ... Negro Spiritual-Mixed, a cappella . . 16 
81 087--Joshua Fit de Battle of Jericho . . Negro Spiritual-Mixed, a cappella . .18 
8 1 089-Reverie (Traumerei) . . . . . . . . . . StrausS>-Mixed , Piano Solo 
· and Humming Choir ... .. .... . ... 15 
8 1 090-Rise Up Shepherd, and Foller. . Negro Spiritual-Mixed, a cappella .· ; 
81091-Gonna Ride Up In De Chcniot .. Negro Spirituai--:-Mixed , a cappella . . 16 
81092-Ain't Gonna Study War No More. Negro Spiritual-Mixed , a cappella .. 18 
81 099-Autumn {Awakening of Spring) .. GretchaninoFf-Mixed, a cappella .. . 18 
821 05-Ain't Gonna Study War No More. Negro Spiritual-Men's, a cappella .1 5 
81 I 00-So's I Can Write My Name .... Neg ro Spiritual-Mixed, a ca p pe lla .16 
82108-Hoodah Day ......... . ....... Sea Chantey-Men 's, a cappella ... . 18 
83097-Songs My Mother Taught M1~ .. . Dvorak-Three-Part Women's . . .. . . . 15 
83113-Roll, Chariot ............. . . .. Cain-Four-Part Women 's . .. .... .. 18 




FOUR PARTS UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED 
(GROUP 9) 
1791 Light and 'Truth (S.A.B.) 
1792 'The Gateway: (S.A.B. Choir &o~) 20 'Titles, arranged 
· 1793 0 little town of Bethlehem 
1795 0 let the children come to Me (S.A.B.) Swedish Melody 
1796 Gloria in excelsis Deo ('Magnificat') S.S.A.'T.B. (L. G' E.) 
1797 'Thou, 0 Lord, art our Father ('Prodigal Son') 
1799 'T went~·-five Chorals (Boo~ III) 
2200 A Legend (Christ, when a child) 
2 204 'The hour of midnight sounded (F. G' E.) 
2214 Jesus is my joy, my All (Choral) 
2215 Now we praise 'Thee (Motet) 
2216 Holy, Holy, Holy (Sanctus) 
2217 Surely, He bore our sorrow (Lent) 
2218 Happy fioc~s in safety wander (Fl . I G' II G' Po.) 
2220 Comfort, 0 Lord, the soul of 'Thy servant 
2222 No. I, Dimmi, dolce Maria; No. II, 0 Maria Diana stella 
2223 God be with us (Motet) 
2224 With grateful heart my than~s I bring (Motet) 
2225 God is our refuge (Psalm 46) Martin Luther's Hymn 
2226 Lift up your heads (Motet) Swedish Melody 
2227 Che'rubim Song (in E minor) 
~11..,.-.., .:~.:~-a 0 Lord, most holy (Orch. acc'p't. ad lib.) 
2230 Mary Magdalene (Marienlieder No. 6) Easter 
2 231 Hospodi Pomilui 
12232 'The Lord my Guide (Choral) 
2233 Agnus Dei (Lamb of God) 
4 Bring a torch, Jeannette, Isabella (S.A.B.) 
5 While by our sleeping floc~ (S.A.B.) 
6 Ding-dong! merrily on high (S.A.B.) Harmonized 
7 Shepherds, sha~e off your drowsy sleep (F. G' E.) 
8 0 rejoice, ye Christians, loudly (S.A.B.) 
Alleluia, Lord God (S.A.B.) 
0 sing unto the Lord (S.A.B.) 
Out of the depths I cry to 'Thee (S.A.B.) 
Mighty Spirit all transcending (Ave V erum Corpus) S.A.B. 
Dec~ the Hall (Christmas) 
Communion Service (Mass VII) L. G' E. 
Fairest Lord Jesus (S.A.B.) 
Carl Frielitz .12 
Matthew N . Lundquist .90 
English Melody .16 
Matthew N. Lundquist .15 
Johann Sebastian Bach .18 
Arthur S. Sullivan .20 
Johann Sebastian Bach .75 
Piotr I. 'T chai~ovsb . I 5 
French Carol .18 
Johann Sebastian Bach . I 5 
Hans Leo Hassler .16 
Antonio Lotti 
Ludovico 'T. Vittoria 
Johann Sebastian Bach 
William Crotch . 
I 5th Century Italian 
Giovanni Grazioli 
Matthew N. Lundquist 
Matthew ·]>{. Lundquist 
Matthew N Lundquist 
Piotr I. 'Tchai~owsb 
Cisar Franc~ 
Johannes Brahms 
G. V. Lvovsb 
Johann Sebastian Bach 
Fran~ E. Kendrie 




Johann Sebastun Bach 
Giovanni P. Palestrina 
Hans Leo Hassler 
Johann Sebastian Bach 
Wolfgang Mozart 
'Trad. Welsh Melody 
Antonio Lotti 
Crusader's Hymn 
E. C . SCHlRMER MUSIC CO. 
221 Columbu.a Avenue Boston, Mass. 
PUBLICATIONS of theE. C. SCHIRMER MUSIC COMPANY, BOSTON 
of Interest to U•i11enities, Libr11ries, S~hools, Clmrches liM Chontses 
THE A CAPPEllA SINGER 
A Collection of Motets, MMirig11/s, Cb11nS011s, C.rols, Ayres, B11llets, etc. 
Edited by H. CLOUGH-LEIGHTER 
No. 15·45-Women's Voices (~0 rides) $1.50 
No. 1682-.Mixed Voices (~0 tides) . .. . 1.50 
No. 557-Men's Voices (25 rides) . 1.50 
48 SECULAR VOCAL DUETS 
For Voices of Medium Range 
Compiled, edited, 11rr11nged liM tr11ns,ribed by VICTOR 'PJ,tAHL 
Nos. 2015-2016; Volume I and II 
Each $1.5CI 
(No. 1792) 
THE GATEWAY JUNIOR CHOIR BOOK 
20 S. A. B. Anthems 11rr11nged 11nd edited by MATTHEW N. LUNDQUIST 
Price$1.25 
(No. 1546) 
THE GREEN IDLL JUNIOR CHOIR AND DUET BOOK 
35 S. A. Anthems compiled 11nd 11rr11nged by KATHERINE K. DAVIS 
Price, $1.2 5 
(No. 1838) 
TilE GREEN mLL THREE-PART SACRED MUSIC 
FOR WOMEN'S VOICES 
38 S. S. A. Anthems compiled 11nd 11rr11nged by KATHERINE K. DAVIS 
Price. $1.50 
BACH OIOR.ALS 
A BOOK OF 25 CHORALS (Uniison or Mixed Voices) 
Selected, edited liM pro11ided with r11it11ble English texts by 
BERTA ELSMITH and THOMAS WHITNEY SURETfE 
Concord Series No.1 Cloth St.25 Paper S.75 
A SECOND BOOK OF CHORALS (Unison or Mixed Voices) 
28 Chor11ls selected liM pro11ided with Sllit.ble English texts by 
THOMAS WHITNEY SURETTE 
Concord Series No. 615 Ooth $1.25 Paper $.75 
A THIRD BOOK OF CHORALS (Unison or Mixed Voices) 
24 selected Chor11ls with ~11it11ble E.,glish texts edited by 
E. C. S. No. 1799 H. CLOUGH-LEIGHTER Cloth $1.25 Paper $.75 
A BOOK OF 27 CHORALS (Wo,men's Voices, 4-pa:-t) 
Selected, 11rr11nged 11nd pro11ided with s11it11ble English texts by 
Vassar Series No. 875 E. HAROLD GJ~ER Cloth $1.25 Paper $.75 
A BOOK OF 26 CHORALS (Women's Voices, 3-part) 
Selected, 11rr11nged liM pro11ided with .r11it11ble English texts by 
Vassar Series No. 878 E. HAROLD GEER Ooth $1.25 . Paper $.75 
E. C. SCHIRMER MUSIC CO., 221 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass. 
j 
E. C. S. Choral Music, N-!2228 
Panis angelicus· 
(0 Lord, most merct.f«,l) 
For Tenor (or Soprano) Solo 
3 
.Bngltsh wortl1 tt.tlapterl by 
.Katherine K . Davis 
R6vised and editedby 
H. Clough-Leighter 
and Four-part Chorus 
of Mixed Voices Cesar Franck 
<1822-1890) 
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:t A cappella (Four 11oices uJtless 
AICHINGER, GREGOR (1565-1628) 
t Jubilate Deo (S. S. A. T. B.) 
PALESTRINA, GIOVANNI P . da (1526-1594) 
t 322 Exultate Deo (S. A . A. T. B.) 
BYRD, WILLIAM (1543-1623) 
t 327 ju; torum animae (S. S. A. T. B.) 
:t Assumpta est Maria (S. A. T. B. B.) 
:t Ave Maria (S. A. T . B . B .) 
:t Ave Regina caelorum 
:t Beata es (S. A. T. T. B.) 
:t Beata virgo 
:t Beata vhcera (S. A. T . B. B .) 
:t Christus resurgens ex mortuis 
:t Civitas sancti tui (S. A. T. B. B.) 
:t Confirma hoc deus (S. S. A. T. B.) 













:t Kon vos relinquam orphanos (S.S.A .T .B.) n 
.25 
.16 
.20 :t 0 magnum mysterium 
:t 0 quam suavis 
:t 0 Rex gloriae (S. S. A. T. B.) 
:t 0 sacrum convivium 
:t Salve Regina 
:t Senex puerum portabat 
:j: Tu es pastor ovium (S. S. A. T. B. B.) 
ANERIO, FELICE (1560-1614) 
:t: 349 Christus factus est 








:t Adoramus te Jesu Christe (Antiphonal) .25 
HARBOROUGH, ALFRED 
Te Deum 
JOHNSON, ROBERT (16th Century) 
:t Dum transisset Sabbatum 
PALESTRINA, GIOVANNI P . da (1526-1594) 
:t: 361 Tenebrae factae sunt 
LASSO, ORLANDO di (1532-1594) 
:t: Christus resurgens (S. S. A. T . B.) 
:t Justorum animae (S. S. A. T. B.) 
:t Salve Regina (S. S. A. T. T. B.) 
BYRD, WILLIAM (1543-1623) 
:t: 392 Cantate Domino (S. S. A. T . B . B.) 
:t: 393 Ave verum corpus 
t 399 Sacerdotes Domini 
FRANCK . CESAR (1822-1890) 
*1153 Kyrie (Mass in A) 
*1154 Gloria (Mass in A ) 
LOTTI, ANTONIO (1667-1740) 
" ... :t Salve Regina 
MARENZIO, LUCA (1550-1599) 
:t 0 quam gloricsum 
PALESTRINA, GIOVANNI P. da {1526-1594) 
:t1156 Tu es Petrus (S. S . .if. A. T. B.) 
l1760 Adoramus te Christe 
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PALESTRINA (continued) 
.tll66 0 bone Jesu .12 
:t Alma Redemptoris Mater .20 
:t Crucem sanctam subilt {S. S. A. T. B.) .25 
:1: Dum complerentur (); . A. A. T. T. B.) n .30 
t Rorate caeli desuper (S. S. A. T . B.) n .2 5 
MOZART, WOLFGANG AMADEUS (17 56-1791) 
1170 Ave verum corpus · .16 
PHILIP~i. PETER ( 1560?-1633) 
:t Alma Redemptoris Mater (S. S. A. T. B.) .50 
:t Ave Regina (S. S. A. T. B.) .25 
:t Elegi abjectus esse (S. S. A . T. B.) n .25 
t 0 virum mirabilem (S. S. A . T. B .) .20 
CARISSIMI, GIACOMO (1604-1674) 
1172 Plorate, filii Israel (Jephtha) (S.S.A.T.T .B.) .18 
SHEPHERD, JOHN ( ? -1562) 
:t French Mass, The 1.00 
VITTORJ A, L,UDOVICOTOMMASO da (1540-1611) 
:1:1173 0 vos omnes .16 
SURIANO, FRANCESCO (1549-1620) 
.t Regina caeli .1 5 
BACH, JOHANN SEBASTIAN (1685-1750) 
1174 Crucifixus (B minor Mass) .16 
1176 Etincarnatusest (Bminor Mass) (S.S.A.T.B .) .16 
VITTORIA, LUDOVICO TOMMASO da (1540-1611) 
:;:11 7 7 0 mar;num mysterium .16 
BACH, JOHANN SEBASTIAN ( 1685-17 50) 
1179 .Et incarnatus est & Crucilixus (B minor 
Mass) (S. S. A. T. B .) .35 
ALLEGRI, GREGORIO (1580-1652) 
:1:1190 .Miserere mei Deus (S. S. A. T. B.; 
· S. S. A. B.) (A ntiphonal) 
PALESTRINA, GIOVANNl P . da (1526-1594) 
:j:1191 Improperia (A ntiphonal) 
TALLIS, THOMAS (1515?-1585) 
.t Duro transisset S.abbaturo (S. A. T. T. B.) 
t In jejunio et ftetu (S. T. T. B. B.) (Alto 
. .rd lib) 
t 0 salutaris hostia (S. A. T. B. B.) n .25 
:t :lalvator mundi (S. A. T. T. (or Bar.) B.) .20 
LOTTI, ANTONIO {1667-1'740) 
:j:ll92 Crucifixus (S. S. A . A. T. T. B . B.) 
TAVERNER, JOHN (1495?-1543) 
:t Western Wynde Mass, The 
BACH, JOHANN SEBASTIAN (1685~1750) 
1600 Sanctus (B minor Mass) (S.S.A:A.T .B.) .25 
TYE, DR. CHRISTOPHER (1497?-1572) 
:t Omnes gentes plaudite manibus {S. A. T. 
lJ. B.) D .JS 
:1: Rubum quem viderat Moyse~~ 
(S. A . T. B. B.) 
MOZART. WOLFGANG AMADEUS (1756-1791) 
1649 Adoramus te Christe (Orf4n) .12 
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HAROLD FLAMMER. CHORAL SERIES 
S.ACRE.D 
Anthems for Mixed Voices 
8420 3-Rejoice in the Lord, 0 Ye Righteous ..... . Ralph A. Harris ..... ·. . . . .18 
84204-Hail, Festal -' ~ay! ........ ... . . .. ~ .. ·. ·. Ralph .A. H arris. .... .... .18 
84205-Beloved, Believe Not Every Spirit . .... ... C. Albert Scholin . . . . . . . . .16 
84206-ln Bethlehem's Lowly Manger ... .. .. . . .... . Frances Williams .. ... ...... .16 
84207-Missa Sancti Niniani .................. C. E. S. Littlejohn . . . . . . .20 
84208-Communion Service in C ............... Sydney H. Nicholson . . . .20 
84209-Missa Parochialis ...... .. ............. George Oldroyd . . . . . . . . .18 
84210-Communion 'Service in G ............... Sydney H. Nicholson . . . .20 
84211-Teach Me Thy Way ............. . .... . . J. H. B. Herbert . . . .. . . ·.16 
\ 
84212-Christ Arose! .......... . . . ............ . Fred eric Groton . . . . . . . . . . . 18 
84213-Blessed be the Lord ......... . .. .. .... ... David Jones .. . ........... 16 
84214-Praise G()d in His Holiness (S.S.A.T.T.B.) .. Don Vandenberg .......... 20 
84215-0ur Father Who Art in Heaven ........... Noble Cain ............ . •. 15 
84216--A Prayer for the Family of Nations .... . . . . Ralph A. Harris . . ... . ..... 15 
84217-When I Survey the Wondrous Cross .... . .. Mason-Harris . ....... . .. . 16 
84~18-Lighten Our Darkness . ... . .... : . ........ Catherine Croker .. .. ..... . . 16 
84219-0 God, our Help in Ages Past ............ Carl F. Mueller ... .. .. . . . . . 18 
84,220- Sing Unto the Lord a New Song .. . .. , .... Noble Cain . . . . . . . . . . . .16 
84221 - The Lord Is My Shepherd .......... .. .. . Noble Cain .. .. .. .. .. . .16 
842·22-Gioria in Excelsis ..... . . . .. . . ... .... ... N . Lindsay Norden . . . . . .18 
84223-0ver Bethlehems Town ...... ... .. .. .. .. Carl F. Mueller . . . . . . . . .16 
84224-Christ, the Holy Child . ... ... .. ..... . ... Frances Williams . . . . . . . .16 
84225-He Maketh Wars To Cease . .. . ...... . .... Scott-E,iegger . . . . . . . . . . . .18 
84226--More Love To Thee, 0 (;:heist . .. .. .... . . .. E. Harold DuVall..... . .15 
84227-Ye Servants of1 God ........ . ............ Noble Cain . . . . . . . . . . . . .18 
84237-Following Yonder Star . . ............ . .. Frances-Williams . . . . . . . .15 
84238-Sing We Noel (a cappella) .... . ....... . . Czech Carol- Henninger . .16 
84239-0ver Bethlehem's Town (a cappella) .. . ... Carl F. Mueller ... : . . . . .16 . • 
84240-In David's Town ... . ................... Moore- Riegger . . . . . . . . .16 
84241-Let My Prayer Be Set Forth .............. James R. Pears . . . . . . . . . .15 
84242-The Living God ....................... Hew.itt- Riegger . . . . . . . -.18 
84243-Blessed is the Man ............... ... . .. Frances Williams . . . . . . . .18 
84244-A Psalm of Trust (a cappella) ...•....... Caroline Gessler . . . . . . . .16 
84245-Jesus Comes Now (Palm Sunday) ......... Frances Williams . . . . . . . .18 
84246-He Who .Would Valiant Be ......... . .... Noble Cain . ... ·_. ....... .16 
-84247-Now Let th<; Full-Toned Chorus . .... . ..•. Robert L. Bedell . . . . . . . . .18- , 
84248-Jesu, in Thy Care and Keeping ............ Robert L. Bedell . . . . . . . . .15 
To Edouard Hies-Berger and tke Brooklyn Oratorio Society, N. Y.C. 
Now Let the :F'ull-Toned Chorus 
Festival Anthem for Christmas, Easter or General 
For a chort.Js of Mixed Voict:s SATB 
Paraphrase from the Psalms 
byR.L.R. 
Robert Leech Bedell 
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sing His won-drous prais-es with all :-- and pow'r, To Heav'n'sthrone mtght so 
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s a cred thirst in flames us, Zest o f \\·ar and con ~ quest 
~ . cJ J J .. 1 1 ~J 
claims us, On to de t'ry! Halt - ing shames u s, F or - ward, 
I ~.11. Jb!j _J~ -. JL SOPR. 
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.., I J' I 
for - ward, and death t o ev - 'ry foe ! Tis my hand, thou war- rio1· 
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N9 479 AMERICA, THE PROPHET'S DREAM Isaac Yan Grove S.A.T.B . . lo' 
MUSIC 1=01< MIXI:I) VOI([S 
S.A.T.B. 
NO. TITLE COMPOSER 



















Moonrise Horatio Parker 
The Heavens Resound .Beethoven 
The Larghetto} from "2nd ·symphony" Beethoven-Kelley 
Unfold, Ye Portals, from" RP.demption" Charles F. Gounod 
In His Little Cradle Franck- M ~tchell 
Cantique de Noel (Christmas Song) Adolphe Adam 
My Love Dwelt in a Northern Land Edward Elgar 
Prayer. from "Cavalleria Rusticana" Mascal(ni-Mc fJnn.tdhy 
Dance a Uachucha, Sir Arthur Sulhvan 
from "The Gondoliers" 
The Heavens Are Telling Fran~ Joseph Haydn 
from "The Creation" 
Olaf Trygvason("Landkjending") GrieK- Remick 
Music of Spring Ivanovici-Remick 
( "Wav.es of the Dan~be" Waltzes) 
Hospodee Pomeelooy ("Lord Have Mercy') Lvovsky-Montani 
Prayer and Hunters' Chorus, from von Weber-Remick 
"Der Freischutz" 
The Kerry Dance Molloy- Remington 
0 Lord Most Holy ("Panis Angelicus") Franck-Rernick 
Psalm to Labor, from "Athalie" Mendelssohn-Page. 
Come Where ~y Love Lies DreaJJrlng Foster-Remington 
4 79 Amcrtca, the Prophet•s Vream 
_.::.,._, __ _ 
. 1 s aac Van Grom1 
495 ln the Time of Roses Reicha,rdt -Rem~ngton 
· C·C· BIR.CUAR.D l?CO· BO-STON 
N~479 
2 
America, the Prophet's Dream 
S.A.T.B. 
Price 10 cents 
Words by 
Nelle Richmond Eberhart 
ASCAP 
Music by 
Isaac Van Grove 
,/ fl u 
II J I ?: 
' 
I i 
r + v r 
Tempo of a joyous hymn 5'sf 
l.A - mer - i -. ca, my 
2 . A 
-
m.;r - i - ca, my 
3. A 
-




r I ~: -~ ~ = I 
(\ u Tempo of a joyous hymn ~ _.. ......... 
\v tT~ ., ~ r·--+ .. 1c~ ... ~: ~~ -,· -F 
n!f· f 
I r ~ I I : 
1~ ~ ~ . ?)...____. ..... -4/J: -.-. ~ ~ 
/fl u I I I I I 
- I~ ~ qJr f: ~ ~ 1 I I v r-r I i r I I I 
coun .- try, build- ed from a proph- etk dream Up - on the rock ·of 
coun - try, am- ple is your moth-er breast To hold the dreams ful -
coun - try, thro' your might- y beat - ing heart, The min-gled blood of 
J----....._1 I I J J .J J .J ~ Ql } .J ~ r ~ r I I 1'- I r 
_/j__ u ..----;---..... I I I I I ---;--...._ I ~ I 
(v ~ $ 4 . ... ~ ., ·- •• .... 0 --, . . -. -. - .. 
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I I I I I I I I J I. . ~ I : . 
~a_ ·~ ., .. ... ·~ 1..-J I ., I 
Copyright,.MC.MXLIII,by C. C. Birchard & Company Ma.de in the 
















wea- ry and 






poco rall. fa tempo 
·-r-
truth has stood, Com -mand my ea- ger 
prom- ise good; For there is but one 
ar - dent flood. One race we are, one 
stream, The clar- ion note of 
pressed Who crave your boon of 
part With- in our land of 
.) 1 
L 
~--------------------------~,~--------------------------~ 1 and 2. mll. 
D.S. 
lib- er- ty, the call of broth- er 
-
lib - er- ty, your bond of broth- er 
-
hood._ 
lib - er- ty, our band of broth-er - hood.-
























ANCHORED Watson P 1·ir:e rent.~ 
Text by Samuel K.Cowan ;M. A. (Arr.by Bertha Remick) S.A.T.B._ 
LAUREL OCTAVO 
SEVENTH SERIES 
Father Almighty. (Ave Maria. ) 
B ' .ihms 
We' ll Touch the Strings to Music. 
Paladilhe. S.S.A. 
Softly My Heart Unfolds. 
heart at thy sweet voice." 
" Samson and Delilah.") 




Softly My Heart Unfolds. S.A.T.B. 
A Spring Song. Pinsuti. ;_s .A.T.B. 
Lullaby. (" Berceuse " from " Joce-
lyn. ") B. Godard. S.S.A. (Violin 
ad lib.) 
By Peaceful Hearth. (From " Die 
Meistersinger.") Wagner. S.A. 
Gobble Duet. (From " La Mas-
cotte.") Audran. S.S.A. 
Amaryllis. !, Attributed to Louis 
XU I.) Transcribed by Ghys. s S. A. 
Darkey Lullaby. \" Humorcske ") 
Dvorak. S.A .A. (Violm ad lib. 
Darkey Lullaby. (Humoreske.) A. 
Dvorak. S.A .T .B. 
Darkey Lulla by. (Humoreske.) A. 
Dvorak. T .T./1.8. 
Calm is the J:.;ight. Bohm. S.S.A. 
Calm is the N1ght. Bohm. SA. T .B. 
Moonltt Meadows. (Lc..ve 's dream 
after the ball.) Czibulka. S.S.A . 
(V iolin ad lib.) 
Thine Eyes so Blue and Tender . . 
Lassen. S.S.A. 
Thine Eyes so Blue and Tender. 
Lassen. S .. 4.T.B. 
The Violet and the Rose. (The Daily 
Question.) IV!eyer-Helmund. s.;; .-A . 
When Dawning Springtime. di 
Capua. V :ctor N. Pierpont. S.S.A. 
Jerusalem. (From " Gallia. ") Gou-
nod. 5.S.A .. 4. 
Almighty Lord. (From " Cavalleria 
Rusticana.") Mascagni. S .S .A_ 
Song of the Triton. Molloy. Arr. by . 
N . C. P age. · S.S.A . ~ 
Lend me your aid. (From " Queen 






















Arise to the Good and True! Old 
French Carol. S.S.A.A . 
0 Lord Most Holy. Abt. S.S.A .A. 
Send out Thy . Light. Gounod. 
Remick. S.S.A.A . 
Send out Thy Light. Gounod. 
S.t!.T.B. 
When the Foeman Bares his Steel. 
1From" Pirates of Penzance.") Gil-
bert and Sullivan. S.A T .B. 
Love's Old Sweet Song. Molloy. 
S.A.T.B. 
May Song. (" Parla.") Arditi. G. F. 
Wilson. S'S.A. 
I Waited .for the Lord. (From 
"Hymn of Praise. ") Mendelssohn. 
Soprano Duet and S.A.T.B. 
T o the Sp ring. Gouhod. S.A. 
The .Fa1ry Haunted Spring. Smart. 
S.A. 
Nearest and Dearest. Caracciolo. 
S.A . 
At Evening. Mendelssohn. S.A. 
Goodwill Toward Men. A. F. M. 
Custanc~ . S.A.T.B. 
Gloria. (From 12th Mass. ) Mozart. 
S.1I .1'.B. . 
Gloria. (Mass in B~.) H . Farmer. 
S .A .T.8. 
Out on thP. Deep. · F. N. Lohr. Text 
by Samuel K Cowan s.,t.T.B. 
The Kerry D a nce. Molloy. S.A .T.B. 
Cavalry Song. Spindler. S.S.A . 
Cavalry Song. Spindler. S. .T.B. 
Agnus Dei. (From" Requiem (Man-
zo'ni) Mass.") Verdi. S.A. arul S .A.T.B. 
C&ntique de Noel. (Christmas Song.) . 
• Adam. S.S.A . . 
Morning Song. (Open Thy Blue 
Eyes .) J . Massenet. S .S.A 
Bells at Evening . (Les cloches du 
soir.) Saint-Saens. S .A .A .1'.B.B. 
0 Lord Mos t H oly. Cesar Franck. 
S.A.T.B. 
C. C. BIRCHARD~ COMPANY 
BOSTON MASS. 
2 I o. 2:-<; THE LAUREL OCTAVO 
ANCHOr~ED 
Mixed Voices 
(Voice Parts Only) 
Price '1· centS 
Words by SAMUEL K. COWAN, M.A. 
Con~to 
Music by MICHAEL WATSON 
.Arranged by .Be1·tha Remick 
Soprano 
3 mp I. I 
= 
" I J.f-==r· .) t 
Alto 
Fly - ·ing with flow-ing sail Q'- ver the sum-mer sea! __ 
Tenor 
mp 11 '..b ..b ~· .b ,fi$· 3 ,. ~ Bass 
o · ver the sum-mer 
l ~ .. I rf?f jl -~~~ ,. 
· Sheer thro' the seeth-ing gale Hozne-ward bound was she!_ 
.;. J ..b J )J J. i F F 1Ji~· ' 
..., 
sea! she, was 
Fly - .mg with feath- 'ry prow, Bound-ing with slant-ing keel_··- And 
she! 
Copyright, 19131 by C. C. Birchard and Co. 
Note : Piano ac con,paniment for this song may be obtaiMd at any Music store or from the ·publishers 




and sr-ng at_ __ I hit wheel. /l I ,--.... I. 
• I 1-
I I-I I I 1--- -I· 
sang_ at hi s wheel. 
,--.... . ~~· · .a-: q~: ~ 
- -
On - ly an . - oth- er day to ~ - ly an-
mf 
fl I "if 1-1 
"' 
I I 
• ~-J- .. .. ... 
. '<.·. 
...-i 1 ~ ..._. - v 
oth-er night to roam,_ Then safe _ at l 1J.s t,_ the · 
.b .. ... _-/'- ~ 
-
-..I ~mf}) -~ .... L~~ - ./!. . 
r I --1 
~ I j. J. i I I I ,.- -I I -.:I 
. 
I• I I I I ~ -
har - bar past, Safe m my fa - ther's home , 
.,.. h .... ,.. h ... .. .. .. . .~· ~~· .... ---..-... 
. fl I f...- 7 I 
I~ I I . I 
Safe___ in 
! 1 r 
23'7- 5 
4 
~· ! t . l : 
Bright on the flash~ ing brim~, Glit- ter'd the sum- mer sun! SWeet-ly the 
mp , · 
Bright-ly flash - ing 1 Glit - ter'd 
Jl I f. Jlt I r: ~- .b f 
sun shine! Sweet- ly 
I 
I -.I .. .. . ... .. 
star-ry shine,Smil'<i when the 
J . .h. J. .J. J · ~ 
shin -
.I I 1ng . stars were 
·Fill-ing the fly- ing 
-fJ i .. " " I 
sail 1 And 
, . j__h_ 








lo . rail. 
I 







Blythe. was the breeze of Heav'n, N )\ )l I { . q) j, l _I ~ I 
day was do:ne! Blythe the breeze, 
_I ~ I f: 19W l ol-~ ' I f: I 
smil - ing! 
glad the sai - lor, h · t ro' 




~b I -I l } ; # j J J 
On - ly an- oth-er day to 
.1/if . . &~ p: f 6 llf g t P I 
I ~j 1 J j J 
' -
- ly an - oth - er night to roam,_ 
1#9r 
' 
f J • 
~ 
Then- safe_ at 
Safe tn my fa - ther's 
::> 
fa ther's homer 
f ·ru.~J. 
la st_ the har- b or past, 
Safe __ . m my 
7 
Sud-den the light-nings 
7 
cresc. 














in the dark! 
Andante · p 
Altos · I · r r 1 1 







shone on the suffi.mer sea! And a ~oft smile came fromth~ stars; And a 
p 
E E E ii1rm= 
crest. poco a poco 
f t S:. f I d = d 
voice from the whisplring foam, Safe, safe at last, the dan-ger past, 
~~filff~l 
fl I. _A J . I I 
: 
! eJ_ 
Safe In his Fa - ther's home, Safe in his Fa ' } thers 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~:ft" 
I r 
f t E if ; ; t' F 
ad lib. in his ther's home! 
~ r, I r· l Jl 
_ ho.m..e 1 Safe In his Fa- ther's home! . 
f t 1,: ,. -J~~~ II 
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N2 1310 THE ARROW AND THE SONG Peter W. Dykema LJ. -A.~.n. ..Lv --- -
ana A~~ AN<7l-Ml-NTS 
6y 
I> l-T (I< ·\\I· [)Y 1\[MA 
NO. TITLE 
9 ~To Shorten Winter's ·sadness . . 11 t Tho' Soft Air Is Blowing (CLass 
Day So11g) 
1308 The Arrow a nd the Song' 
1309 The Arrow and the Song 
1310 The Arrow and the Song 
1311 The Arrow and the Song 
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P~NO I II ~· t) ft r.-: 
To Harry R. lVilson 
The . Arrow and the Song 
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I shot an 
I:\"'!!'. ]1 
I shot an 
I:\'»!!" 
~ I shot an 
I:'\11JI't1 ..b_ i, 






·~ ..,; .... . joco nt.r.'\ 














in- to the 
l,]J 
in-to the 
~ ~ /Ji!] 
in- to the 
p ~·~ 
in-to t~e 
Price 15 cents 
PeterW Dykema 
I J Jl } Jl I 
air, It fell . to 
I J. jJJ) I 
air, It fell to 
J. ... _l I p ot'..P I 
air, It fell to 
I r ~ p p I 





earth, I knew not where; 
fj 







, ' earth, 
........ .. 
I knew not 
I knew not 




hu-rry a little 
a ' .'1 
\ 
where; For so swift-ly )it 
" 
I 8 I I 
.'1 I 
I t ~ )l J '1 
' 
! ftJi 
Swift-ly it flew, for so swift-ly it 
a I /J I 
I 
' 
r- l p p p ~ p 
flew, for so swift- ly it 






poco cresc. e accel. 1 
r , 
• The frequent assigning of a portion of the melody to a voice other than the soprano is indicated 
in the printing and should be observed by subduing the other voices at those points. 
111111 
CopJTI«IIt IICIIIL by C.CltBirohard • . ,~ 
J:n'--tieDal COJI:Jrl&"llt s-1"841 
llade in the 





























swift-ly it flew, the sight could ~ot fol- low . r _r 1t -- 1n 1ts flight. I shot an ar-row in-to the 
~ '3"' Steaclil y. ~ 11/f . 
. 
. 
swift-~y·:;lew, " - ........... no sight could fol- low its flight. I shot an ar-row in-to the 
Quietly 
-
r--;o r-y-' .. :r "!I' l 
flew, __ I sight c:uld fol - low its flig!it. t shot an ar-row in-to the no 
~.,.._3 Steadily ~ mf. j) )l ); ==- . h' 
flew,_· __ no sight could fol- l~w its r r flight. I shct an ar-row in- to the 
:.p.. 
• ~ ,II '~ I I ... I 
I I I I u .1 
(9- ~ _rj Tlf{: temp~ ;1'1'-
I I l r I 
. 
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air, it fell to earth, I knew not where . 
* 
Song in- to 
1':'1, p 








air, it fell to earth, I knew not where. I breathed a 
* 
song in- to the 
I 1':'1 p 
r 
air, it feU to earth, I knew not where. 
* 
Song in the 
' A little more slozdy 1':'1 
11'1'- • • 1. ~ II I I ~ ri 
. 
I I I I . .. .. 
1':'1 11!/' a tempo gtusto 
fL_ ,., ·~· I I I 
r 
•From this point to tht· Pnd of the next page, humming in all voices except the one that is delivering a p• •r-

















~ air the air, I 
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J _b. ~ 
~~ . I l 
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P' I 1, ~ p lp lp p 
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Earth, knew not wh4're;- :tor who has sight so 
p 
Jl fil j . ¥ 
' 
,, I ... 




• I ' r I fell, I knew :ot Whereji Whoae so_ 
·I "!!' •·ltNJ, 
p ·~ . p p lp 1 r· Q I 
knew not where; For who has _sight 110 keen .and : 
•• • • t.:tL _l .1& .... 
"' 
I II 1...-J 1:-.:J II "I 
I .. 11 Joco OIWSG ••• IUOtll: . L 
I I 
_... > . . 
¥ 
' 
I : I 
fol-low the flight ~ song? 
> ; 0 




Fol - song? I 
i'!f'.cresc. >:::===--
::0. · ¥ I I - I p 











. Allegro R.H. 
«= "'~ J.;~: '3' ~ > ~ "i' ~ ... 
y ..... .. "'!/ . --... 
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t) ~.· Long,_ long 
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' Long, long 






























af - ter-wards, 
_a. 
. 
af - ter-wards, 
af - ter- wards, ___ 
8' 3 .--.... .'I 
~··:J:J"J#~ ... ••• ~~~~~~ 
~ ... ... .. 
huny a little 
I ll I I 3 I 
" af - t~r-wards, In an oak, in an 
I 8 I I 8 I 
... ...... .. .. 
af 
-
ter-wards, ·In an oak, in an 
huny a little 
I 9 I I ll I 
. 
ter-wards, In . an 
I . ~ r 
af 
-
oak, 1n an 
1. .. I .'J I r_ 9 
, 
. 
af - tet-wards, I found in an oak,- I ·round 
""""Y a little 
9 3 3 3 3 ----... 3 
-~~ •• ; • ; :;!o _r. e accel. 
......... 8 3 _._ 
~ 
6 
hold back a little 
/fl. I 3 jq . p 1r J -~ I 
.! I 
oak I found the a.r . 
-
row stilL un- broke, And the 
f\ r-:;--, r-:fl r a -, J . jl lijJ J ='I Jl 
v oak, , a.;-:-I found the row still un- broke, And the 
I I I j I r-y-. I II f} 3 I . ~ I ~ I ~ ·~oPpJ~r t) 




r 6 r----;r--, I I. 
-, ~~ _._ 8 ...-.:;: _._ ~0 I 3 I 
. ~ I r s'J J Jlj ::J 
" 
in an oak, I found the ar 
-
row still un - broke, And the 
'9' 7' 7 '9' 7 '3' ? 3 'i' f\ ~ ~ ~ I~ 1:i:l ! d. " colla rJoce '8' .....-.. '3' ... '? '3'~ .,3 l .. 9 -~-+- • .. 
. .. 
f /II ..-....' 8 1 I 8 I .. v·>,.....-....: . .'/ I 3 I 
1 r ~ D ~ #p ~ )I IV f b r: . t end, the sorig, __ from be-gin-ning to song, _ rom e-gu~o-mng o ., 
,., f > J IJ J I 
ld song, ~ to the end, __ the song, to the 
f\ f >,.............. J I 1r 
1 tJ song, the song,_ the song, the 
f 
_L 
lr r r I 
i' song, to the end, the song, to the 
'9' 
'3' 8' '3' '3· 3 
fl 7 J 1 J m r-T'i '3' 3 l d' ~ LW I l l I I l l 









-end, I found a 
-
gain, I found a - gain, I found a -




end, __ I found, found a- gain, found a- gain, 
====-- softe'r and slowe'r I !. I I 3 I ,.. >----.._ 
- .J. 
- -
tJ I fo~nd, found a- gain, found a- gain, song, __ 
~ I I I II I • II - - -
' 
end, ___ I found, found a- gain, 
..--._ 
..--._ 
....... II 3 ..--._ ..--._ 9 
' ,.. ........ ! • - ! 
-
_I l l _r::"'1 _I\ l v. L.-J,....J I I . I - - - v ~ -I rit. e dim. .. .. .fL~ rit . • 
I I ' 9 .'I '--' 
with expression 
-"II 
pll 1':\,t I 3 I 
. 
tJ gain, in the he.art of a friend. 
I ;;! I r;:. ,fa I II > I 3 I 
. 
,tJ ~ .. 
-found a- gain, in the heart of a friend. 
II I II I 0 I pi 3 I II 
v found a-gain, heart of 
r 
friend. a 
I II I 1':\ 3 PI II I 
' f;und a-gain, heart of a friend. 
t-. 1':\ 3 a J. ~~~1"'1 J. ~ .... II 
-... " I 
I v ~ - ~ I p coll~ voce a tempo mode'rato R.H. R .H . 
adagio 
1':\,a 3 ' ,) .J 1 l.J .J .J ..--._ !11'-" 9 • - - . 
· .. 
' ........ I I I 
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English words by 
Stuart Paul 
(a cappetla) 






























Ma · -. 
A - ve ·:a -
A-ve Ma -p 
A - ve 
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Jacob Aroadelt (?) 





. gra - ti 
Ho-ly, 
gra - ti 
Ho-ly, 
gra- ti 
Ho ~ ly, 







































































































English Text from "concert Son«" for Girls" 
Copyrigh~, MCI\PCXXI, by C. C. · Birchard & Company Made in the U.S. of America •. 
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r i - a, shed thlf 
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- tris tu - i __ J e - sus! San- eta Ma-
love_ and p eace _ f rom Heav 
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en . 0 t en- der 
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love_ and peace from H eav - en. 0 ten-der 
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N9.1329 · ALLELUIA-BENEDICTUS Father Finn S.A.T.B. .10 
0~ MIXI:I) VOLCI:S 
6y 
CONT~MPOI<A~Y COMPOS~J<S 
No. . TITI.E COMPOSER 
1005 Lo, There is Builded a City T. Carl Whitmer 
1038 I Am a Texan Carl Venth 
1041 Texas, May I Never Wander David W Guion' 
1_054 Easter Sermon of the Birds Father Finn 
1300 Ode to Solitude Noble Cain 
1329 All eluia-Benedict us Father Finn 
1341 The Pledg~ Jos eph Wagner 
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NQ952 ALMIGHTY AND EVERLASTING GOD Gibbons-Wiseman S • .A. T. B • • 20 



















Sing We and Chant It S.S.A.T.B. Morley 
Almighty and Everlasting God S.A.T.B. Gibbons 
Fire, Fire My Heart I S.S.A.T.B. Morley 
Go Ye My Canzonets s.s. Morley 
Hosanna to the Son of David S.S.A.A.T.B Gibbons 
Alas ! What Hope of Speeding S.A.T.B. Wilbye 
Adieu, Sweet Amarillis S.A.T.B. Wilbye 
Away ! Thou Shalt not Love Me! S.S.A. Wilbye 
Lady, When I Behold S.S.A.B. Wilbye 
Dainty F ine Bird S.S.A.T.B. Gibbons 
Call to Remembrance S.A.T.B. Fa"ant 




This very beautiful aud expressive anthem1 by Orlando Gibbons was 
included in Barnard's "First Book of Selecttld Church Music" (16-il) and 
has never, lite many of his other "WOrks, completely disappeared from 
the Cathedral Repertory. It is here printed in a key which is more suit-
able to present day pitch. The bar lines are intended merely as a guide 
to the eye and are no index of accentuation 'which should followthe·nat-
ural accents of the words. The marks in the score(>) must not be over-
done or pushed in any way. The anthem should be &UDg in as wen-ku. it 
a lt~gato as possible and at a fair pace(~::: albout 112.) It cans for the 
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Old Englisk Clzortzl Senes 
Almighty 'alid Ever lasting God 
(S. A.T. B.) 
Price 20 cents 
3 
Very expressively and smoothly 
p > 
. 
At-might - y and 
p > > . 
Al-might-y and 
. .I 
ev - er - last - ing 
Very expressively and smoothly 
(For reltearsal o•nly) 
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- er - last-ing God 
> > 
last - ing God, ev- er -last-ing 
God 
I. 
Orlando Gibbons <t5sa-tnli> 
Edited by Herbert Wiseman 
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ev - er-last - ing 
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At-might - y and 
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fend us, to help 
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Christ ·' through through Je - sus our Lord, 
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-us, through Je - sus Christ our Lord, through Je - sus Christ _ 
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IV 
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Je - sus our Lord, - - men. 
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our · Lord, A - - - men , A 
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Je - sus Christ __ our Lord , A- men. 
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OLD ENGUSH CHO~IL SERIES 
Uitrtl by DR.. HEil.BEll T WlSEMAN 
The publication of this new series coincides with the widespread 
ncopitioa DOtr beiaa pYea the early Eoalialn composers u amooa tbe 
patesc mascen of cboril music the world ba1 eYer known. The pub-
&sben are fonuaate in baYina u editor of tbe teries, Dr. Herbert 
Wiseman, director of music of the Edinburgh <::orpontioa, Scodmd, and 
110ted authority on English music biatocy. Ilr. YIIGIWl's lectures at 
Columbia UaiYenity ban aready stimulated the awakeaiaa of iacerac 
in this country iii old Enalish choral music. 
Distinctive Compositions for Treble Voices 
Three Parts ( S. S. A.) 
54 THE QuEST (Bohemian) 
120 A SNOW LEGEND 
170 HARK, Now, 0 SHEPHERDS (Moravian) 
238 SwEET CoNTENT 
278 TH'E BuGLE oF SPRING (trumpet obbligato) 
455 MYSoNG 
539 I SING OF THE LADY OF ALL MOST FAIR ('cello ad lib.} 
545 SLEEP, MY DEARIE 
565 THE FAIRIES 
566 FAR AwAY IsLEs 
809 AMERICA (from the symphony "America") 
818 K YE SoNG OF ST. BRIDE 
824 SuMMER NIGHT 
861 RoBIN IN THE LILAC BusH {a caftella} 
882 A SHEPHERD IDYL {"La Playera") 
907 PsALM 150 (ace. transcribed from the orchestral score) 
914 OuTSHINEs THE SuN ("I've Got a Mother in Heaven"} 
Spiritual 
926 KoosiiEEO (Chinese Cradle Song) words by S. P. K. Ming 
927 LEGEND (a catpelta) 
928 STILL, STILL WITH THEE (words by Harriet Beecher Stowe) 
(a catpella) 
958 AwAY! THou SHALT NoT LovE ME (madrigal, a catpella) 
986 NIGHTINGALE SoNG (flute obbligato} 
1001 NIGHT SoNG 
1 OOt FLOWER OF DREAMS 
1013 IT CANNOT BE A STRANGE CouNTREE ("Song of the 
Emigrant") 
1020 SuN, AND THE WARM BROWN EARTH 
1024 TuRN YE TO ME (Scottish) 
1044 TExAS MooN 
1052 A WEE BIRD CAME (Scottish) 
1063 KATHRYN's WEDDING DAY (German) 
1 064 LITTLE LAC GRENIER 
1109 GREY STONES (a catpella} 
1116 THE CALL OF THE MoRNING (a catpella) 
1132 BEG-INNISH (words by J. M. Synge) 
1188 THE SKYLARK {a catpella) 
Robert W. Gihb 
J oseth W. C lolt.Jy 
Morten J. LufJaas 
Laurence Powell 
GlnJys Pitcher 
H. Maurice Jacquet 
C hnrles Retpe' 
M. Theresa Armitage 
M. J¥ ood Hill 
Charles R.etper 
Ernest Bloch 
]()seth W. Cloleey 
Mrs. M. H. Gttlesian 




Isabel D. Ferris 
T chailtovsky-Pitcher 
Walter H. Angell 
John Wilbye 
Handel-Gaines 
loseth W. Clokey 
lose-ph W . Clokey 




Robert W. Gibb 
Morten J. LufJtltiS 
Robert W. Gihb 
Charles Harford Llo1d 
A. J. Silver 
Cyril C. Dalmaine 
G. H. Smith 
C. C. BIRCHARD & COMPANY 
Boston Massachusetts 
Distinctive Compositions for Mixed, Voices 
Four Parts ( S.A.T.B.) a cafPella 
23 THE BELLS (text from the poem by Poe) 
31 BLow, BLow, THou WINTER WIND (text by Shakespeare) 
i4 A THING OF BEAUTY (text by Keats) 
Arthur Foote 
Joseph W. Cloke}' 


















ON CANAAN SHORE (spiritual) 
MADRIGALE : FAR, FAR AWAY (Italian and English text) 
HosPODEE PoMEELOOY ("Lord Have Mercy") 
REQUIEM (text by Stevenson) 
AvE MARIA (Latin and English text) 
DE SHEEPFOL' 
KoL NIDRE ("All Vows") Hebrew and English text 
THE GREENWOOD 
MEMORIES (Irish) 
PAcK, CLOUDs, AwAY! (text by Thomas Heywood) 
WHEN SHE ANsWER-ED ME liER VorcE WAs Low (Irish) 
WHEN TwiLIGHT SHADOWs FALL 
HoMELAND, DEAR HoMELAND (from "The Vision'') 
A LovE LYRIC 
FoLLY's SoNG (poem by Keats) 
Now REsT BF.NEATH NIGHT's SHADOW 
GoT A-MY SouL BAPTIZED 
Harvey W orthingtorz Loomis 
Sarti-M alipiet o 
Lvovsky-M ontani 
Sir Granville Bantock 
1 acob A rcadelt 
Joseph W. ClokeJ' 
Har-vey JV orthington Loomis 
Mrs. H. H. A. B each 




Samuel Richards Gai->zes 
Harvey Worthington Loomis 
Cl!ris M. Edmunds 
lsaac-Luvans . 
W illinm Rhodes 
91 i MY LovELY CELIA M unro-Luvnas 
f ohmm Seba.rtian Bach 
Orlando Gibbom 
fohn Wilb)· e 
folm Hlifbyc 
Richard Farrant 













ALMIGHTY AND . EvERLASTING Goo 
ALAs! WHAT HoPE oF SPEEDING 
ADIEu, SwEET AMARILLis 
CALL TO REMEMBRANCE 
SwiNG Low, SwEET CHt.RIOT (sp1ritual) with sopra~o or tenor solo 
THE NIGHTINGALE 
Goo !h IN MY f\EAD 
MoTET: MY S01.E THERE Is A CouNTRY· 
SoNG FOR A DANCE ("glee") ,., 
GATHER YE RosEBUDS (poem by Herrick) 
- . 
TEARS FOR THE Gooo AND TRUE (threnody) 
TRUE LovE's THE GIFT (words by Sir Walter Scott) 
Bron-Wright 
Tchaikovsky-Luvnns 
E. T. Chapman 
Sir C. Hubert Parr}' 
Dr. Charles Wood 
l. Burnell 
Walter Parratt 
Dr. Charles J.Vood 
C. C. BIRCHARD & COMPANY 
Boston ·Massachusetts 
,. 
No. Title Arr. Composer 
1030 The Bluebonnet, Flower of Texas S.A.T.B. Oscar!. Fos 
1031 The Bluebonnet, Flower of Texas T.T.B.B. Oscar J. Fos 
1032 The Bluebonnet, Flower of Texas S.S.A. Oscar!. Fos 
1033 Will You Come to the Bower? S. A. T. B. Arr. by Oscar J. Fos 
1034 Will You Come to the Bower? S.S.A. Arr. by Oscar J. Fos 
1035 Will You Come to the Bower? T. T. B. B. A". by Oscar J. Fos 
1036 I'm Coming Back to You, My Texas T. T. B. B. Bill Cunningham 
1037 I'm Coming Back to You, My Texas S. A. T. B. BiJl Cunningham 
1038 I Am a Texan S.A.T.B. Carl Venth 
1039 I Am a Texan S.S.A. Car&Vemh 
1040 I Am a Texan T.T.B.B. Carl Venth 
1041 Texas, May I Never Wander S.A. T.B. David Guion 
1042 Texas, May I Never Wander S.S.A. Da!'fid Guion 
1043 Texas, May I Never Wander T.T.B.B. Dlnlid Guion 
1044 Texas Moon S.S.A. Gladys Pitcher 
1045 Texas Moon T .T. B.B. Gladys Pitcher 
1046 The Six Flags of Texas S.A. T.B . Gladys Pitcher 
1047 Alamo S.A.T.B. Roy S. Stoughton 
104-8 My Lone Star K ative State S . S.A. Gladys P$tcher 
1049 Colonel Davy Crockett T. T. B. B. Samuel RiMarda Gainu 
C. C. B I R.CHARD &. COMPANY 
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N!?1047 LAUREL OCTA V O 
Alamo 
S.A. T. B. 
Margery.Armitage 
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MIXED VOICES 
T rTLF. AnR. 
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90 Scandalize' My Name (Spiritual). S.A.T. B. 
























Gain' to Shout All Over God's Heaven (Spiriiual) · S.A.T.B. 
The Bugle of Spring ~. ... S.A.T.B. 
Come, Spring! S.A. B. 
Pack, Clouds, Away! . S.A.T. B. 
When She Answered Me (Jrish) S.A.T. B. 
Nooturne ("AxnANTT!I.""O ") Le1~are S. A.B. 
Bendemeer ' s Stream (Jrish ) S. A.B. 
TheCampfire . . S.A.B. 
Water Boy ( 'il(,rk Song) S.A.B. 
Lolita (Ar ll old) . . S.A.B. 
Turn Ye to .1\le (Scoffish) S.A. B. 
Wa~er Boy (l\Tork Song) S.A.T.:S. 
Espana (' ' RHAP>< GT! TR .. ) Chabril'l· S:/\.T. B. 
Ay,Ay,Ay ('Ar.As ·') Creo le . S .A.T. B. 
The Song We Sang (\rit'nlzcse) . . . . S.A.T.B. 
HerdingSong (OldHit;hlad:'Vdo,lyi . .  S.S.A .·B. 
The Coasts of High Barbary (Smn~rsr:lChallfi.y) S.S.A . B . 
The Eri.e Canal (American Tune). 
The Gipsy Camp (Russ ian) 
The Song 'Ne Sang (Vie;n: rse) 
~farris Dance (Old Eng lish) 
The Six Fhgs of Texas . . . 
My Bonnie Lass She Smi!eth (Bottomley) 
Unison 
S. A. op. T. B . 
S.A. Gp. 13 . 
S.A .A. B . 
S.J....T. B. 
S.A.T. B. 
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S.S.A. Turn Ye to Me 
arrangement ' li!fo. 1024. 
JOHN WILSON (Christopher North) 
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OLD HIClHLAND MELODY 
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waves are dane 
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to me: The sea-mew is moan- ing 
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wea- d- ty, wea- ri - ly, 
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ro Mhai - ri - dhu, 
(Ma - ry dear,) 
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Cold i.<i storm-wind that ruf - fles his breast, But warm are the 
Hushed be thy moan-ing, lone bird of the sea, Thy home on the 
L 
Cold his breast, 
Hushed the sea, 
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down- y plumes lin - .ing his nest._ Cold the winds blow there, 




Warm is his nest. I 
Home shel - ters thee. 
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Distinctive Compositions for · Mixed · Voices 
Four Parts ( S.A.T.B.) a cappella 
23 THE BELLS ttext from the poem by Poe) Arthur Foote 
loJeph W. Clokey 


























BLow~ BLow, THou WINTER WIND (text by Shakespeare) 
A THING OF BEAUTY (text by Keats) 
ON CANAAN SHORE (spiritual) 
MADRIGALE: FAR, FAR AWAY (Italian and English text) 
HosPODEE PoMEELOOY ("Lord Have Mercy") 
REQUIEM (text by Stevenson) 
AVE MARIA (Latin and English text) 
DE SHEEPFOL' 
KoL NmRE ("All Vows") Hebrew and English text 
THE GREENWOOD 
MEMORIES (Irish) 
PAcK, CLOUDs, AWAY! (text by Thomas Heywood) 
WHEN SHE ANsWERED ME HER VmcE WAs Low (Irish) 
WHEN TwiLIGHT SHADows FALL 
HoMELAND, DEAR HoMELAND (from "The Vision") 
A LovE LYRIC 
FoLLY's SoNG (poem by Keats) 
Now REsT BENEATH NIGH:r's SHADOW 
GoT A-MY SouL BAPTIZED 
My LOVELy CELIA 
CoME, HoLY SPIRIT 
ALMIGHTY AND EvERLASTING Goo 
ALAs! WHAT HoPE oF SPEEDING 
AoiEu, SwEET AMARILLis 
CALL TO REMEMBRANCE 
Harvey W orthingfon Loomis 
Sarti-M alipiero 
Lvovsky-M ontani 
Sir Granville Bantock 
l acob A rcadelt 
Joseph W. Clokey 
Harvey liVorthington Loomir 
Mrs. H. H. A. B each 




Sa>muel R ichtPrds Gatnes 
H «7"Vey Worthington L oomis 









981 SwiN~ Low, SwEET CHARIOT (spiritual) with soprano or tenor solo Bron-Wright 
992 THE NIGHTINGALE Tchaikovsky-Luvaas 
1123 Goo BE IN MY HEAD E. T. Chapman 
1124 M oTET: MY SoLE THERE I s A CouNTRY Sir C. Hubert Parry 
1125 SoNG FOR A DANCE ("glee") Dr. Charles Wond 
11 34 GATHER YE RosEBUDS ( poem by Herrick) /. Burnell 
1151 TEARS FOR THE Goon AND TRUE (threnody) Walter Parratt 
1154 TRUE LovE's THE GIFT (words by Sir Walter Scott) Dr. CharleJ Wood 
C. C. BIRCHARD & COMPANY 
Boston Massachusetts 
NQ 570 NOCTURNE Lemare-Pitcher S.A.B. .15 





90 Scandalize' My Name (Spiritual). 




141 Gain' to Shout All Over God's Heaven (Spiritual) S.A.T.B. 
169 The Bugle of Spring S .A. T. B. 
532 Co:ne, Spring ! S.A. B . 
549 Pack,Clouds,Away! . S.A.T.B. 
55.9 When She Answered Me (Jrish) S.A.T. B. 
570 Nocturne ( "A~nANTI?-OO .. ) Leman! S. A.B. 
801 Bendemeer's Stream (Jrish ) S. A.B . 
810 The Campfire . . . S .A. B. 
812 WaterBoy (W'"orkSong) S.A.B. 
813 Lolita (AniOld) . . S.A.B. 
H20 Turn Ye to Me (Scottish) S .A. B. 
821 Wa':er Boy (\l'"ork Song) S.A.T.B. 
903 Espana (··RnAP~GDrR· · ) Chabrirr· S.A:.T. B. 
910 Ay, Ay."Ay ('ALAS .. ) C··eole . S.A.T. B. 
924 The Song We Sang (riellnese) . . . . S.A.T.B. 
941 HerdingSong (OldHighlcu;d!lfl'lodyi .. S.S.A.B. 
942 The Coasts of High Barbary (SomasdCltanfty) S.S.A. B. 
988 The Erie Canal (American Tune). Unison · 
1021 The Gipsy Camp (Russian) S . A.op. T. B . 
1026 The Song We Sang (V£e m wse) S.A.op. B . 
102 8 ~farris Dance (Old English) S. A.A . B 
1046 The Six Flags of Texas . S.A .T. B. 
1094 My Bonnie Lass She Smileth (Bottomley) S. A. T. B. 
C·C· BIR.CUAR.D CICO· BOJTON 
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All earth is 
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Bruno Oscar Klein 
for thy rest was 
g en-tle dews a -
let thine an-cient 
n o -bly \Von; 





se t thy fl am-ing spir- it free, Aud thy m or -
by his proud, un - brok- en l<tuce, Ht: !;hall s lee p 
men be - neath thy bil - lows sleep, Let them r est 
tal task was 
a -mong the 




Thy va l - ia rit sou l hath led the 
Thy va l-i ant sou l _______ _ hath led the 
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To God's all - per feet day._ 0 wear - y 
way, _ ha th led the 
way, _ 
wear - y 
heart, _______ _ 
heart, give o'er the sig·h,_Give o'er the s igh, His spi r-it can-not die. 
give o'e r the 
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Crossing the Bar 
Alfred, Lord Tennyson 
p 
J oseph Barn by 
Sun - ~ et and eve - ning ~ t a r, And one clea r ca ll for m e! And may there 
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'\ I I r r 
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hope to see my 
Cord elia Brooks Fenno 
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youth You have 
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crossed the wide 
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for th e 
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Flag high a 
Rig ht and the 
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Truth, And the soul of man-
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smile d as they va n - i ::;hed fr om 
light tha t sha ll nev - e r e x pire . __ _ 
d ay that y ou showed how t o die. _ __ _ 
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] ohn White Chadwick 
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hard t o take the 






song- of those who an - ~we r not, How -
bright - ened all the j oy of life, Th ey 
fol 
-
l ow them were not so hard , '\ner -




throng- si - l e nce of th e brea~t , . V.'e 
Oh, 'tis good t o think of th em . V.'h en 
can - n ot b e w here God i~ n ot, On 
/I'll-+ _..., I 
. ) I I L...J I 
kind , the brave, the true, th e ~wee t , Wh o 
be t o God that s uch have b ee n , Tbo ' 
e'er b P - tides , Thy love ~ -·bides , Our ~ *- fl- .n fl- .. 
I 
Old Tune 
Har. by Arthur S.Sullivan 
,....., I I 
I .. 
ev - er we may 
s oft - en ed ev- 'ry 
ev - er th ey may 
I ~ ~ 
~ 
see th e m a s of 
we a r e trou-bl ed 
a n sea or 
,_...., I 
I 
wal k with us 
th ey a re h er e 
1'~ fo1l ev -fl-
u 





fr own : But 
f a r e; They 
,.,. 




no m ore . 
n o mor e. 
er - more . 
.. n · 
I 
Blow, Bugles, Blow 
J ohnS. Mc Groa rty 
• 
Alleg retto 
1 . Bl ow, 
2 . S ig-11 , 
.... 
bn - gl e ~ , blow, 
brre z - es , ~i gh , 
1. ... 
..__./ 
1. Bu- le, blow, _ _ 
2 . Zeph- yr , s ig-h,_ 















.. .. .. 
a g-ood- nig-ht 
a - bove th em 
. .. • 
r r 
a song of 
their\Year - y 
.. .. .. 
so ng for them 
t en - de1· -ly, 









v I I 
who brave - ly fa ced 
0 blue of sum-
• ~ ~ ~ 
Where they s leep n ur 
All their bat - ties 
Abide With Me 
5 
---· th e foe; _ 
m er s ky ; _ 
-------.. -~ 
'---1 
wake a - g-ain , 
fought and wo n, 


















vic - to -g:lve ~ 
mel fa!'t 
pres - ence 
fo e, with 
falls the 
ev - ' ry 
Thee at 












with me a bide! ·when oth 
- e r li e lr - ers 





bit - ter - ness: "\\'here is 
He lp of the 
Thro' cloudand 
I tri-umph 
help-less, 0 a -
sun-shine, 0 
still if Thou 










Andante Harvey Worthington Loomis 
1'. l< * CJIORCS 
• r r . ....____ 
1. S o!-dit-r, rest! thy war-fare o'er, S!et>p thl' s!ePp that kn ow not breilk- ing-; 
3. Sol-dier, rest! thy war-fare _o'er, Dre~ fight - ing fields un m on·: -
Aft If 
'V 
- u~ r· ~'t ~ 1~---f ~~-Ll p l1·gato .h I I 
I I r I 
,., ~ H 3 
'V r r ~ 
Drea m of bot- ti ed field s no morA Days (Jf dan - ger, nights of wak -ing, nig'hts .of 
S! e~e sleep that kn ows not wak-ing, 1\Iorn of toi l, nor night qf w<Jk- ing, night of 
,., l< It I ~ .I 
-
;;--
tJ ~;r_: 'I .rl . u-r 1'! r . I r IQ~ r-~ ~<J ~>J n - r-;~ .. ; 
I I I I I 
SOLO 
~~>++ rail. Finl' "'11 a tempo :1 
IV k _...__.... Sol-dier, rP st! wil - tng, 2. In isle's t•n-chant..ed hall, - . wa~- ing, S ol-d ier, rest! an 
~. ++ rail. "'11 a tempu 1- 1- rfj_ 
• r ~o/ [_ ,. ~ J W I T :J~m ~ ,;...-1----. ,......, pp mp sempre llgafo ~ ,_ 
I I I .. 
,., .? oco ra p ll Y' ....--___ ~<++ 
0 ) ,r • r 
Hands un-seen thy. couch are strew-ing, · Fair-y strains of mu-sic. fall,_ 
,., :;-_ I I ,..4-, ..t--.,.Poco rail. 71 ri.t- ~>!t 
-
. . 
,ov '-J"~ . i U f T 1 IH;resc.~~ '"-.....: /I -\I \~ I ~ ~b~~ 
I I ·~. 
* cspress. rall DCFr 




- . r 
Ev - 'ry sense in slum - ber dew - ing, Fair- y strains, fair - y strains . . 
,., l< !t IJ 1\>r :r J y ' 1\ 1- I 3' :;, I 
. ) I 'I 
"'IJ r~~~~ ;_ - ~s -~-1~ rk;:!l ;prcss.10 J 't' .1 . 
1 ...!!._ r 3"" ..:!.-r I . +1./ 
Edward A. Dayman 
/fl I 




77 ... it -e-
1. Sleep · thy last s!et ·p, Free 
2. Life\ dwam IS past, All 




Till th'e - t er- nal m or-row; : 
Dawns a day of glad-ne;;s; 
L ord, when Thou ap - pea r- est: 
~· ~ .(fl. ~ ,so-
l) I 
riv - e r, 
t reas - ure , 
,,·eep - i ng, 
Thy f a int-jng 
To rest in 

















j u ice _ 
~ 
.. c:.; 
. I I I 
a nd sor-row; Rest, where none weep, 
and sad-ness ; Bright- ly a t las t 
the dear- est, They shall re turn, 
kn • • -6-
I I I 
_j I "- I 
dark waves lr:ill~ '1J I I O'e r the Sl - lent 
der the sod,_ Ea1·th, r e - ce ive our 
shall Thy voice _ Com- fort those n ow 
• .1---1 • ..,. 
I I I I I I 
Hcav 
-
en can· de li v - er. 
\\'a it - ing all Hi s pl eas 
-
ure . 
All Ill J e - sus s l e t•p - ing·. 
John Henry Newman· Lead, Kindly Light John B. Dykes 
1: Leall, kinll-ly Light, a- mid th'en-cir- cling 
2. I was n0t ev - er thus, nor prayed that 
3. So long Thy pow'r hath blest me, sure it 
dark, and I am far fr om 
ch oose and see my path: but 
fen, o'ercrag and tor- rent, 
home; LeadThou me 
Il 0W- Lead 'rhou me 
till_ The night IS 
~ 
Lead Thou me on; 
Shouldst lead me on; 
\Viii lead m e on 
on!_ Keep Th ou my 
on!_ I 10Vt:d tJJC 
go ne, And, with the 
. ; 
to_ 
d ay, a nd, spite of_ 
an-gel fac- es_ 
tant _ scene; one step e -
my_ will; re-mem-ber 
have loved l ong since, and 
The nig·ht is 
I l oved to 
O•er moor a nd 
fee t; 
ga r- i sh 
m orn, th ose 
for · me ._ 
past . years! 
a - while. 
,--..._!':\ 
For Sopran9 solo and Mixed Chorus: 
(In Memoriam) THE ANSWER OF THE STARS; Text by M.A. DeWolfe Howe; Music by Frederic S. Converse 
N~ 43. Laurel Octavo. 
8 
SELECTIONS FOR READING 
How s leep the brave, who s ink t o r est 
By a ll the ir country's wishes bl est! 
When Spring, with dewy finge r s cold, 
Returns to deck their hallowed m ou ld, 
She there shall dre ss a sweeter sod 
Tha n Fancy's feet have eve r trod. 
By fa iry ha nds the ir kne ll i s run g; 
By forms unsee n their dirge is su ng; 
There Honor comes , a pilg rim gray, 
To bless the turf that wr aps the ir cl ay; 
And Freedom shall awhile repa ir 
T o dwell, a weeping he rmit, th e re ! 
-William Cutti n .~ 
The muffl ed drum's sad roll has beat 
The ~o ldi e r's l a~t tatt oo; 
No mon~ on Lift,'s pa rade sha ll med 
Th at hrave and fa ll e n few. 
On Fa m~, 's ete rn <!l camping-ground 
T heir si lent tents a re f'prPad, 
And Gl ory g ua rds , wit h sokmn tread, 
Th e bivou ac of th•~ dead . 
-Theodore O'Hare 
0 , it is sweet f or our country to diP! How softly n ·poses 
\\'arri or-youth on his bi er, wet by th o tea r s of his l ovt,, 
\Vet by a m othe r's warm t ea r s , tlw y cro\vn him wit h garlands of r os•~s ; 
\\'t•t• p, a nd t he n j oyous ly turn, bright wh ere he triumph s ab ovH. 
-James Oates P ercival 
\Vlw n f i.l l!s the soldier braw, 
Dea d a t the feet of \\' rong, 
The poet s ings and guards hi s gTave 
With sentinels of song. 
-Austin J)obson 
Under th e sod a nd the dew, 
Wa iting the judg men t Day, 
Under the roses th e Blue, 
Und er the lili es th e Gray. 
Unde r the sod and th e dew, 
\Va iti ng the J udg·ment Day, 
L ove and t ea r s for the Blue, 
Tea r s an d love fo r th e Gray. 
-.Francis llfilc~; Fi nc lt 
Th e nading of Lincoln's Octtysbu1'!( AddTess is sug;l{estcd. 
NQ 446 
Cvmpo6ifi()nS ancl Arrangements 
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The Quest (Bohemian) 
Short'nin' Bread (Negro) 
The Lonely Road (Tchaikovsky) 
Guard Well Thy Trust, America 
The Marines' Hymn 
Afterglow 
Rouse Ye, Shepherds 
A Wee Bird Came (Scotch) 
A Wee Bird Came (Scot ch) 
Little Lac Grenier 
Da Sleep in' Man 
Swing Low, Sweet Chariot (Spiritual) 
Short'nin' Bread (Negro) 
Lord, Thou Art Mi~dful 
"Air for the G string" (BeL ch) 
The Lonely Road (Tchaikovsky) 
Guard Well Thy Trust, America 
Wings Over America 
Wings Over America 
The Marines' Hymn 
The Marines' Hymn 
On Christmas Night (EngLish) 
Catalan Carol 









































.., I I 
Mo11- te 
fJ 
" Mon - ~ te 
Mon- te 







The Marines' Hymn 
S.A.B. 
Price 15 cents 
United States Marine Corps Song 
.Arranged hg Robert W. Gihb 
I 
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From the halls of 
ff I 
From the halls of 
ff 
• 
From the halls of 
J I 1 I 
1 .. 1' ,. ,, ... ~ I~ -2: -~ ~ 1¥1 ..-"' 1 
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ma To the shores of Trip-0 - li, 
I I J I I I I . I ,..., 9 I 
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Used by permission or the United Stat"s Marine Corps, owners or the Copyrit;ht 
Arrangement Copyrit;ht IICIIXLIV by C. C. B ire hard&. Company 
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We fight I ' bat ties In the air, 
-
our coun- try s . - on 
11 I I I I I 
-
I J I I I J 
., 
- ~~ ~I ~I ~ I '19- I ~ I + rs- I ~ ..... 'i9- r ~. r 
I I I I I I I I I 
?:)- :&t c;.l ~ ?) -9- .., :it ., ~ ~ 
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land and sea; First to fight for right and 
---
-
_0 ,., ,., 
I 
land and sea; First to fight for right and 
11 I _I l I J 
., 
• 1; _7} r #......_ ~-- . I .., I f'?; r . .., I I I --~ I I I I I 
:;;t 
- -
...... 7- i ~ ?): ?)- "it 7.J" 
J ~ 
--===----- . 
_'Ill I I 
And to 
I 
clean, free - dom keep our bon- or 
~ I 
., ..., 
-:--_....-free - dom And to keep our bon- or clean, 
-
I ,., 0 
. 
~ I clean, 
I 
free - dom And to keep our hon-or 
~ 
-
I I I I I I l ~ 
'Ill ' '~--!....-· ,. I I "I ~r - I----~ I -e- I I 
----I I I l 
-
.I":J I I I 
Col' I 
-
I I ?)- 7) ?)- -9- ?f 
) fl ....-.... I ........-:----- I 
~ I 
-
We are pt"oud to claim the ti - tle Of U-nit - ed 
fl I I 
eJ ....._. I 
- · 
We are proud to claim the ti - tle Of U-nit ~ ed 
I ~ I 
'-" I . I 
-
We are proud to claim the ti 
-
tle OfU-nit- ed 
' 
-I I I I- I I I 
.. ~r i ~ ~~ ~-6 I ~ r ~-6- r ~-l__..-.• I r~ I 4t. .. <+r .1!1 r 
I I I I 
~~~~ ~ ~ ~ OJ ~ "" :;t ~ 
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J fl I 
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~ ~ p4 ?F ~ ~ ~ -~ 
tramp tramp tramp, Tramp tramp tramp tramp 
Tramp tramp -tramp tramp tramptramp tramp, Tramp tramp tramp tramp 
flag's un - furl'd to ev 'ry breeze From dawn to set-ting 
















tramp tramp tramp, 
Tramp tramp tramp tramp tramp tramp tramp, 
Tramp tramp tramp tramp tramp tramp tramp, 
....-.... 
5 
sun, ____ _ We have fought in ev - 'ry cliine _and place Where 
I I 
I I I I 
Tramp tramp tramp tramp tramp tramp tramp, Tramp tramp tramp tramp 
.. .. 
Tramp tramp tramp tramp tramp tramp tramp, Tramp tramp tramp tramp 
.. ,., 
I --"' 
we could take a gun; In the snow of far off 
I 
~ rtit r • $: :u:: tl .. ~~# r ~ r 1~ fl-d- r ~-
I I I 
6t ~ ;st :: ~~ ~~ ~·-u 4 = ~ = ~ 4i ?; i 
I 
I I I 
tramp 
I ! 
tramp tramp tramp, Tramp t'ramp tramp · tramp tramp 
.. .. 









~~ r .. ~ ~ f~ r ~ •-tT ~-r~r 
I I I 





















Tramp tramp tramp tramp tramp tramp tramp, Tramp tramp 
Tramp tramp tramp tramp tra:np tramp tramp, Tramp tramp 






trbp . To the Ma- To the Ma-tramp tramp tramp rines, 
-H 9 I 8 
.. 
- ·To the Ma-tramp tramp tramp tramp tramp. To the Ma - rines, 






rines . . To the Ma- rines, To the Ma-
8 8 
-_l_ 
_I ~ --:::::==::=:-. I 
it: D: ~ ......... I ........ 
-· H L I I L 
4 ~ ~ 
---
~ I ....... I 
-
-.. 9 ~,......-......, .....-..... I 





rines, -- To the Ma- rines; Here's 
.,.-
----
- ! - ...,.,.---...,. ,......-......, -
-
riues, To the:Ma rines. Here's 
__ , 
I 8 
...,. .. I 
'I 
.. .. -,j I I I I I I ... i ~ 
I I L I I aL I I L..a-
. . 
~"·q• T~r I I •-.t i it 
7 
fJ I I 
~ I ~ I I [ I _I ...._ I I proud to health to you and to_ our Corps Which we are 
~. I I 
~ h!atth !o 
I I j I _1 
Which we ~re proud to you and to __ our Corps 
0 _0 0 0 n-. ~ n ,---..,_ n .... 
~ health to you and to __ our Corps Which we are proud to 
~ fJ L I I 
I I I 
~ ~ r ~ r ~r~r fzJ__ll fri"r~~ ~~r¥r ~ ~: ~ 
I I I I I I I I 
~ 
'\ .. ?): ..., ?t ..... ~-- .... ?; r;, ?): .. ~~--
) fJ I 
~ 
--
......-- I I I I, I I 
serve. In_ many a strife weve fought_ for 
fJ I 
~ 
-- In::::._ m~ny I st~ife w~'ve fought~ for serve. a 
--
, , , , ~~- ~ 
In_ strife ' fought_ for serve. many a weve 
( Jl I i I I I I I 
) ~ j it 1:1" jY. t,7ff?.rr ~r~r ~ r .... ) -=---I I I I I t 
• ...... it iti~~ .... ?1 "' d •iJ:"it .... 





And nev - er lost our nerve; If the 
fJ I I 
~ 1
1
ife A~ ~ev - ~r 
-
-lost our nerve; If the 
, ,........., n n ~~~-
I' I If the life And nev - er lost our nerve; 
I 1J I I I I I I 
\ ~ -t-rJ- r ~~ ~ r ~-u r ~ ~: j it a- .. 
) I I I I I 
l 
.... ?j Q ~ .. ~ ~-- ....... :it ~ ~ i 
8 . 
my and the Na vy on 
my on 
Ar: . my and the Na vy Ev-er look on 
) ~ I 
.., I I I I I 
Heav-en's scenes, They will · find the streets are 
11 l 
.., 
Heav-en's soenes, I They will find. the st~eets l..re 





Heav-en's s cenes, They will find the streets are 
' ~ I I L-1 I I I 
) 411 .. '--"'~ I ~r ~ wr-_ ;J-jf. 'Uf ~r '7)- r ~ r < 
t 
I I I I I. I I I 
... I q4- ..... - • ~ ..., ~ 
) ~ . I 
-
molto rall. _...-.... 
.., 1guard 1 
-
~d By U- ~it 
-
Jd States Ma 
-
rines. __ 
~ I - .I I molto rall . 
.., 
gua£- ~d By u~ ~it - ~d Staies Ma - rin~-
~-...,:. . 
n 
m,g lto ra!!,. 
-
~ guard - ed By U- nit 
-
ed States Ma - rines._ 
I molto rall. J I i ( . ~ . 1 .. _ I I I 
~r• ·~ f ~.t ·"d- r "u r .... , I -111.1 
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.___...... 
! - I I L ... I I I ,, 
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MUSIC 1=0~ MIXI:() VOI([S 
S.A.B. 
TITLE 
The Beautiful Blue. Danube 
Mister Moon! 
COMP...OSER 
Strauss -Me Conathy 
Ira B. Wil-son 




My Mammy's Voice 
Come, Spring! 
Hark! Hark! the Lark 
The Camp- Fire 
The Foggy Dew ( Irish ) 
Water Boy (Negro) 
Lolita 
Prayer, from "Strade lla '' 
Flowing River (Chilean) 
Bonny Portmore (Irish) 
Turn Ye To Me (Scottish) 
Marian ina (Italian) 





GeorKI' Lowell Tracy 
II arney ''Tort hi ngfon Loomis 
Gladys Pitcher 
Schubert - Baldu·in 
Gladys Pitcher 
~'fauri ce Ar11old 
Gladys PitrhPr 
A r11old- Pitcher 
r•o11 Flofow-Pierpo11t 




llarz•ey Wrorfhingfon Loomis 
Frank G. Cauffman 
983 Enchantment Samuel Richards Gaines 
1021 The Gipsy Camp ( Russianj Gladys PitchP.r 
1026 The Song We Sang (Viemzese) Gladys Pitch~r 
1070 No Blade of Grass Can Flourish Bach-Ru.nkel 
C·C·BIR.CIIAR.D &CO· BO.STO~ 
Price 10 cents 
THE DANCERS. 
So clear, 0 come, Yes, come, 
--=~~ ~ cr :. it~t=!'~~=i=----~~ =~~ 
---- r.-----j - - - ----~- -+--
- -- - -. I -1- I . 
- -~- ~--- ---· --- -.; "t . 
. !prightly as lettves in the breeze. . . See how the soft shadows all a • bloom 
=~=- ~~~9"Es c=t~ "1:i]f=c---~~ ~~-~~ -~ 
like leaves in the breeze,in the breeze. 
~irt-~~l 
. . . . See ev- 'ry cloud with its. glow-ing . pl~me 
q~ ~ =~~S=BC;c Sfft· ~a-~~~~~ 
Da.nce, dance, yes, dance with the sun thro' the trees. See ev- 'ry cloud with plume 
...-... 
~~t-~~~:=~~~-~~-~~~~-~--=t-~ ~-J-~~-: 
~ .....__... ill' 
Dan-ces in time to the breeze. . . Swal-lows are wheel-ing in air - y . . flight, 
Humming. · 
£_ ---d:~ iJl-• ~~~~~--=E' --=~~c- ~~~=~ ~==5==til- tr-=~=rc~t_._ ____ EF=_._ ___ q:=. ----+-___ F .._.__3 
breeze. . . . . (Hm) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . ...-... 
- -~~~-~E~H-~~: i-~~~ -t~tt-.-. -_ .= ---· ---~·-=--=--"1-- - . - ~--_- - = .. ---- .-...j.: 
··---=·==-= .-..,.....~ ~- -==- • ~ r=---= ------.)--.;= - . -~=: 
- ...... . ........ ,. ........ 
~~:~:·;~:00' -~i}=~-c E:-:,,~::;z:~··~d·-~- :"1 -1=-- =:E--- =±-- F-- ... r-- -E~ --r--____ - - ~~ r-- . . - ---g,o--Filled, filled, 0 filled wi."b.laughter, 
Q)pyrumt, 1909, by C. C. Bi . .,...h:-rd & Com~.>ar..v 
Copyright renewed, 1986, by delen K. Gilbert 
~opyright assigned, 1936, to C. C. Birc~ard & Company 
Pr,inted in u ... S.·A:. 
TRI DAKCIRS. 
S. ·S. A 
arrangement No • . 906 
THE SANDMAN. 
ing Be - neath the moonlight ray; 
ly When noon-day sun rose high, 
They 
With-
' ~-~E==t==~--=!= =Ft: . r- ::M":::t:::: :::Jd==:=t=Fi -~ ~=bf;::=:.r--.-"j=~~.J:=--~hili::: ~.----rL4"j j-~ 
3. Now see the lit - tle dust - man, At the win - dow shows his head, . . And 
-i. And ere the lit- tle dust - man, Is ma - ny steps a - way, . Thy 
=~~~f~Ir rr 
-~Jr~ 
---- - - ---
nod· their heads to - geth 
in their nests are sleep 
er, And dream the night a -way. 
ing, Now night is draw-ing nigh. 
The bud -ding trees wave 
The crick - et as it 
dren , Who ought 
ling,Close fast 
to be in And as ei\Ch wea- ry 
But they shall ope at un - til next day. 
And murmur,soft and low, Sleep on, 
A-lone gives forth its song, Sleep on, 
sleep on, sleep o-q, my lit - t.le one. 
sleep on, sleep on, my lit- tle one. 
~J-~L3=J-~;;;;~~d -f~B~m----j-~=-::=n 
- ------- -- - _:=j± - - • , • - - -l--i- -+~
... + ...... ..,. ~ ............ ::;§t. 
pet he spies 
morning's light 
Throws dust in - to its eyes- Sleep on, sleep on,sleep on, my lit-tl e one. 
And greet the sunshine bright, Sleep on, sleep on, sleep on, my lit-tle one 
.... -..._ 
. ---=~-t~___,.__,._r-~---=-~Cw~~,._~~==l=~-o ·9=-- ----=r~~=t=-E=-c::::E~ -8r---?¥=-~--ili:t:-__tt;f=• IEt.==tJ 
And murmur 80ft and low, 
A -lone gives forth its song, 
Throws dust !n-to its eyes, 


















• on , my 
on, my 
. on , IllY 
lit- tie one . 
lit - tie one. 
lit - tie one. 




No •. l LAtrnEL OCTAVO Price 18 oents 
THE BEAUTIFUL BLUE DANUBE 
OroheltraUon &Tt.!lable 
from the Publlahers. 
Andante 
PIANO 
Tempo di VaZ..w 
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Arr. by Osbourne McConathy 
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Pr.om"The School Song Book" 
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THE BEAUTIFUL BLUE DANUBE 
~ ... 
_lL_k_ 
. . 1'--- -~~ r r r I . I .......... .1...-
So blue, and bright, A a 
t ~ 1 J t I I } 
-
J t 1 
blue As da,'wris pear-ly hue, 
~ _.) J .J ) J I ~ j._ 
I . 




v ..._!...I ........... .. ~ r i r ' """'-.. .... ~. r dawn's sweet light; Thro' vale and wood, 
J ~ J J ~ 
-
l ~ J .... J l 1 1 
. 
I' T~1ro' ~al-ley and 1P'~od Thou 
It .J. ~ J J _}_ _}_ _.J _4_ _}_ -1 
liV~I e e I .,; -.1:_ .............. . I :: ~ I e e ... . -.. .. a .. 
.I I. I 
'i'w. 
* .Ill ... }. _1_ _}_ .1 
tJ r r ............. . ....;.- ............... .. ~ l r r r I - -Thy crys - tal flood. Thy 
_l!d 
Thy 
l l 1 J l J J l l _1 _1 l .......... 
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